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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
l The Section Headings and accompanying photograph
give the title and indicate the contents of each section;
l The Page Headings indicates the contents of each
qage, or at least some of the major items on each page;
l The Sources of Further Information pages gives the
%ames of manufacturers who we understand to be
Jroducing equipment of the general type indicated.
fhese are listed within equipment-type
country by
:ountry.

It is intended the gufde should be used by the
faUowb~~ aia~oriea of people:
l Farmers’ representatives who purchase equipment on
behalf of their clients;
l Advisers wb seek to assist farmers and farmers’
organfzationr. %zth the purtitase of equipment;
l Development Agency personnel who need to purchase
equipment
on behalf
of farmers
and farmers’
organization+
0 Fmspective manufacturers or manufacturers’ agents
who wish to have information on the range of equipment
currently av-a!!able.
l Development workers, students and others who wish
to team about the types of equipment available.

Within each section the information

is presented in

tiiraa ways:
l A clear lntrcduction which lays out the most important
points to bear in mind when purchasing a particular
type of equipment. (The emphases vary from section to
section - showing the difficulty of decision.making
when selecting equipment for smallholder agriculture).
l Comprehensive Tables which list the manufacturers of
certain types of equipment and give some further
information about specific items, or the range of items
manufactured. In many tables it was impossible to give
the full address of the manufacturer and the reader is
referred for these to the Manufacturers’ Index.
l Pages laid out in a grid pattern in which the compiler
has attempted to present the equipment in a logical
order, that in which the operations are carried out, and
within each type of operation the progress is from handoperated,
through
animal.drawn,
to motorized
equipment. Sometimes one particular type of equipment
is i!lustrated to represent a group - many of which may
differ in detail, though not in their use. Wherever possible
the trade name of the equipment is used, in order to
facilitate enquiries to the manufacturers.
Having located a manufacturer
for the type of
equlpment In which you are interested, we suggest you
wrlte direct to the manufacturer for further details:
current prices, availability, delivery times and so on.
(Remember that, where known, telephone and telex
numbers have been included in the manufacturers’
index.)

Wo ampact iha madar to we fhe guide In one of the
folhwbrQ waysz
l to find the name and address of the manufacturer of a
specific piece of equipment whose generic name is
known e.g. a tread&operated
rice thresher or an animal.
drawn turnwrest plough.
0 to find the name and address of the manufacturer of a
plese of equipment whose general purpose is known e.g.
a machine for threshing rice or soil tillage equipment.
l to find out about specific types of equipment or
equipment used for specific purposes.
l to find out about the range of equipment available from
specific manufacturers or manufacturers in particular
countries.
l to learn more about equipment used for the different
aspects of crop and livestock production and processing.
To ha@ Uia madam find the infomtation needed as
qukiffy as poaslb/e the matarlrl has bsen claarly
Iaballad end indemed, end lald out as hollows:
OThe Contents Psge will guide the reader to one of
thlrtwn sections;
0 The Manufacturers’ Index gives the page numbers of
equipment supplied by a particular manufacturer. This
index includes telephone/telex numbers where available,
and is organized in alphabetical order by country, e.g.:

Every attempt has been made to ensure accuracy of
the details presented in this guide, but doubtless
changes will have occurred about which the compilers
are unaware. We apologize to any reader to whom we
may have given a false lead. A note will be made of up-todate information which becomes available to ITDG.
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l The Equipment

It must be stmssed that this guide mlfes on
informatlon supplied by the manufactumrs and that
inclusion of *n item Is no guarantaa of performance.
Whilst every cam has been taken to ensum the accuracy
of the data in this guide, the publishers and compllem
cannot accept msponslbllity
for any errors which may
have occuwed. In this connection It should ba noted that
speclficatlons em subject to change without notice and
should be conflpned when makbtg enquiries and pfaclng

Index gives the page numbers of
specific or generic types of equipment listed under their
generic and functional names, e.g:
mela1.1
-731
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PREFACE
During the past five years GATE has been operating an
international Question and Answer Service in the field of
appropriate technology. From all over the world our team
has received thousands of letters asking for help in
identifying
small-scale, lowcost technology for rural
development. While in the early years the emphasis was
ctearly on energy problems, we feel that today there is a
growing
demand
for information
on technology
alternatives on the level of small.scale farming. More and
more. agricultural
implements,
tools and items of
equipment have shifted into the centre of attention.
Information on such subjects is. however, hard to get:
if you want to buy a 90.hp tractor you can find the
appropriate information almost everywhere in the world,
but if you look for simple. small-scale equipment you are
test. In fact, the earlier editions of Tools for Agriculture
were almost the only source of external information
GATE was able to rely on in answering questions about
tow-cost agricultural equipment and where it can be
obtained. But catalogues Like Tools for Agriculture are
not just things to lean back on. They are like tools
themselves. and fmm time to time they need sharpening
up and renewing on the basis of experience.
ITDG proposed to produce a new catalogue, to be
improved in a number of ways.
l to contain the most factual
and most reliable
information
on manufacturers
of small-scale
equipment worldwide;
0 to cot&t information from Third World countries in
order to establish direct south-to-south trade relations
- instead of technical hardware to place the actual
user in the @en&e of attention by actually helping him
or her to obrairr suitable equipment (introductions to
each topic, cross-referencing
etc.) rather than just
identifying it.
The production of such a catalogue could not be
managed by GATE on its own. and we were therefore very
pleased when tTDG suggested co+peration. Apart from
sharing the burden of costs, we pledged to collect
lnfonation
from German.speaking countries in Europe
{the Federal Republic of Germany, Switzerland, Austria)
and to contribute whatever information GTZ had in its
own file&. At the end the project turned out to be an
enioyabte exercise in cmperation,
both with ITDG and
between GATE’S own departments.
Of course, in a book of this kind, we cannot treat the
various topics comprehensively and errors can not be
totally avoided. But even so, we hope the book will serve
the purpose it was made for: to be a tool on its own, a tool
which you, the reader, can use in order to improve rural
development.
Heinz StrOFer, Head of Department, GTZIGATE,
Postfach 5160, D-6236,
Eschborn 1, West Germany.

AEGUTTHISGUIDE
In 1966 the IntermediateTechnology
Development Group
prepared its first guide to UK manufacturers of smallscale agricultural equipment and since then ITDG has
regularly
published
‘Buyer’s
Guides’.
Tools for
Agriculture, the last edition of this guide, was published
in 1976, and presented information on some 700 products
manufactured by about 250 manufacturers worldwide.

This guide is intended to assist the prospective buyer
in a rational choice of equipment. It presents a greater
range of equipment,
both in the numbers
of
manufacturers and countries covered and in terms of
types of equipment, placing different emphasis on the
kind of information presented. Whilst the coverage of
equipment for pesticides application <ior example) has
been compressed, the coverage of livestock production
equipment has been greatly expanded compared with
previous editions. Furthermore, specific sections on
Wool harvesting and Beekeeping were included after
considering the range of livestock production activities
which are most widespread and beneficial to lower
income groups - these two were selected because the
available range of equipment represents a suitable,
intermediate, level of technology.
The process of compiling the guide started with
requests
being sent to a list of some 6,000
manufacturers,
asking for information
about their
products. The response was disappointing and further
letters were sent to a selected group of manufacturers.
Then, after careful investigation of secondary sources,
additional product information was added to the data
bank. Although by no means exhaustive, the guide will
provide the reader with as much information as is
reasonably available. Readers should understand that we
have not nacessarily included all the products available
from the listed manufacturers.
PaMck Mulvany, Agriculture Olficer, /TDG
Myson House, Railway Terrace,
Rugby, CV213HT. UK
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GENERAL

INTRODUCTION

Problems of htmers in &doping
countries
The main economic characteristic
of agriculture
in
developing countries is the low level of productivity
compared with what is technically possible. It has been
shown in many and varied circumstances that although
farmers may be rational and intelligent, technological
stagnation or stow improvements can still be the norm.
This contradiction can be explained by understanding
Several unusual, troublesome features of agriculture.
First, because agriculture
is basically a biological
process, it is subject to the various unique risks of
weather, pests and disease which can affect the product
supply in an unpredictable fashion. Despite exceptional
biological risks, most farmers nowadays rely to various
extents upon cash derived from sales of produce. But
agricultural products have consumer demand patterns
which can turn even good production years - when
biological constraints are conquered - into glut years
and therefore financial disasters. The biological nature of
production also results in a large time-gap, often months
or even years, between the expenditure of effort or cash
and the returns. Once cash inputs are used, an unusually
high proportion of working capital is required, compared
with industry. The final problems created by the
biological
nature of production
lie in the marked
seasonality.
The peaks of labour input create
management problems, and perishable commodities are
produced intermittently; both create additional financial
and technical storage problems.
A second characteristic of agriculture is from the small
scale of most farming operations, often coupled with a
low standard of education of the operators, which gives
farmers little economic power as individuals and little
aptitude to seek such remedial measures as do exist.
There are many examples of appropriate technology but

small farmers will often need intermediaries, such as
extension workers and project personnel, to open their
eyes to the potentialities. Given the vulnerability of small
farmers to biological
and economic
risks, those
intermediaries have special responsibility to assess the
impact of any new technology for each particular set of
local circumstances.
A third factor which affects efficiency in agriculture is
a political one. It is in some ways ironic that in countries
with very large numbers of small farmers, producers tend
to command little political power despite their combined
voting strength. Indeed they are often seen as the group
to be directly and Indirectly taxed to support other,
generally urban-based, state activities. As a contrast, in
rich countries, we often see minorities of farmers with
little voting power receiving massive state subsidies,
much of which supports technological
advancement.
The rationale of farmers referred to above thus leads t0
the exploited, small farmers producing well below
potential and the rich, large-scale farmers producing
food mountains that can only be sold at further
subsidized prices.
The 1970s food crisis. the recent failure of aoriculture
to match rising food demands in many countries,
particularly
in sub-Sahara Africa, and the failure of
industry to fulfil its promise of creating employment and
wealth has turned the attention of policy-makers back to
the long neglected and often despised agriculture sector.
New technology for the large number of low-income,
small-scale, poorly educated farmers will be necessary if
agriculture’s enhanced role is to be successful.
What am the technology options?
Innovation and technology change has been and will be
the main engine of agricultural development. Technology
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Innovative equipment can be simple in construction:

a four-furrow row seeder.

change can be described as the growth of ‘know how’
(and research as ‘know why’). But technology is not just a
system of knowledge which can be applied to various
elements of agricultural or other production to improve
levels or efficiency of output. Technology application
requires and uses new inputs. In contrast, technique
improvement is the more difficult art of improving
production essentially with existing resources. Pity the
poor agricultural extension worker sent out to advise
experienced farmers with no new technology, but only
improvements in technique to demonstrate!
It is possible to exaggerate the lack of prospect for
improvement
and the consequent
need for new
investment in farm resource use. Changes both on and
off-farm are influencing the economies of traditional
systems. For example, with farm size halving every
twenty years or so in some regions - as a result of
population growth, and with increasing demand for cash
from farming activities for production items such as seed
(which used to be farm produced) or for consumption
items such as radio batteries and so forth, there are new
challenges to the traditional rationale and the old system
optima. But despite the need to adjust the existing
resources to find new optima, the opportunities for really
big gains will undoubtedly come from new technology
which will often require radically different ways of doing
things. A change in the resource base or the injection of
a new piece of technology
into an interdependent
agricultural system may alter various other constraints

and opportunities within the overall farm system. One
function of a reference book such as this is to act as an
encyclopaedia illustrating alternative ways of coping with
new challenges. Readers do not have to reinvent the
wheel each time a new transport system emerges. Self.
reliance has little merit over technology transfer when it
comes to solving food availability problems in a rapidly
changing world.
This book displays a very wide range of technology
and describes both what the technology can achieve,
and how and where most information can be discovered.
It shows that there is already in existence a mass of
tested technology for small-scale farmers. The farm
technology
itself is laden with opportunities
for
improving the returns to land, water, labour and other
crucial resources. The careful farmer, with he:p, can have
many options.
The role of information
In the theory of classical economics, information on the
contents of the technology itself is assumed to be a free
good, readily available to all. This is clearly absurd in any
industry, but particularly so in agriculture. One of the
main justifications
for pub!ic support of agricultural
research and extension, in developed and developing
countries alike, is the inability of farmers to search and
experiment
efficiently
and thus to find out what
technology is available.
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The impact of technology
Selection @f technology for inclusion in this book does
not imply endorsement of a particular product. Indeed,
supporters of the appropriate technology concept often
have an ambivalent attitude to new technology. New
technology always changes the system and in particular
it is likely to change who benefits from it. Appropriate
technology advocates believe the kind of cheap, simple,

smallscale,
locally produced, reliable or at least
mendable technology will increase incomes and improve
or at least avoid worsening income distribution. This is
possible, but it is still hard to prove that any technology
has the ideal intrinsic qualities that will somehow create
wealth and at the same time favour tie poorest Qroups in
society. On the contrary, exl;erience shows that the
income-distribution
consequences
of change are
generally unpredictable. Since new technology normally
requires access to resources, it generally favours the
better off; the mode of use of technology, and thus its
impact, is not a readily visible quality.
To reject all modern technology on grounds related to
fears about income distribution
is to argue like the
elderly man who ssid that ‘if God had meant us to fly He
would not have given us railways’. Societies must accept
the benefits of new technology and devise means to
reduce the social costs associated with any worsening of
income distribution - the greater the gain in aggregate
income from innovation, the easier this should be to
achieve. We are aware that the direct users of the book
will seldom be the small farmer client that the
contributors and compilers generally have in mind in
selecting equipment. But those who have access to this
book, such as extension officers, government officials,

Well-designed hand tools can reduce drudgery:hawesting

in Morocco.

However. knowledge of the existence of appropriate
technology will no! be sufficient to ensure adoption.
Attitudes toward it may need to change, the hardware
has to be physically available and those convinced of its
value need financial resources to acquire it. One good
example of this is famiiy planning technology, where
knowledge has generally outrun the capacity of the
delivery systems.
Similarly.
local testing of the
appropriateness of various items is very desirable. This in
turn. will require more local agriculturat research stations
to accept responsibility
for adaptive research and
technofogy
testing.
Nevertheless,
knOwledge
is
obviously a necessary prerequisite to adoption, and
publications such as this have an important part to play
in information dissemination.
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teachers and local leaders must give guidance with care
and with wisdom.
How to choose
In selecting new technology,
either for testing or
promotion, numerous criteria can be devised to aid
judgement. These -aill include the degree of technical
effectiveness, financial profitabilfty, the economic and
social
returns,
health
and safety
factors,
the
administrative
and legal compatibility
with existing
conditions.
The criteria
will not necessarily
be
independent or even compatible. A financially profitable
piece of technology may depend upon underpriced
foreign exchange or tax allowances and be economically
unattractive. It may substitute capital expenditure on
machinery for labour and be socially unattractive. A
particular criterion such as technical efficiency, may
have several elements to aid judgement - such as the
technology’s
simp!icity
and labour-intensity,
its
ecological appropriateness. its scale and flexibility, its
comptementarlty with existing technology and so forth.
These elements are not inherently equal and in some
CircumStanCeS one will be regarded as carrying most
weight. in other circumstances
another. Choice of
technology is a matter of fudgement and all the modern
aids for teChnOlOQy assessment, for coshbenefit analysis
and the like cannot hide this fact. Analysis is an aid to
and not a substitute
for judgement;
the social
consequences
- which are agonising - must be
weiqhed aqainst the various real benefits that are
a&nerd.
The technologies presented in this book ref:ect the
belief that whilst all tech,noloQy will alter the economic
status of large numbers of peoole (often in the direction
of greater inequality of income, greater commercialization. more wage labour and increasing landlessness)
some technologies are more likely to do so than others.
You will find few tractors or combine harvesters in this
book, forkexample, but great emphasis on, for example,
animal-drawn
toohbars
and powered
threshers.
Technology varies in its degree of reach.down to the low.
income farming groups who, if they are not the main
target of rural development, are from our viewpoint a key
component. The cost of lost output through using less
efficient equipment hand pumps rather than tubewells, resistant seed rather than crop pro!ection, hand
tools rather than tractors, small livestock rather than
cattle and buffaloes - is small. indeed, the productivity
of labour-intensive gardening and allOtments can often
exceed that of modern capital-intensive farming systems
- as was shown in Britain during and after the Second
World War. Whilst situations do occur where demand for
increased food supplies force governments to chase
home-produced food without too much thought about the
social impact of the production system, such dire
circumstances are rare. They migh’ occur where the bulk
of low-income people are food purchasers - urban

dwellers and landless rural labourers, and in these cases
largeSCale. Capital4ntenSive State or private farming with
the most modern technology, might be justified. But it is
only rarely that the trade-off between technical and
economic efficiency
and equity criteria is painful.
Research in many countries has shown that modernized
peasant-based systems are generally equally or more
efficient and to most views more equitable, and thus it is
the small farmers who are seen as the main beneficiaries
of Tools for Agriculture - even if they are unlikely
themselves to be the main readers of this book.
Feedback
Whilst there are a number of people who know and
understand the hardware described in this book, there is
feSS understanding of the ways in which technoloQies are
‘delivered’, or options presented to the small farmers
themselves. ITDG is therefore always pleased to have
critical and appreciative feedback - from the aid
agencies,
extension
workers,
credit
agencies,
schoolteachers,
businessmen, politicians
and others
who use this text, on the content and format, equipment
that is missing, new problems, the effectiveness of the
equipment, the service of the manufacturers, and new
ideas for delivery. The hardware available grows rapidly
in diversity and power, but, just like computers, it will be
useless without the software support. In the case of
agriculture, technology software stems from the efforts
of interested individuals and groups who are close to the
small farmers. We look forward to hearing from you!
Ian Canuthers
Wye College, University of London

Modern technology
resource? fertilizing

is easily applied,
maize.

if one has the

1. SEED-BED
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rotary cultivator

RATION

for rice.

Soil is cultivated in order to provide good conditions in
which seeds will germinate and plants will grow to
achieve maximum yields. These are effected by:
0 Opening the soil structure for easy root development
and infiltration of water.
0 Cutting weed roots and burying green material to
reduce crop losses from weed competition.
l Incorporating manure or chemical fertilizer.
Of all the agricultural tasks, cultivation can be the most
demanding of time and energy; therefore it should not
exceed the level necessary for the crop to thrive in a
given soil, climate or farming system. For annual rain-fed
crops the prime consideration
is usually to establish
plants as early as possible to achieve the longest
possible growing season.
The time available for cultivation and planting depends
upon the soil type, climate and cropping schedules. Soils
which dry hard are often impenetrable with light tillage

equipment until softened by rain. Cultivation at the end
of the season when the soil is still moist can ease the
problem. Only secondary tillage would then be required
prior to the next planting. Unfortunately this may not be
possible after long-season crops, such as cotton,
because such land is usually hard by the end of harvest.
The time required for cultivation is determined by the
ease with which tilth is produced and by the field
Ijroduction system, which in turn is governed by the
labour and capital availability.
In areas where, early in the season, water is not a
limiting factor, the control of weed growth is the principal
problem. Poor weed control resulting from inadequate
tillage can later cause partial abandonment of growing
crops if the weeding techniques are unable to cope with
the growth rate over the total area. However, in semi-arid
areas water catchment and the reduction of evaporation
loss are the most important considerations.

Hand Tools
When farming is restricted to that which can be achieved
by manual labour, the area a farmer and family can
manage is rarely more than 2 ha. Although labourers can
often work ten or more hours per day, their physical effort
may be limited by hot and humid weather, an inferior diet,
and possible endemic disease. This commits them to
little over subsistence
farming, unless there is an
opportunity
to supply a high value market, and/or
adequate water supply to allow more than one crop per
year. An added problem for such farmers is that they
rarely qualify for credit to enable the use of improved
seeds and fertilizers.
Hand tools made from local materials to local designs,
such as the digging or planting sticks used in Latin
America and parts of Ethiopia, and the large spade-like
device tipped with steel used in West Africa, are cheap
and effective. Factory-made tools may last much longer
and, under certain conditions, can be produced more
cheaply. However, the method of operation may be so
different from the traditional action that introduction is
restricted.
Those farmers who buy factory-made hoes, albeit with
a handle of traditional length made and fitted in the
village, often limit their purchase to one size, even when
several are available for alternative jobs. The time taken
can be reduced and the tool-life maximized if they are
used for the correct duties. Cultivation of dry, hard soils
benefits from a thick but narrow hoe. General work, light
cultivation and weeding is quick with a wide hoe, which
may be the same weight as a narrow hoe but, being
thinner, cannot withstand continued heavy work. For
planting, a narrow, light hoe is preferable.
For a hoe to be acceptable it must conform to the local
tradition for fitting handles. The most common methods
of attachment are either a spiked tang or ring, forged as
part of the blade, or sometimes welded or riveted to it.
Despite the production limitations with hand tools, their

use will always be necessary to supplement other lowpowered methods of cultivation.
Animal-powered Cultivation
Primary tillage This is carried out to open compacted soil
after a fallow or seasonal cropping, thus allowing soil
aeration to assist root development and the release of
nutrients, and easing the passage of water into the soil,
preventing wasteful run-off. Animal-powered equipment
available for this operation includes traditional ploughs,
as well as steel ploughs and associated implements.
Traditional
ploughs
Animals
operating
wooden
ploughs, often with a steel point or share, are used widely
in Asia, particularly the Indian sub-continent,
in the
Middle East, North Africa, Ethiopia and Latin America. As
a traditional system, the ploughs have evolved within
localities to match the available wood, cultivation
requirement, and animal physique. Wooden ploughs
have a breaking action ideal for flood-irrigated
rice
production. They do not invert the soil or provide any of
the appreciable weed control necessary in rain-fed
agriculture but, because of their extremely low cost it is
difficuit
to persuade farmers to invest in modern
equipment. Wooden ploughs may, in difficult conditions,
require up to five passes in different directions to obtain
a satisfactory tilth.Trials in Ethiopia have shown that the
local ‘Maresha’ requires twice the man-hours compared
to modern animal-drawn equipment to establish crops of
broadcast wheat and barley.
Traditional
animal-drawn
equipment
is generally
pulled by a wooden pole which is an integral part of the
unit. The Ethiopian ‘Maresha’ is one of the few traditional
implements which has a pitch adjustment to modify the
penetration
angle and adjust the depth of work.
Traditional
ploughs are often backed up by other
traditional implements for breaking down and levelling
seed beds, such as the ‘ladder’ used in Bangladesh, and
a range of animal-drawn puddling devices for irrigated
rice paddies.

View from rear

Fig.7 Three views of a moufdboard pfoogh at its correct setting.

seed-bed propardon
Steel implements for primary tiffage Only rarely are
steel ploughs and cultivators made in rural villages and.
when they are. inferior materials cause them to be weak
and inefficient. Such implements therefore are normally
constructed in a factory where materials and processes
can be controlled.
Mouldboard DlOuPhS are designed to invert soil so as
to aerate it a&d to bury weeds Many of the singleoumose Dlouohs are based on oriainal European designs
with a h’eavy- I-section curved beam. but -some arc of
modern design to suit modem but simple manufacturing
methods. There is a range of furrow widths to suit the
animals available: ISGmm wide shares for donkeys and
small oxen worked singly, and up to 3SGmm for multiple
spans of oxen or heavy horses. For tropical agriculture,
semidigger
bodies are normally used, but some
European suppliers offer Ley bodies for ploughing
grassland.
Plough bodies norma:ly comprise three components
which are in contact with the soil:
i. ‘share’ which cuts the soil and roots and governs the
furrow width,
ii. ‘mouldboard’ to invert the soi!.
iii. ‘landside’ which stabilizes the unit against the
unploughed land.
All three components are replaceable although the share
wears most rapidly. The tandside is sometimes fitted
with a detachable ‘heel’ which avoids replacing the
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complete item. A shaped inner member or ‘frog’ is used
to assemble the components,
and square-shanked
countersunk plough bolts and nuts are used. The ‘frog’ is
in turn attached to the plough beam.
A gauge wheel or a skid is often fitted to restrict the
depth of cultivation. Some ploughs have knife coulters to
cut the soil surface above the leading point of the share,
but these are only normally necessary for ploughing
grassland. ‘Reversible’ ploughs are fitted with two plough
bodies to turn soil alternately to the right or left, so as to
progress from one side of a field to the other. This
reduces the operation time and leaves a level field. Single
mouldboard ploughs have to be used ‘round.and-round’
and the first furrows form a shallow ridge which is
sometimes undesirable and has to be levelled. However,
the increased field efficiency of reversible ploughs
shortens the periods when the work-load is relieved at
the end of the furrow and can lead to earlier animal
fatigue.
Most modern animal-drawn equipment is pulled by a
chain, which is attached to a hake at the front of the
beam. The hake is an extension of the beam which
allows the hitch point to be moved up, down or sideways.
Implements should be set so they work at an even depth
across the full width of the soil-cutting parts. Depth can
be increased by raising the hitch point, but penetration
can be poor if the soil is too hard and implements may
tend to work at an angle, tilted forward. The hitch should

“oar Man hourslhectare

mc

ii@

Harvesting

El

Use of animal power
Weeding operations
during the season

/t
ml

Crop Establishment
(Cultivating and planting)

Limited use of animal power

Maximum use of animal power
I

Fig.2 Seasonal labour input for the production of groundnuts (Matthews M.D.P.8 P&n D.W.M.,‘Cultivation Lriafs
with oxdrawn equipment in The Gambia1972-S’.TheAgricunural Engineer,Autumn 1977).

TILtAGE SYSTEM

then be towered so that the implement is level while
operating (see Figure t). Normally, only the mouldboard
@tough requires a side-hake adjustment. This alrows the
line of draught to point at the centre of load, which is
usually tow on the mouldboard just above the centre
p&t
of the share. Sideways adjustment swings the
beam, thereby modifying the width of cut. If the plough is
properly adjusted it should point straight ahead and
require only light support from the operator. Extreme
wear of the earth-contacting parts and the depth of the
wheel/skid, results from poor adjustment, and the
operator has to work unnecessarily hard. Once the basic
principles of implement adjustment are appreciated,
ooerators easilv learn the amount of adiustmont bv field
eaperience.,
*
Other steel implements normally associated with
secondary tillage can be used for primary tlllage if the
conditions are suitable. For instance, in The Gambia, the
sandv loams can be ridoed without orevious tillaae. once
rain rias softened the t:psoil. This is an extrem&quick
method of crop establishment, but the labour demand
during the growing season for weed control is immense,
because there is no completely satisfactory method for
weeding ridgegrown crops. Re-ridging is only partially
successful in killing weeds, and substantial hand work is
required. Figure 2 shows the labour requirement
totrowing different primary tillage techniques, also the
reduction in labour required when a satisfactory system
of mechanized weed control was introduced. In a very
restricted
cultivationlplanting
season, with a high
incidence of weeds, the area managed per worker could
be maximized by changing the crop establishment
technique through the season as the weeds become
harder to control. As the season _I
oroaressed the methods
used

ii. Tine tillage: suitable for control of low, early season
weed growth and needing seine in-season weeding.
iii. Plough:
slow but necessary
once weed is
established, giving good weed control well into the
growing season.
This system was found to be particularly suitable for the
production of groundnuts, although cotton benefited
from thorough ploughing.
Steel sweeps, 3001500mm wide, can be used for
shallow primary tillage. They provide good weed control
where deep tillage or soil inversion is unnecessary or
undesirable. Such a system is mainly applicable to light
soils in semi-arid areas. An alternative system for semiarid regions is to cultivate a narrow strip with a single
tine into which a row crop is sown so that the majority of
the soil is left undisturbed
until weed control is
necessary later in the season.
Disc harrows can also be used provided penetration is
not a problem, and Figure 3 compares the alternative
system in terms of energy input per hectare.
Secondary d//age This is the formation of tilth in
preparation for planting and inter.row weed control. It is
necessary to place seeds at a specified depth in contact
with a fine tilth and to cover them. A cloddy soil will lead
to poor germtnation, but too fine a surface could allow
soil capping between infrequent showers, leading to poor
emergence.
Small seeds need a finer seed-bed and are often
xoadcast which does not allow subsequent mechanized
Need control. Larger seeds are more easily planted in
‘ows and the labour for weed control during the season is
ninimized.
Secondary tillage can be carried out with drag
qarrows (see Figure 4), tines, or disc harrows. The drag
Rarrovfs have a steel or wooden frame fitted with steel
pegs, and weight can be added to the frame to aid
penetration. Disc harrows are often fitted with a seat for
the operator, whose weight automatically
assists
penetration.
However, discs are generally
more
expensive than other forms of secondary tillage
equipment.

were:

i. Direct drill: conducted after the first rains, before
weeds aerrninate. but needino substantial in-season
weed&.

Fig.4 Secondary Mtivation
w

with a drag harrow.
harrow.

8eetd-bed preparation

Flg.5 T&a cross-section

of soil ridges.

Rigid or spring tines can be used in threes or fives for
secorrdary culttvatfon. Although the speed at which oxen
cm cuitfvate Is too low for sprfng tines to achlsve soil
shatter. lhelr use does provlde protectlon when obstacles
are atruck: the whole draught capacity can be imposed
on a stngte ttne when art obstacle Is struck, so that the
ttne and its attachment to the frame have to be capable
of withstanding
it. For cultivation, tines are normally
fitted with reversible points, approximately 5Qmm wide.
Weeding requires a wider blade which can operate at
shattow depths, and can cut roots. The blades, called
duck-foot, or A-blades, need to overlap 25-3Qmm with
neighbouring blades, so that the full operating width is
covered.
The underframe clearance is an important factor to
prevent the equipment riding out in cloddy soil or
Mocking
with weed. Where such conditions
are
exgeoted, 0.3 metres, measured from the point of the tine
to the underside of the frame, is normally adequate.
Land fomrirrg Control arrd efficient utilization of water
are a basic requirement of both rain-fed and irrigated
agriculture.
On land with a slope in excess of 5 per cent, heavy
tropical storms can cause soil erosion, and in severe
cases flefds can be totally degraded in 3-t years.
t%rventiohal
cultivation should be avoided on slooes
over12percent,
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Below 12 per cent, ridgers can provide satisfactory
water and soil conservation. The ridges should be
aligned close to the contours, and an incline of 0.5 - 2 per
cent provides adequate drainage. Where storms are
heavy but infrequent the ridges can be tied, i.e. jointed by
a cross ridge at intervals of 2-3 metres, to hold back water
in the furrow. The proper alignment of ridges is essential,
because low points in a furrow can flood and break out
from the side of the ridge, and this is then repeated down
the slope.
Single-purpose
ridgers sometimes incorporate the
same frames as mouldboard ploughs. They are often
constructed in a similar manner, with a leading share and
twin mouldboards, although some have a breast-plate
between the share and the mouldboard. Because the soil
load on both sides of the implement is balanced, there is
no need for a landside, although some ridgers are fitted
with a fin which runs in the furrow bottom and provides
directional stability. The shape of the ridge formed
depends on the design of the ridging body, and Figure 5
shows the two extremes: (a) being that produced by a
heavy-duty body with curved moufdboards, and(b) from a
lightweight body with straight mouldboards.
The production of crops on ridges is also often
recommended where soil erosion is not a problem. Their
use can be justified in areas which become waterlogged,
so that the plants are above the water inundation level
and as such are suitable for flood irrigation: but where
these conditions do not exist, cropping on the flat is
normally preferable because weed control is easier.
Land planes and bund formers are necessary mostly in
rice production where small fields are levelled so that
water fnundation is even. Bund formers are used to
create temporary field boundaries between levels. These
either disintegrate or are destroyed during harvesting or
recultivation.
Earth scoops can be used for the construction of larger
permanent bunds and for water storage facilities such as
ponds and earth dams (Figure 6). Oxen can be used for
pond or dam construction
at VlOth of the cost of
contracted heavy powered machinery, and li7th of that of
manual labour (Source: International Livestock Gentre for
Africa, Ethiopia). Scoops and planes can also be used for
the constructlon of hlllslds terraces where the necessary
expertise Is avallable.
The maintenance
required
for Simple tillage
implements Is minimal. Bolts and nuts should be kept
tight; oil applied to threads will ease the removal of nuts
when replacing parts. Greasing soil-contacting
parts

Fig.6 Oxdrawn

SONSCOOPexcavating

a pond.
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seed-bed proporation

after work minimizes corrosion; the draught of a rusty
plough is much higher than for a shiny one.
Motorized Cultivation
For rain-fed crop production. motorized cultivators can
be an asset to small farmers in areas where high value
crops are being grown and where fuel arid service can be
guaranteed. They are manufactured as two main types:
0 Single+&.,
driving a rotavator without land wheels.
For very light duties traction wheels can be fitted
instead of the rotor, to pull draught implements.
0 Double axfe, one driving traction wheels and one
driving a rotavator. Being heavier and more powerful
than the single-axle type the rotor can be removed and
draught
implements
operated
more effectively.
Reversible mouldboard ploughs are often fitted to
maximize field efficiency.
In dryland conditions where rotary cultivators cannot
provide adequate traction for primary tillage, operators
are tempted to use progressive passes, which apart from
being uncomfortable, is damaging to the machine, and
the rate of wear on the rotor blades is very high. The soil
structure can be damaged by being too finely tilled and it
is left exposed to wind and water erosion.
Pedestriancontrolled
machines have proved very
successful in wet soil preparation for rice, and many
specialist machines are available. They are powered by
diesel engines often with water cooling, on high
clearance chassis. All parts are sealed against water,
and steering brakes assist handling in rice paddies. For
this work cage wheels are fitted to help in the puddling
lxocess.
Someof th,e machines can be used as tractor units for
towing smatt ?railers.

district operating the same make of cultivator.
Advantages
As one progresses through the range of cultivation
equipment - from hand hoes, through animaLdrawn
equipment to low-powered cultivators - certain benefits
can be expected to accrue to the farmers to whom they
are introduced. These include:
0 avoiding labour bottlenecks at critical stages of crop
production;
0 improving crop establishment conditions;
l improving the timeliness of operations;
b introduction of multiple cropping in irrigated areas.
Alternatives
Although
this section
is concerned
with tillage
equipment, mention should be made of zero or minimum
tillage techniques, since these offer the most rapid
method of crop establishment. Weeds are controlled by
herbicides or shallow cultivation which then form a
mulch with crop residues from the previous season,
through which seeds are planted. The mulch eventually
breaks down and helps to maintain the soil’s organic
matter, so that the productive life of land can be
extended without the need of a fallow period. Mulch on
the surface of uncultivated
soil also reduces the
incidence of soil erosion.
Choosing your Equipment
Costs and Benefits The following table shows the
relative indicative costs for some of the equipment
presented in this section.

Capital cost
Extension
For mechanizati,on to succeed when using these lowpowered methods, a strong mechanization extension
system is necessary in support of agricultural
and
veterinary services. The role of mechanization advisers is
as follows:
0 to provide specialist service to general agricultural
extension agents;
l to assist with, training for extension agents and
farmers;
0 to monitor the effectiveness of commercial and other
lines of equipment supply;
8 to encourage the involvement of the manufacturing
and supply
sector
in the development
of
mechanization;
0 to advise on items which qualify for credit and/or
subsidies;
8 to identify and encourage research programmes to
benefit smallholder farmers.
The proper support of any level of mechanization involves
far more than simply the delivery of new implements to
market outlets to coincide with the soil preparation or
trading seasons. Items inevitably wear, and under
extreme conditions will bend or break, and so a constant
stock of spare parts should be available from the point
where the equipment was purchased. Farmers cannot be
expected to Waite for special parts orders to be
despatched from a remote manufacturer or trader during
a critically short operational season. On the pther hand,
local traders can only be expected to stock adequate
Supplies of spare parts if there are many farmers in the

Hand hoe
Traditional plough
Mouldboard plough
54ne cultivator
12disc harrow
Simple toolbar and attachments
Rotary cultivator

f”“i:“’
5
zi
70
4::

The cost of tillage is usually estimated in terms of cost
per hectare cultivated. Costs incurred will include the
cost of capital, depreciation, maintenance and repair,
operator costs and cost of fuel (diesel or animal-feed). To
calculate the cost per hectare, it will be necessary to
know the work rates of the various devices. Indications of
these are given in the table below.
Factors other than cost affect the choice of
technology (from the individual’s point of view). These
include local traditions, current practices, field layouts,
availability of credit, availability of government subsidies,
prestige considerations,
availability
of grazing land,
availability of veterinary services (particularly important
where there is no tradition of animal traction or animal
husbandry); materials and skills available for the
production of draught animal harnesses; availability of
fuel supplies, and availability of spare parts.
In addition, joint ownership of equipment or the
provision of hire services may affect choice of
technology. In theory this allows smallholder farmers to
utilize more expensive equipment for heavy primary
tillage while continuing the season with their own light
equipment. Schemes whereby farmers contract/hire a

seed-bed preparation
pair of animals and implements or a power tiller have
proved more successful than hire schemes for &wheel
tractors. So. such contract work sometimes has an
adverse effect on timeliness of operations compared
with farmers operating independently. This is heavily
dependent on the management of the hire organization,
but the distance between fields and the overall area
being covered from one hire centre are also important.
The operation of power tillers within a specific
irrfgated rice scheme is likely to be the most efficient
arrangement
for both management
and farmers.
Assuming a reasonable level of utilization, the costs
involved are likely to be in the following proportion:
Capital costs (depreciation
Fuel and lubricants
Repairs and maintenance
Labour and supervision
storage
@ill W..

Fart!? Porverin

&ngMesh,

interest)

%
34.0
27.5
7.0
30.6
0.7

University of Reading, 1981.)

tlnpeot
While the use of power tillers m?y increase returns to
individual farmers, they can lead to displacement of
labour (usually the poorest members of society) with
resuftant loss of much+weded income. Animaldrawn
equipment can displace labour too, although not to such
a great extent as the power tiller. While individual
farmers may choose power tillers because of their
apparent profitability, the social costs may, therefore, be
substantial in terms of lost employment and income.
Farmers may be able to grow more food with the aid of a
power tiller, but this will be to little avail if, at the same
time, it destroys the jobs, and thus the income needed to
buy the extra surplus grown.
The introduction of power tillers may not necessarily
destroy work places. Under the right circumstances, it
may even result in expanded fob opportunltles through

Range of work rates for low.powered
Method
Soil type
Hand hoe
Traditional
Mouldboard

piough
plough

Spring tines (3)
Ridger
Disc harrow (approx.)
Drag harrow
Power tiller 6-13 kW
(510 hp)
Ploughing
Rotavatingipuddling

Clay
Sand/sand
loam
Clay/clay loam
Sandhand
loam
Claylclay loam
Sand/sand
loam
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tillage systems
Work rate
h/ha
200500
75.125
62.161
13-40
3267
10.23

Clay/clay loam
Sand!sand
loam
-

31.104

Clay/clay loam
Clay/clay loam

6.12
6.7

9-13
46

helping to overcome constraints on double or triple
cropping, or by enabling higher yields to be achieved. In
this case, many of the new work opportunities will be in
weeding, seeding, harvesting and postharvest activities
- many of which are done by women. Improved
technologtes
may need to be introduced for these
activities too. so that women can cope wlth the increased
workload.
While most hand tools and animal-drawn eauipment
can be made in rural towns, power tillers and their spare
parts have to be imported in many Third World countries.
Thus, the use of power tillers increases demands on
scarce foreign exchange resources a problem
compounded by the need to import liquid fuel to run
them.
MDP Matthews
National /nst/tute for Agricultural Engineering

From teft: solid socket treaded spade; strapped treaded
spade; open socket treaded round nose spade; strapped
Ireaded drainage spade; shaped-tine rake; garden rake;
tang and ferrule broad-tine digging fork; strapped fork;
solid socket digging fork.
Spades are tools which are used for digging and turning
soil. Unlike shovels, which are essentially materialshandling implements, spades will be subjected to
considerable strain when being used for land preparation
work such as digging. This is reflected in their structure.
The head of a spade will be made of a thicker and more
tensile metal than would be found in a shovel head, and
will have a slightly dished cross-section. The socket,
where the head joins the shaft, will reflect a need to
resist the high bending forces generated during soil
turning and digging.
Forks used for seed-bed preparation may be divided
into two groups according to prong shape and crosssection. A spade-fork (also tailed digging fork) is a heavy.
duty implement with spatulaled prongs used in a similar
way and for similar functions as a spade. Ordinary
digging or garden forks are distinguished
by slender
prongs which can be circular, triangular or square in
section, although they are no less robust than the spadefork. Their functions may include both primary (soil
turning) or secondary (clod breaking) tillage operations.
Rakes are the hand-tool equivalent of the harrow and
are used for secondary tillage of the seed.bed once it has
been prepared with spades, hoes or forks. They are more
lightly made than spades and forks, and are most often
equipped with either an open socket or tangandaferrule
attachment to the shaft. Rakes may be used for a variety
of tasks including clod breaking, bed levelling and stone
removal.
The table opposite lists a selection of spade, fork and

rake manufacturers.
follows:

An explanation

of the table is as

Col. 1: Manufacturer’s name and country.
Col. 2: Description of item.
Col.3: Referring to Figure 1, gives type of socket
attachment where: solid = a socket which forms
an unbroken collar into which the shaft is placed;
t 8. f = tang and ferrule, in which the shaft is
placed onto the pointed tang and secured by the
ferrule - a collar of steel; open = a split
cylindrical collar into which the shaft is fitted
secured by one or more screws, nails or rivets;
and strap = a socket formed from two tapered
ferrule straps into which the shaft is fitted.
Col. 4: Implement head width (cm).
Col. 5: Implement head length (cm).
Col. 6: Gives further relevant information. In the case of
rakes, the number of tines; for spades, whether or
not the head is treaded; for forks, the prong
cross-sectional shape where: TR = triangular; E
= eliptical; C = circular; S = square or
diamond.
Col. 7: Indicates the handle types available for each
model, (see Figure 2) where: S = straight handle;
T = T-shaped top to handle; D = D-shaped top to
the handle in which the shaft is split and shaped
and held apart by a cross-piece. Rivets are used
to strengthen this type of handle. Sometimes
purpose-made metal or plastic D-shaped grips
are used; Y = a less well shaped split shaft with
cross-piece handle.
Col. 8: Lists the number of implements produced that
are similar to the one described. Further details
about the design of hand tools can be found in
the introduction
in Sectlon 9 on Materials
Handling manure forks.

sPADEs*FamsANDRAKEs
Manufacflnel

lfem

GORAL CYCLONE
AtJStRAfJA

Nailrake
Digging fork
Dfgging fork
Heavy duty spade
Garden spade
Digging spade
All metal spade
Digging fork
Turning fork
Tang a ferrule rake
Digging spade
Medium spade
Digging fork
E?.iLfZrk

GULLDDGTODLS
U.K.

BURGDN AND SALf.
U.K

socket
TYpe

Head
Width

Head
Lengfh

solid
taf
U&f
solid
solld

154.0
16.5
18.5
IQ.0
19.0

27.0
30.0
30.0
30

Square spade
Garden Spade
S9e;g$xk

COW0 INCORPDRATED
JAPAN

Garden rake
Ditching Spade
Garden Spade
spade fork
Hoeing rake
RoadRake
Garden Spade
SpadIng fork
Straight tooth rake
Digging fork
Roundnosespade
Digging fork
Dfgging fork
Digging fork
Digging fork
Garden rake

BAV

FORGES DE LAVIEU
FRANCE

HElWAGfZO
COLOMSIA

:EF-da - Hoyadora
spade - Nerlno
Builders spade
Bremr spade
hit3SQe 6QSd.3
Sand SQSdS
‘Rewrd’ spade
Digging fork
Digging fork
Digging fork
Digging fork
Digging fork
Roundnosespade
&,Uare mouth Spade

IDSALSPATEN 6
pG$U&.F;KWERK

KUMAR INDUSTRIES
INDfA
L&N CLf%Ef+T
FRANCE

solid
solid

M.WfA.W~E

-ABE

PRAf4cE
fwRGEm5 ePAM
REDWAPWASRIKER
SWEDEN

DES

Garden folk
Garden rake

11 tine
19.0
:!E
16.5

29.0
25.5
32.0
2S.0

19.0
21.5
20.0
20.0

29.0
31.0
31.0
32.0

18.0
2:

solId
solid
solid
solid
solld
solid

21.0
19.0
195
26.0
37.0
19.0

Ii%
strap
Solid

32.5
17.5
21.5

open
SolId
60116

21.0
13.0
17.5
16.5
21.0
15.0
17.5
16.5

30.0
25.0
13.0
22.0
20.5
35.0
35.0

LYSSRO FAGRIKER
DENfbfARK
Digging fork
Marl fork
Gsrden rake
Digging fork
Digging fork
Turning rake
Standard SQade
Tapered spade
Trenching spade
senfxde

:
tread
tread
tread
tread

StGlQ

taf
solid
solid
solid
solid

&id
solid
strap
strap
strap
%T:

30.0
25.0
30.0
28.0
2:
E
28.0
25.0
7.5
30.0
37.0
30.0
27.0
30.0
30.0
38.0
30.0
37.0

21.0
18.0
19.0
15.0
35.0

E
16 tine
3rivet
:
12 tine
E
16 tine
14 tine

‘“Ed

10 tine
14 one
tread
E
14 tine
TR
tread
S
TER
TR
14 tine

EZ
33.0
35.0
45.7
27.0
2:
29.0
27.0
28.0
30.0
35.0

36.0
2S.0
30.0
33.0

No. of
Models
5
6

D
:I:
S
TID
T/D
T/D
T/D
5
L
T
:
Y
i
:
D
:
:
:
S
i
T/G’S
T/D/S
T/D/S
T/D/S
S

tread
tread

E
4i

30.0
27.0

open

Handle
TYW

16 tine

solid

Treaded spade
Expat spade
Digging fork (3ffvet)
Tm&pktp
(5rivet)

U.K

Other
Features

tread
tread
:
S
E

T/D/S
T/D/S
:
T/S
TID
Flz
SITID
SfT/D
-

tread

10

:
14 tine

6
6

E
14 tine
tread

13
5
4

tread
tread
TER
14 the

FOLAR WERKE
W. GERMANY

Heavy garden spade
Small garden spade
Toothed spade

S$$z;k
slcFo
FRANCE

TRAMoNTlNAsA
BlUZlL
TROJAN
AUSTRALM

Digging fork

LliCging fwk
Trenching spade
i%z
nmuth spade
Digging fork
Medium fork
QiQ@tt@spade
I&h spade
Gaxkn cake
Rake
Square spade
Round point spa*
Digger
Digging fork
Di@QWfork
Steel tow rake
Digging spade
spademaster

TRoPlc
CAMEROON
wtLHELM AGl
W. GERMANY
wiiurf GA~~A~KIK
w. GERMANY

Spade fwk
Digging ioh
Turning rake
rmwi.ng rake
Garden fork
Spade fork
Sweep rake

Fores&y Plant@ Hoes
Whilst the table on the next page gives information about
general agricultural
hoes, specialist
hoes are now
aVailable for certain purposes, 6uCh as the two forestry
planting hoes illustrated left. On the left is a 1.5kg,
210 mm blade, 830 mm handle planting hoe. On the r!ght
is a 0.9 kg, 140 mm blade, 550 mm handle small planting

Socket
Tvpe

Head
Width

Head
length

solid
solid
s-Aid
solid
own

18.5
15.5
18.5
18.0
31.0

28.5
18.0
25.0
23.0
27.0
27.0
26.0

3
solid
solid
OPM
solid
solid
solid
:‘t$P

20.0
17.0
19.0
16.6

32.0
26.0
29.0
33.0

solid
solid
solid
solid
tat
sNd

31.6
23.0
21.G
8.7
21.0
16.5

5.5
27.0
27.0
220
31.0
26.6

“,“iz
sol!d
solid
solid
solld
open
strap
strap
open
apsn
strap
strap
open

19.0
19.0

30.5
30.0

Other
Features

Handle
TYpe
SIT
sm

12 tine
TR
E

5
S
ST/D
SmD

16 tine

2
S

tread
tread
12 tine
12 tine

;;
Yil
i
-

s
E
14 tine

:
S

tread

i
:

20.0
21.0

26.0
20.0

::I

25.0

No. of
Modes

11
:
2
1
14
i
12
5
z
z
:
6
5
:
1
I
3

12 tine
c
s
20 tine
28 tkle

swr
T/D
:

:
4

;
32 tine

&D
S

5
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hoe. Both blade and handle are precision made using
eraonomic criteria. Thev are available from:

I

Hoes are probably the most widely used tillage
implement in the world. The range of forms that have
been evolved in different regions (of which a limited
sample is illustrated above;, reflects both varying local
conditions such a6 soil and climate, and the specific
needs of a people engaged in the cultivation of a certain
crop OI crops.
The hoes shown here are essentially primary tillage
implements and are designed mainly for soil digging
work. However, hoes are used for many other purposes,
particularly weeding, ridging, bund forming and so on.
They are the essential primary tool of hoe farming
cultures in which they are used for most farming
operations. Initially they may be used to clear land of
large weeds, in a scything action; to turn the soil over to
bury the smaller weeds; to knock down the clods of earth
to form a seedbed; or to mound up the soil into planting
hills; to open the soil to plant (particularly)
large
vegeta?ive material e.g. cassava; to weed; to mound up or
ridge; to make irrigation bunds and channels and to
divert irrigation water onto plots. The hoes in the
illustration
above can be divided into three main

categories:
(a) Digging ho06 which are used with a double-handed
chopping action. These include the ring socket blade
hoes (1.6). hoes with straiaht ocen or solid 6OcketS (7,
8, 10, 11, 13) and hoes with a tang onto which the
shaft is fitted (9, 12).
(b) Mattocks and pickaxes (14, 15) which are useful for
heavy-duty work on hard or unbroken ground.
Ic) Tined hoes (16. 17. 18) which have a similar function
to forks.
The table on the next page lists a selection of
manufacturers and indicates the range of hoes available
from each.
There are so many varied designs of hoe that the
classification
used is necessarily approximate. Hoes
appropriate to local conditions are usually available in
local markets. Of the manufacturers
which Sent
information
it would seem that, among others, the
following have the fullest range of hoes for export:
Chillington,
Edelmiro
Vasquez,
Ferfor, Herragro,
Schwabische Hiittenwerke, Tramontina and Villhard.

s of hoes,

~country
&azil
Malawi
Australia
U.K
U.K.
Gamernun
U.K
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JW%l
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India
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India
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El Salvador
UK
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India
India
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India
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India
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USA
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ploughs

DONKEWDRAWN PLOUGH
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REVERSIBLE PLOUGH WITH
RIBBED MoULDBOARD

DISC HARROWS
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(without land wheel)
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for rice production
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cultivators/tractors

MOUNTAINEER

WALKING TRACTOR
MODEL PHOENIX.4

RUSTOM MINI TRACTOR

WESTWOOD GAZELLE

2. INTERCULTIVATION

Intercultivation
is concerned with the use of tools,
implements and machinery to control weed growth and
soil condition
in the growing crop. The aim of
intercultivation
is to provide the best opportunity for the
crop to establish itself after planting and to grow
vigorously up to the time of harvesting. The term
‘intercultivation’
is sometimes used to describe methods
of control which are not mechanical, as for example the
use of herbicide chemicals, but here we are concerned
only with the use of machinery and power for this
purpose, i.e. mechanical weed control.
Intercultivation
is a vital operation in most farming
systems. The purpose of intercultivation is to:
0 control the growth of weeds
0 improve the potential condition of the soil by:
- reducing evaporation from the soil surface;
- improving fnfiltration of rainfall and surface water;
- reducing runoff of surface water and so reducing

the severity of soil erosion;
*maintain
ridges or mounds on which the crop is
growing.
Of these purposes, control of weed growth is usually the
primary objective.
Weeds compete with the growing crop for light,
nutrients and water. Kline et a/ (1999) reported that weed
growth and weeding is the major restriction limiting the
area which a small.holder farmer can crop effectively;
Curfs (1976) reports work showing that uncontrolled
weed growth in upland rice results in a yield reduction of
at least 50 per cent; work at Uyole Agricultural College in
Tanzania (1974-75 season) indicated a similar reduction
in yield due to weeds in maize.
Most work on weeding emphasizes the need for
timeliness of weeding operations. This underlines the
need for farmers to have operational control over power
and machinery since timeliness in weeding is virtually
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impossib!e if farmers rely on tractor work by a Tractor
Hire Unit or contractor. They are only likely to achieve
timeliness by using their own labour supply or their own
animal power, possibly in close cooperation with a
neighbour. The use of a small engine.driven single-axle
tractor or rotary cultivator is an additional possibility but
the cost of purchase and operation of such machines is
generally high and they are ergonomically arduous to use
in the field, particularly in tropical conditions.
Traditional
farming
systems,
especially
those
associated with shifting cultivation, oiten make use of
mixed cropping, sometimes with six or more different
crops being grown on the same plot of land. In these
cases it is difficult to distinguish
between a tillage
operation and a weeding operation. Mixed cropping can
give effective
weed control
with little need for
intercultivation.
Traditional farming systems frequently
use this fact to good effect and should not be changed
without sound reasons.
Rowcrop
planting
was introduced
to enable
intercultivation
to be done quickly and effectively using
animaldrawn
implements in monocrop systems. It is
necessary in most cases to provide sufficient space
between rows to provide a path for the draught animals
and for an implement having a reasonable minimum
width. The wide row spacing which results may
encourage early weed growth. Accurate row spacing is
essential for successful intercultivation.
Rowcrops may
not provide the best crop production system when
human labour is the only source of power, particularly In
hard soil conditions.
The selection of intercultivation
equipment must
therefore be looked at in the light of the overall farming
system.

l chopping hoes;
0 pushing and/or pulling hoes;
0 rotary hoes;
l wheeled push hoes and cultivaiors.
Chopping hoes are similar to the digging hoes
described in Section 1 and indeed the majority of smallholder farmers possess only one hoe which they use as a
multi-purpose implement. Section 1 should therefore be
consulted when choosing a chopping hoe. The hoes may
be short- or long-handled according to local custom, as
influenced by soil conditions. Special-purpose chopping
hoes are generally lighter than digging hoes. They may
have tines rather than blades for working on the flat
particularly in friable soils with rhizomatous weeds, so
that a raking action may also be used.
Pushing and pulling hoes are used with a continuous
action rather than the tiring intermittent strokes of a
chopping hoe but are less suitable for hard soils, which
they cannot easily penetrate. The blade is set at a
sharper angle to the handle (about 55” to 65O, rather than
75O or so for a chopping hoe) so that the hoe blade is
nearly horizontal (On to 15O in work, as shown in Figure 1.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Humanpowered

are particularly suited to
Rotary hand weeders
weeding paddy rice planted in rows. The International
Rice Research Institute in the Philippines (P.O. Box 933,
Manila) has developed such a design which is suitable
for local manufacture. Similar implements may be used

The main types
equipment are:

of

human-powered

intercultivating

Table 1. Suitability

of various types of hand.operated

eql

Soil condition

1. Chopping hoe
2. Pushing/pulling

/Y
hoe

3. Rotary hoe/weeder
4. Wheeled hoeicultivator

w
7~

_f=:4--- -.Fig.1 Pushing end pulling hoes, showing working
angles.

nent for specffied intercultivation

conditions.

Soil topography

X

rc
rev

xx
x

x
xx

fl
WII

HJ
I*

equipment very wall suited to the conditions specified.
J equipment moderately suited to the conditions specified.

x equipment unsuitable for the conditions specified.
x x equipment very unsuitable for the conditions spscified.
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for other crops grown on friable soils. In such cases the
wheels are usually of peg or star-wheel form.
Wheeled push hoes andcultivators are available with a
wide range of attachments
hoes, tines and
mouldboards. They are particularly
useful in friable
loamy or sandy soils for crops such as vegetables grown
in narrow rows.
Table 1 provides a guide to the suitability of humanpowered equipment for a range of operating conditions.
Anima@owered
AnimaLpowered
intercultivation
equipment
may be
classified as:
l special purpose intercultivation
implements;
0 multi-purpose toolbars with a single small wheel for
control and transport;
l multi-purpose toolbars with two supporting wheels or
skids.

fig.2 Tines and points: (top teFt) rigid tine with chisel
point; (top right) spring tine wtth duckfoot point; (bottom)
he/f and Full sweeps For use with rigid tine.
Each typeof implement is usually available with either
rigid or spring tines to which may ba fitted a variety of
points, sweeps or mouldboards as shown in Figure 2.
Chisel points (about 3 or 4cm wide) and duck.foot points
(10cm to 1Scm) are usually fitted to sprlng tines whose
vibration assists in bringing weeds to the surface and
breaking down soil clods as well as reducing the risk of
damage if an obstruction is met. Sweeps (up to 50cm
wide)and left- or right-hand halfeweeps must be fitted to
rigid tines. They are intended to work a few centimetres
under the soil surface detaching weeds at the roots and
leaving the dried-up remains on the surface where they
may act as a mulch to reduce evaporation and improve
erosion resistance of the soil. Mouldboard ridging bodies
may be used in weeding and restoring ridges for ridgegrown crops.
Special purpose intercultivation
implements
are
usually fitted with a single small nose-wheel to assist in
depth control and manoeuvrability
at the headland.
Toolbar frames may be adjustable in width, usually by a
lever mechanism, to deal with a range of between-row
spacings. Alternatively tines may be positioned on the
frame to give the same effect. The special purpose
cultivator is usually arranged to cultivate down the space
between adjoining crop rows. Overhang of the frame at
the sides beyond the outermost tines should be very
small so as to avoid damage to the crops in the rows -
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the expandable type of cultivator has an advantage in
this respect.
The straddle-cultivator
which is listed in Section 3 of
this guide is a special-purpose machine which may be
used for intercultivation.
It has the particular advaciage
that it may be used to cultivate the sides of ridges as well
as being suitable for work on the flat.
Mutti-purpose too/bars v’~’ a single small wheel or
skid generally
cost less than special-purpose
implements since the same main toolbar frame is used,
with various attachments
for primary cultivation,
seedbed preparation,
intercultivation
and, possibly,
planting. The width of the main frame may sometimes be
varied by bolt-on extensions to deal with a range of
rowcrop spacings.
Multi-purpose
animaldrawn
toolbars are listed in
Section 3 of the guide.
Multi-purpose too/bars with two supporting wheels are
the most expensive of the forms of animal-drawn
implements. They generally have two large wheels, a
ridean seat for the operator and a ‘lift’ mechanism (hand
or foot-operated) to raise and lower the tines or other
attachments when in use. The wheels are usually set at a
track width of 1 metre to 1% metres to suit the rowcrop
spacing. When intercultivating the toolbar must generally
pass over at least one row of the growing crop so that a
good clearance height is necessary under the frame to
which the tines are attached. This frame may sometimes
be moveable from side to side to act as a ‘steerage-hoe’
under the control of an operator, making it easier to work
close to the crop rows even if they have not been planted
accurately In straight lines. Multi-purpose toolbars of this
lype are often used in conjunction with bed systems of
mltivation
- -. . . -.. -. .
These toolbars are listed in Section 3 of this guide.
Englnspowered culflvators
Single-axle engine.powered
cultivators
are listed in
Section 1 of this guide. They may be used for inter-row
Zultivation when the soil is neither too dry nor too wet.
The overall cost of operation per hectare will usually be
iigher than for other forms of cultivation equipment,
including tractordrawn
implements.
Englne.powered
:ultlvators are also tiring to use, particularly In the
tropics (Dlbbits et al, 1978), so that their overall
Jsefulness for intercultlvation
is limited.
idvantages
l Inter-plant
weeding
is essential
in mono.crop
production systems if reasonable yields are to be
obtained consistently.
l Second and even third weedings often result in further
improvement
of yields sufficient
to justify the
additional labour and other costs.
l More sophisticated
hand.operated equipment (moving
from 1 to 4 in Table I) reduces the work effort required,
increases the rate of work and hence enables the
farmer to increase the size of his holding, provided
that equipment is well selected to meet particular
circumstances.
0 Animaldrawn
equipment further reduces work effort
and increases the rate of work. Rowcrop planting is
then essential and between-row spacing must be
accurate and consistent for best results.
0 A single small animal, a donkey, for example, can pull
a weeding implement in many conditions.
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Two-wheel animaldrawn multi-purpose toolbars have
many advantages, but are relatively expensive. They
are suited to broadbed and furrow systems which
permit intercropping, reduce the tillage requirement
and assist in moisture conservation
(Sansal and
Thierstein. 1992).

l

Affematfves

Multiple cropping is particularly
suited to small
intensive family holdings operated with hand labour.
Property managed, the need for formal weeding
operations may be virtually eliminated.
0 Herbicide sprays may be used. Chemicals
are
relatively
expensive.
Environmental
and health
problems can be severe if strict control and
management
of chemical
storage and spraying
operations is not observed.
a Suitable ‘covercrops’ may sometimes be available to
stifle weed growth. particularly in tree crops.

l

C&s and Benefits
The benefits
to be obtained
from the use of
intercuttivation tools and machinery are:
0 reduction of time required;
0 reduction of human effort;
b possibly more effective operations.
The reductions of time and effort mean that it will be
possible to improve crop care, resulting in better yields,
or to crop an additional area of land assuming that there
are no other operationat bottlenecks.
Disadvantages to be offset against these benefits are:
b the need to plant in rows;
0 the need for two distinct intercultivation operations:
- between rows;
- along the rows, i.e. between plants in the rows.
Compared to mixed cropping with random planting,
rowcrop planting requires more time and care. The cost
of a reliable machine for planting can be quite high and
its effective use requires an attentive operator. The hand
hoe, either a chopping hoe or a pushing/pulling hoe, are
the only tools of those listed which can be used for
along-the.row
weeding.
Along4herow
weeding
is
particufarly necessary In the first weeding operatlon
*which is often combined wlth thinning to provide the
plant spacing needed.
Data on work rates for various weeding implements is
scarce and conflicting. Obviously there will be a wide
variation depending on crop grown - which affects row
spacing and plant spacing along the row - and also due
to soit conditions, weed intensity and other factors. The
effectiveness of the operation should also be taken into
account.
For a crop such as maize in good soil conditions,
typical work rates might be:
0 hand hoeing between rows (chopping hoe): 109-150
man-hourslhectare;
0 hand hoeing along rows combined with thinning: 50
man-hours/hectare;
0 hoeing between rows with animal drawn hoe: 6-10
manhours/hectare;
Costa of equipment vary widely from country to
country and depend also on quality of materials and
construction. Relative coats of good quality equipment
when compared to a hand hoe are approximately:
pushing/pulling
hoe
x 1.2
rotary hand.pushed weeder
X6

wheeled hoe weeder
x 12
animaldrawn cultivator
x15
animaldrawn toolbar (single small wheel)
x20
two-wheeled animal drawn toolbar
X60
In the last two cases the equipment cost must be shared
with other operations such as pioughing and seeding for
which the toolbar will also be used.
In addition to the cost of purchase, the operating cost
must include the cost of the power input, whether human
labour or animal power. These costs can vary widely.
Social impact
Mechanized farming systems usually have as their main
objective an increase in labour productivity per unit of
crop produced in order to improve economic viability.
When this occurs other benefits accrue, such as reliei
from drudgery and an increase in the skills and status of
the farmer. An increase in labour productivity implies a
reduction of the labour force required and hence an
increase
in unemployment.
Often
however,
mechanization is a response to an existing shortage of
labour or to a requirement to bring more land into
cultivation. In these cases there is no reason why
unemployment should be significantly increased.
Taking a broader view, even if labour were displaced
from the farm, mechanization provides an opportunity to
develop the manufacturing activities of the country by
producing the required machinery
inputs. Service
industries involved with sales and repair are also
necessary so that mechanization has a part to play in
providing wider employment opportunihss
which are
productive and satisfying in their nature.
Special considerations
Materials Soil-engaging parts - blades and forks for
hoes, points of tined cultivators, toothed wheels of rotary
weeders - must be made from high carbon steel, which
can be hardened and tempered as needed, if the
sharpness of the tool is to be maintained and fast wear is
to be avolded. Framesof animal drawn implements must
also be manufactured from high grade steer if they are to
be of necessary strength whllst maintaining light weight.
Handles of longhandled
hoes should be made ffOm
straight grained, light, tough and resilient wood as
available (Hopfen, 1999).
Adjustment Working parts of implements are usually
bolted to tines to allow replacement when worn. Nuts
and bolts should be avoided wherever possible for other
fittings and adjustments. Clamps tightened by tommy
bars rather than spanners are to be preferred spanners, nuts and bolts are easily lost and the hexagon
heads of nuts and bolts are easily damaged.

Rowcrop systems
*The speed and effectiveness of intercultivation
in
rowcrop systems is very much influenced by the care
taken with previous operations - in particular the
accuracy
of row planting
and the consistent
-preparation and levelling of the seedbed, or the
accuracy of ridge formation.
e Rowcrop spacing may be varied from traditional
practice to suit new cultivation
systems and
machinery, the plant population being maintained by
ad)uating the in-the-row plant spacing.

Intercultivation
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Tabta 2 Puff and power of various animals in good condition
Animaf
tight
%W

iii

Buffalo
Donkey

400
120

Typical wefghc kg
Average
H=W
izEi
z
!%lO-7M)
150.200

E

Pull-weight ratio
LOW
High
0.10

0.10
0.12

Typical speed
km/h
32’/2

Ei
0.14

0.14
n.20

k/1

Typical power
KW
0.40
0.30
0.60
0.25

1. The lowar value of pull-weight ratlo should bs used when walking conditions are pocr (i.e. rough or soft ground). The higher
value may bs used whsn wndi~ions am good.
2 The pull-weight ratio is based on the canllnucus capability of the animal over a working period of three to four hours.
Dmught enfmti Power (DAP)
Doubk head yoke

Single shoulder yoke

0 Full benefits of the animal power will not be realized if
it is only used for primary cultivation and seedbed
preparation. Attention should also be given to applying
draught animal powerto planting, weeding, har%Uni
and transport operations.
*The inttiduoti6n
of animaldrawn
equipment may
benefit from a radical review of existing practice(auch
as the possibility of Introducing a broadbed and furrow
system with a two-wheeled toolbar) backed up by
realistic evaluation trials.
0 The full benefits of animal.powered mechanization are
only likely to be realized if the farmer has operational
control of their use. This Implies the ownership of at
least one draught animal, and the encouragement of
mixed farming systems.
Animal hamessss
Many types of harness are in use throughout the world.
Although types vary in detail they may be classified as:
0 yokea:head yoke (sometimes called neck yoke);
shoulder yoke (sometimes called neck yoke
or withers yoke);
l collar;
0 breastband.
These harnesses are illustrated in Figure 3.
The moat effective type of harness depends on the
species and breed of animal. Yokes are sultable for
bovines - oa1tle and buffalo - which In general have
strong shoulders, whilst the equines - horses, donkeys
and mules - produce their beat pull from the breast. The
yoke Is therefore unsuitable for equlnea, who should be
fitted with collar or breastband harness.
Yokes may be used for single animals or lo harness
animals together in pairs. The head yoke is not suitable
for humped Zebu cattle (60s Indicus) which in general

fig.3 Types of Harness.
l DAP has been used for many thousands

of years to
fInnMe power for intercultivation
and other field
operations, transport, water lifting and processing
operations.
The moat-used
species are cattle
(approximately 60 per cent of the total world number of
wMk animals). buffaloes ($5 per cent) and donkeys (10
per cent).
0 Within each species, for animals in good condition,
the draught capability depends mainly on the weight
of the animal and to a rather lesser extent on the
breed. Table 2 SMws typical pull capabilities of the
three main species. For example, a 450 kg bullock
should, taking a pullweight ratlo of 0.12, be capable of
providfng a pull of about 0.12 x 450 kgf = 54 kgf (540
newtons).

Fig.4 Top view of a long beam yoke for cultivation
be;;;;n&~ws,
showing the animals spaced at twice the
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0

‘0

0‘0
“V

cart yoke

shoulder sores and to compress the trachea and the
blood vessels entering the chest and causing the animal
to tire quickly. These shortcomings oan be alleviated by
shaping the yoke carefully to fit individual animals and
providing padding at contact points.
Double yokes am most commonly used but single
yokes may also be used in conjunction with a sw/ng/e.
lree enabling the implement to be pulled directly behind
the animal. A single animal is usiiatiy we:: capable of
pulling an inteffiultivation
implement in light to moderate
soil conditions and extends the possibility of ownership
and use to a greater number of farmers who am unable to
invest In a pair of oxen.
The double yoke beam has to be longer for
intercultivation work compared to ploughing because the
animals have to straddle two rows of crops to work the
space between them. The spacing of the animals then
corresponds to twice the row width as shown in Figore 4.
Figure 5 (Howard, 1979) gives the dimensions of double
shoulder yokes used in Zimbabwe for a row-width of
9&m.
Pmlessor Frank Inns
Silsoe Co//ege
fWWWfCW

FigS Double neck-yokes used in Southern Africa (row
cmp spacing: g&lmrnj (Howsrd. C.R. 1979 *The draft ox:

maca@mM

and us&Zimbabwe

Rhodesia Agric. J.. Vol77(1).)

have week necks compared to non.humped (bos taurus)
types. The double shoulder yoke Is usually elmple In
shape end constructlon, and 80 la easy to make. It has
however been critlclzed for its tendency to cause
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Weedinghoer
WEEDING

HOES

The 1Ci hoe types illustrated below cover a range Of
implements
designed
for removing
weeds from
cultivated plots. They are ideally suited for weeding postemergence either between or within the mws. There ere

two maior types in this category, those that chop the
weeds and the soil, and those that cut the weeds below
the surface in a pushing and pulling action. In addition to
these hoes there are another 8 hoe types illustrated on
page 38. Manufacturers listed there are indicated on the
table below, with a dot in the ‘other’ column.

Pushing hoe
LANG FERRY

Small garden ha.
WILHELM ABT

Onion hoe
WRGON 6 BALL

hfaswfaclU~
hfaswfaclur

ccunrry

ERA!i CYCLONE
ERA!i
CvCLONELTD.
LTD.
a8.biLooGTOQLS
a8.biLooG
TOQLS
WRGON 8 BALL
WRGON
BALL LTB
LTD.
fAb&v?yz LTD.
fAb&v?yz
LTD.

AYSttalla
United KhQdOm
United Kingdom
g;ed Kingdom

L&t4-CL&ENl8 CIE
t.&4-CLhENl8
CIE
-CO%40 R4coRWRATED
INCGRPCIRATED
WSSUL 6 co. P+Jr
m-r. 1l-m
LTD.
c$su.&y
DALTONCOOPER8 GATESCORP
EMLMIFIO VAMUEZ HNO.
EM
EICHERGOODEARTW
EIC
LTD.
ELKEMAJS
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3. MULTbPUIWOSE
TOOLBARS

Multi-purpose toolbars have evolved relatively recently in
response to changing circumstances in many developing
countries.
With the very oldest of animaldrawn implements, the
single tool was used as a multi.purpose implement - for
primary land tillage, seed-bed preparation, seed covering
and even inteprow weed control. Tools of this kind still
exist in parts of the world (see Section 1) and are used in
much the same way they were when they were first
developed. They have the advantages of cheapness,
versatility and ease of manoeuverability. They do suffer
from some limitations in the efficiency with which they
can carry out certain critical operations.
More recently, in Asia, appropriate implements have
evolved to suit particular soil and climatic conditions,
and although equipment for rice paddy preparation is
often adequate, the range of animaldrawn tools for rain
fed, dryland agriculture is of limited versatility.

Attempts
to modernize
agricultural
production
systems in the developing countries have either focused
on the transfer of western capital-intensive technologies
or on the transformation
of indigenous technologies
through the introduction of adapted components from
exotic systems. This has included new crops, varieties,
fertilizer technology, crop protection techniques and
crop processing technology. Until about 50 years ago
I there was little serious research and development work
on improved tools, either hand- or animal-powered. it was
assumed that either very simple adaptations to existing
tools or the importation of European tools, would be
adequate.
When
it was finally
realized
that Western
mechanization technologies would not transfer directly,
some work began on improved tools. Much of this work
focused on improved ploughs, but a number of
engineers,
working
independently,
developed
the
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Table 1. Working times for exclusively

manual operations.

GtOUfldnUt
Operation
Tillage
Ridging
Fertilization
sowing
Resowing
Weeding
Thinning
Harvesting

Maize

Senegal

Chad

Ivory
coast

40
10
5

1520

10
-

40

10

s

30

15

4
-

25

19

Ivory
coast

Millet

-

Senegal
days/ha

cotton
Benin

Ivory
Coast

13

Cameroon
1520

2
6

4

7

i

510

21

12
2
16

31

6i

30

29

50”

:

&

Nota: Except where listed the source of tables is Binswange~, HF., Ghodake, R.D, and Thiestein, G.E. (1979),‘Observations on the economics of
tractors. bullocks and wheeled tMfCaniers in the semi-arld tropics of India’, m Socioeconomic Constraints to Development of Semi-Arid
Tmpical Agriculture, ICRI.SAT, India. Feb. 1979.
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concept of a multi-purpose toolcarrier, or toolbar. The
principle of this idea is that the equipment consists of a
main frame on which a range of soil-engaging
implements can be attached to carry out the production
tasks.
Multiifpose
toolbars can be divided into two main
groups:
1. Simple, ‘single row’ equipment based on relatively
modest modifications to the single furrow plough frame
or light-weight ‘T’ or ‘A’ shaped frame (see pages 50,51,52
and 63). There are many variants of these and they have
been developed for a wide range of conditions and
environments. The main advantages of this group are
cheapnti6 and ease of handling and maintenance. They
are usually suited to primary and secondary tillage
operations and to simple, inter-row weeding work. There
may be some limitations in the quality of work achieved,
particularly in relation to planting and inter-row hoeing
which may be critical operations in some environments.
These implements may be drawn by single animals with
neck or head yokes connected with chains and a simple
spreader, or two animats with a single chain between
them attached to a pole neck or head yoke.
2. A broader, two wheeled (or skids) implement that
bears some resemblance to a tractor-mounted toolbar
(see pages 54 and 66). This kind of implement is well
suited to precision strip tillage or bed systems of soil,
water and crop management and where time and sweep
cultivation
is feasible. Since the implement is often
wheeled, it can also be converted to a cart, although
most experience so far would indicate that the
equipment is either used as a cultivator or a cart. Such
equipment is drawn by two or more animals, though for
light work, it would be possible for only one animal to be
used.
Hitching systems vary depending on whether animals
have a head or neck yoke, or whether collars are used. If a
poke yoke is used (the most common arrangement) the
dissel b=zom is usually attached to the centre of the yoke
providing stability for the attached toolbar, and permits
flexibility in adjusting working pitch of ground-engaging
parts (see page 46). If collars are used on the animals, a
more complex hitching
arrangement
is necessary,
involving spacers behind each animal and a swingle tree
attached to the horizontally held boom.
A number of engineers have also developed a range of
intermediate types of implement, and manufacturers
now offer a complete range of implements from very

simple cultivators to very sophisticated wheeled toolbars
which are capable of carrying out all the operations that
can be done by tractor-mounted tools.
Some of the pioneering work was done on these types
of implement over 50 years ago and recent work
indicates that, in an appropriate crop system, these
implements may have real advantages. Farmers are still
reluctant, however, to adopt them on a wide scale: some
of the reasons for this will be explored below.
The mJor tasks in crop production systems are:
primary land tillage, secondary tillage (where necessary),
fertilizer or manura application, seed-bed preparation,
planting, post-emergence weed control, crop protection,
harvesting, transport, processing and storage. In most
small farm production systems all these operations are
carried out by hand methods. However, where draught
animals are available it is possible to improve the
efficiency and timing of certain operations, reduce very
onerous tasks and increase the area cultivated through
the use of appropriate implements. The use of a multipurpose toolbar enables farmers to carry out many of
these operations
and use their own labour more
effectively.
Toolbars are considered to be particularly appropriate
wherever tractors give a low rate of return (over most of
the developing world), where hand methods do not result
in adequate returns to provide basic family needs
(probably over much of the semi-arid tropics), and where
there is an inadequate
range of single-function
implements.
Advantages
It is necessary to stress that many of the benefits of this
kind of equipment are only likely to occur when a number
of complementary conditions are present. These include
the presence of suitably fed and trained animals,
competent handlers and machinery maintenance skills
and the potential for additional returns from the use of
this equipment above those received from present
technology.
The possible benefits are:
l Versatility: the possibility of carrying out a range of
tasks using the same basic tool with minor additions or
adjustments.
l More effective soil and crop management technology,
particularly in relation to seed-bed preparation and postemergence weed control.

Multi-purpose

cvltivatiMl
(feqUired days Of
manual workma)

anlmaldraught
CUltivation
(additional days
of manual workma)

2536
36

1014
1014

iE

1824
2632

0 Ease of operation. Once the equipment is adjusted,
operations are generally easier than with conventional
equipment.
@Lower cost. The total cost of the implement plus
attachments
is usually less than the cod of the
equivalent range of single-operation implements.
l With the more elaborate toolbars, it is possible to
cultivate a larger area of ground than with single-row
equipment.
l Toolbar-based and other animal-powered technology
is potentially fabour enhancing rather than displacing as
it can generate additional work in maintenance and also
increase the opportunity for more frequent operations so
that the quality of work is improved. (See Tables 1 8 2)
l Minimum tillage and other conservation techniques
are possible using toolbars.
0 Recent work in India indicates potential yield benefits
on certain soil types. See Table 3.

Choosing your equipment
Costs and benefits
There are many different toolbars to choose from (if they
are available
in a particular
country).
Major
manufacturers produce a very wide range of equipment
to suit many different situations. Inevitably choice is
influenced by the cost of the implement and the
expected return from its use in the production system.
The following represents approximate relative costs of
toolbar equipment, and alternatives:
Table 4.
Equipment

The purchase of a multi+urpose toolbar may represent a
ccnsiderable investment for many farmers and it may be
beyond the capacity
of poorer farmers
aching
independently. However, it could be possible for groups
of fanners to purchase or hire such equipment, and this
strategy may make sense where plots are very small and
purchasing power is low.
Many farmers have access lo very few alternative
strategies In their current situation. The range of
avallable equipment Is low and of low quallty, and Ihe
severely limited output potential of hand methods,
Table 3. Yield incmasas attrfbutable

to cultlvaSon

Single row or basic twlframe
Full range of attachments
Dcuble or multiple row twlbar
Range of attachments
Single operation implements (par item)

Aifieols
Mediumdeep Vertiaols
Deep Vertiaols

-

Local
Local
Local improved
Maize

Capital

Running

E
600

::
40
30

li%u

10

This return may be influenced by a number of factors
outslde the control of the farmer, such as sol1 type,
fertlllty, climate, topography etc, but It may also be
Influenced
by the quality of operations
land

practices with wheeled tool carrier at ICRISAT Centm..

Steps in Improved Technology @iIT)
expeciments. with improved eoll
managemenQ
VCUiety:
Ferlitiiet
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particularly in drier rain-fed areas, results in a less than
adequate output to meet basic needs.
Many field workers have attempted to develop local,
lowcost versions of toolbars making maximum use of
local skills and materials. While this may be feasible for
small numbers of tools, it can rarely be sustained to
provide the needs of the mass of the farm population.
Quality control is also a major problem with production
systems that start up with little experience. This does not
rule out the possibility of local manufacture as, in fact, a
number of the main manufacturers
listed below
developed in order to create such industries and, in most
cases, they borrowed ideas from other sources.
Other alternatives are the hire of additional labour or
the hire of tractors and appropriate equipment. For the
bulk of the world’s poor farmers these are not realistic
alternatives, either because of a lack of sufficient
resources at the appropriate time, or of an absolute lack
of resources.

Advanoed
Pure manual

toolears

Improved
Local

Improved
Improved

234

802

262

1285

646

533

473

lW8

Wetereheds
Improved
Improved

Improved
Improved

by chickpea

intercropped

-130

-20s

+1ea

t&26

Table 5. A comparison of annual bullock labour inputs for some operations
whaelad teal cafrfer.

Soil type [village)

Orzeration

Mediumdeep
wftiso1s (Karlma)

Preparatory tillaga

methods and with the

Sxisting village
practice (average
of 19756 and
1976-7)(pair
hdNCA)

Traditional method
as defined on ICRISAT
research watersheds
1977.8
(pair hr/NCAP

Sroadbsd-andfurrow system
with wheeled
tool carrier 1977-8
(pair hdNCA)

45.7

70.3

25.8b
18.oC
7.V
5.F
7.4b
4.5c
6.1”
5.2c

Manuring & fertiliiation

Deepvertiiis
w-j

by traditional

2.4

Sowing, transplanting etc.

12.5

6.3

Interculture

24.8

-

Preparatory tillage

25.6

Manuring 5 fertilization
Sowing, transplanting, etc.
lnteroultura

36.5

1.5
12.2

10.3

24.3v
18.4’=
6.6b
3.3c
8.8b
3%

7.6

a NCA - Nat cukivatedarea.b Sole maizelollowsd by chickpea.c. Maizeintercroppedwith pigeonpea.
preparation. timing of planting, timing and accuracy of
weeding etc. Though farmer management ability will
influence this quality, it is also affected by the quality
and versatility of the toolbar. In general, the simple
toolbars will show little benefit in quality of operation
over conventional
equipment,
whereas the larger
toolbars (provided that complementary technologies are
introduced) can show considerable
improvements in
quality of operation.
Unfortunately there has been very little reliable work
carried out on the economic evaluation of multi.purpose
toolbars, but work in West Africa, India and Botswana
has given some indication of the potential of this
equipment. The Indian work Lndlcetes that the benefits
are only fully realized when the equlpment
Is
incorporated
into a well.planned
soil. and crop
management system.
The main economic benefits would appear to accrue
from better timing of operations, better weed control and
better soil and water management. Lebour productivity is
generally increased and there is scope for greater
employment.

Soctal Impact
There is little evidence so far on the social Impact of
multi.purpose toolbars, as the numbers produced are still
relatively low, apart from West Africa, (see Tables 6 and i’j
and it is too early to assess these effects.
Some of the potential benefits are likely to be similar
to those produced by the introduction
of any new
cultivation equipment - namely, the removal of drudgery
and the opportunity for more members of the household
to assist in the crop production processes. It is thought
unlikely that the technology would be labour displacing,
though this Is possible where plots are small and such
Implements are controlled by a few wealthy farmers.
Only through the ownership and control of the means of
productlon will small-holder farmers benefit from these
toolbars.
The larger toolbars allow the introduction of major
changes in land and crop management techniques, such
as land forming and double or multiple row planting and
weed control. The simpler range of toolbars can also be
used in ridge systems (for instance) but their speed of
5pad collar

Pair of animals with neck yoke and dissel boom attached
between them end to multi-purpose wheeled tool carrier.
vmi~”

‘~‘~”

“~

Pair of animals with three-pad collars hitched to multipurpose tool carrier with horizontally held boom, spacers
and swing/e tree.

Table 6. Equipment numbers in West Afrfca
nuns

upper vona

Bullockdraw plwghs
Donkeydraw ploughs
Total pknrghs
Tool car&s (multicuitaurs)
pum
(donkay, horsadravm)

Mali

Mauritania

Niger

Senegal

Chad

Benin

106,7W
‘w=
14,058
10,733
9,707
52m

2,400’

3,ooo
4Joo
900)

6,ooo
zJ4cal
’

66,066
1,727

7.450
165

3,E

22ocal
E&oo

1ZOYJ

4470

1w?o

zt.~(~dBB(s-wBBdBrs)

1cQ’

145c6
PB3)

1. Tantaflvs figuras.

Tab&a 7. Average density of animaldrawn
Upper Volta

equipment

in West Africa @w/unit).
Mali

Niger

Senegal

Chad

Ploush

Munkultaw or hoa
wdser
l+-

operation is inevitably slower.
other considerations are: the presence of adequate
repair and servicing skills and facilities, either on farm or
in local villages; the presence of skills In animal draught
training and management; and the role of livestock in the
current fanning system.
The significant technical characteristics that need to
be borne in mind are the need to obtain an Implement
and fittings that are appropriate to the present and future
needs of the farming system. The operation and
maintenance of this equipment generally requires a
higher degree of skill than with most older equipment. A
mtnimum range of repair and adjustment tools are
necessary, as is the commitment of a certain amount of
time to ensure efficient operation.
It is also usually essential to develop concurrent
improvements to animal linkage and harnessing systems
to ensure efficfent operation. Maximum benefit can be
obtained with healthy, fit, well-trained animals and with
equipment in good condition.
The type of animals that are available iu also an
important factor. Small oxen or donkeys, often found in
the drier and poorer areas, will only be able to pull the
smaller types of toolbar. Camels, larger oxen, mules or

horses will be more appropriate for the larger equipment.
Special consldentlons
Maintenance is obviously Important, as badly adjusted
equipment will not perform any better than alternative
slngleoperatlon
equlpment. A range of spares or repair
facilities are essential for uninterrupted operation in the
growing season.
The equipment alone will not lead to significant
benefits without the development of an understanding of
Its potentle! value in a cropping and farming system.
Appropriate animals, trainlng and harnesslng, and
ratlonal soli and crop management techniques will all
contrlbute to the improved stability and productivity of
the cropping system.
In most areas of the developing world the benefits of
Ihe multi-purpose toolbar, above those produced by older
conventldnai equipment,.have yet to be proven. In many
situations thev mav not be aDorooriate. but in others thev
may be highiy relevant a&t bsnefidal. Support from
governments and external agencies may be necessary to
explore the potential for this new equipment fully.
David Gibbon
University of East Angfia
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4. SOWING,
FERTILIZER

PLANTING AND
DISTRIBWTION

In order to achieve good yields when growing vegetables,
cereals, legumes and root crops, the depth of seeding
and the spacing between the plants should be uniform
and optimal for the given growing conditions. However,
to facilitate weeding and other operations the plants are
often confined to rows, usually with a distance between
them that is less than that between the rows. To achieve
the best compromise, various designs of hand-operated
and animaldrawn
seeders and planters have been
developed which control, to a greater or lesser extent, the
plant density by means of the spacing in each ro;~ of
seeds and other planting material. Most seeders and
planters can also be used to distribute
fertilizer.
Combined seeder/fertilizer drills are used to drill fertilizer
into the soil at optimal distance from the seeds at the
s0me time as sowing.

Seeders and fertilizers
Seeds and planting material are placed in the ground in
three ways:
*Seeds can be broadcast on the soil and are then
usually buried by raking, harrowing or scattering earth
over them.
0 Seeds, tubers or other vegetative material, and
seedlinas can be olaced in holes in the ground which
are then refilled with soil.
l Seeds and other planting material can be placed in a
furrow, opened to the appropriate depth, then closed
again and lightly compressed.
Broadcasting
Broacasting can be done by hand scattering or by using a
handoperated broadcaster which is usually slung over

the shoulder of the operator (Fig.1). These broadcasters
are oflen called seed fiddles, a name acquired because

Fig. 1 Seed fiddle,
of the bow stick handle used to drive the spinner. The
leather thong of the bow passes amund a bobbin which
is attached to the dbbed spinner. By moving the bow
from left to right the spinner rotates, scattering the seed
which falls onto it from the canvas seed bag. The rate of
seeding can be altered by loosening a wing-nut under the
fiddle and moving the slide to the setting required, thus
altering the aperture of the hole through which the seed
trickles. Broadcasting requires considerable skill on the
part of the operator to achieve an even distribution.
Alternatively a uniform coverage can be achieved by a
spinningdisc
distributor driven by its wheels through a
gear box. These are usually two-wheeled and can be
pulled or pushed by one person, with larger versions
being animaldrawn. Broadcasters can also be used to
distribute granular pesticides (see Section 5).

The principle of ‘jab-planting’, as applied to the rotary
injection machine, Incorporates 6 jabbing devices around
its circumference. Hand-pushed versions of this design
have been developed and introduced in Nigeria with
some success.
Seed is picked up from the hopper by the feed roller
which contains pockets of a suitable size for the crop
concerned. The seeds then fall into the jabbing devices
which remain closed until just before withdrawal from
the soil, at which point they open and the seeds drop into
the hole. The distance between each jab depends on the
diameter of the rotary wheel, the length of the jabbing
devices and the depth to which the jabbing devices
penetrate the soil; for maize the distance between holes
is about 250 mm. This is achieved by a wheel of about
350 mm in diameter with the jabbing devices protruding
by about 75 mm.
A variation of the dibbler is used to plant large
vegetative material (e.g. potatoes), seedlings, or cuttings.
The soil engaging point of the planter can be opened
wide enough to allow the material to be placed manually
at the correct depth.
Row seeding
Row seeding or planting can, at its simplest, be achieved
with a plough or other furrow-maklng tool and the seeds
or other material are dropped In the furrow at the
appropriate intervals. The furrow can then be closed.
Hand-pushed row seeders (usually single row) normally
require a well-prepared seed-bed. In unmetered seeders
the seed usually trickles into the furrow from a mounted
contalner. Alternatively, In anlmal-drawn one- and tworow seeders an operator is sometimes required to feed
the material manually, either by means of a sowtng tube
or directly into the furrow.
The design of seed coulter and sowing ,Eubeaffects the
width of line within which the seeds are sown. Flgure 3

Dibbling
Dibbling seeds and other planting material in holes in the
soil is the oldest form of planting. Distances between
plantscan be precisety determined by the operator. Often
more than one seed or plant is placed In each hole. A
variety of pointed sticks, some wlth metal tips, are
commonly
used for this purpose (Fig.2). Manually
operated ‘walking stlck’and rotary InjectIon ‘jab’ planters

1’
Fig.2 Dibblers: (left to right) steel tipped (Ldon Cldment);
steel tipped (Kumaon); all steel (Wolf).
are used for both seeds and fertilizers. Jab planters can
be used in quite rough seedbeds or uncultivated land, so
long as the ground is soft enough. They are useful for
fitting gaps in rows and can also be used to place
fertilizers.

fig.3 Seed Coulters: a. cultivator type share, 6. drag
share, c. double disc share, d. goose-foof share (for
strips).
shows four types of coulter, the narrowest of which, the
drag share, is only of use in well-prepared seed-beds. The
cultivator and double disc coulters can break UP a
slightly hardened soil surface to create a narrow furrow
into which the seeds fall. The goose-foot share creates a
wide furrow, and a small plate fixed to the bottom Of the
sowing tube causes the seed to scatter across the width
of the furrow, producing a wlde band of plants. It is
common to trail a metal chain, ring or other small harrow
behind the seeder to make the coverage of the seed more
complete.
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seedddtts
The more sophisticated seed drills usually have seedmetering
mechanisms
in order to achieve
a
pmdetetmined spacing of ptants in the mw. The meterlng
deviCes are driven by ground wheels which ensure that
the rate of seeding is directly related to the distance
ttavelled.
The simplest form of drill is the direct drive seeder in
which the metering mechanism takes the seed fmm the
hopper using a seed roller mounted on the same axle as
the gmund wheel. This is usually used for single row
vegetable seeders (Fig.4).
Fig.6 Chain and sprocket driven planter/fertilizer.
Seed-metering mechat;isms
Various mechanical seed-metering systems are used. A
rotating brush or agitator controlling the flow of seed
through an adjustable opening will handle most types of
seeds with minimal damage, as will contra.rotattng soft
rollers, but these mechanisms do not closely control
seed spacing in the row. Fluted rollehfeed mechanisms
(Fig.7) give more accurate control of overall seed rate per
hectare, but again do not control spacing in the row. CellFig.4 Rolling seed drill -

single-row vegetable seeder.

More sophisticated precision seeders have metering
mechanisms driven from the axle of a ground.wheel. One
type uses a Pitman drive which connects a drive crank
mounted on the axle to a drive crank on the seeder (and
also to a second crank on the fertilizer distributor, in the
case of seededfertilizers - Fig. 5). An improvement on
this design is the use of double Pttman drives, both of
a.
Fig.?a. Fluted roller and slide roller-feed mechanisms, 6.
Seed roller.
wheel and perforated belt-metering systems can glve
very precise spacing of seeds - particularly those which
are approximately spherical in shape. The metal cell
wheel (Flg.8) Is more likely to cause damage to delicate
seeds than the flexible perforated belt. Some seeders

Fig.5 Singlerow

seed and fertilizer drill with Pitman drive.
a.

which connect the seeder and fertilizer mechanisms to
Cranks mounted on each end of the ground wheel axle.
A second, more common, type of drive uses a chain
drfven by a sprocket mounted on the ground wheel axle.
The chain passes around sprockets connected to the
seeder mechanism (and fertilizer distributor, If mounted
- Fig.@.
Precision seeders, usually chain driven, are often
available for mounting on multl.purpose toolbars (see
Sectton 3).

b.

Fig.8 Seed metering wheels and plates: a. vertical cellwheel, 6. horizontal feed disc, c. spoon disc.

can be adjusted to plant groups of seeds at long
intervals. Most can be adjusted for various seed sizes
and spacing so as to achieve an optimal plant population
with a minimal use of seed.
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The distribution of manure and fertilizer is often done
entirely by hand. Organic manures and compost are
usually spread over a whole field or between plant rows
and incorporated by subssguent cultivation. Similarly,
inorganic fertilizers can be broadcast by hand scattering
or by using mechanical broadcasters. They can also be
placed on the surface between plant rows and then be
incorporated, or be dibbled in beside plants or seed
placements. Granular or pelleted fertilizer can be drilled
into the soil at an appropriate distance from the plants
using seeders. This method of distribution is often done
at the same time as seeding or planting, frequently using
duacpurpose equipment.

Advantages
The benefits of using precision equipment are higher
crop yields. These should be achieved because:
l Correct seeding depths lead to better germination and
uniform crop stands.
l Precision
seeding results in an optimum plant
population and reduces seed consumption.
0 Good quality seeders improve the speed and accurate
timing of the sowing.
0 Use of row seederslplanters
allows easier weeding
and other operations; it also makes possible contour
planting which may help to reduce erosion.
l Fertilizer drilled into the soil provides plants with
readily available nutrients; the timing of application
can be related to the plants’ needs.

Alternatives
The more labcur-intensive
methods referred to above
have been used since agriculture began. They are still the
commonest
niethods
used by poor smallholders.
Although precision equipment is not used, the quality of
planting need not be any less optimal, given sufficient
care and the time of skilled operators. And in certain
circumstances - e.g. when sowing stony uncultivated
land, or when using odd comers of fields or In gardens these labour4ntensive methods are the only viable ones.

Choosing your equipment
Before buying equipment some thought should be given
to:
0 The possibilities of adapting existing equipment e.g.
by adding a planting tube to a plough.
0 The availability and cost of planting material (such as
specialist seed) and pelleted fertilizer.
Points to consider when selecting equipment include
the size of area to be sown in a single holding and the
possibilities for hiring out the equipment to neighbours;
the power source available and the typical condition of
seed-beds; the possibilities for multi-purpose use with a
wide range of seed shapes and sizes; and the level of
sophistication required.
Having decided on the particular type of equipment
required the buyer needs to look at each model with
regard to:
l robustness, expecially that of the seed metering
mechanism;

0 ease of maintenance and availability of spares:
ease with which seed metering and seed size
alterations can be made; and
0 skill level of the operator(s).
The cost spectrum of this type of equipment is very
Mde and the only point worth emphasizing is that the
Irice increases significantly
for precision over and
against gravity-flow
seeders. Also the repair and
naintenance costs of precision seeders and the extra
:ost of the prepared seed and fertilizer may in the long
run exceed the capital cost of the equipment.
Before investing in expensive precision seeders it is
necessary to calculate the opportunity costs. To assist in
this calculation
the following table shows average
performance data.
l

Type of
equipment
Single row
planter/seeder
(handaperated)
Single row
planter (animaldrawn)
Double row
seeder (animal.
drawn)
Seed drill
(1.25In)
Seed and
fertilizer drill
(haMoperated)
Fertiiiier
distributor
(animal&awn)

Average
Draught performance
required
per day
(8 hours) Notes
Cks4
0.30.6 ha Depending on
1530
soil conditions
as well as row
width.
25.40
0.5-1.0ha Length of field,
and thus number
of headland
turnings, affects
performance.
0.81.5 ha
3565
5545

1.0.1.5ha

20-20

030.6 ha

35-70

1.0.2.5ha

Depending on
type of equip. 6
width of swath.

Impact
The introduction of mechanical seeders may disptace
labour. However. In oartioular circumstances this can be
avoided, if. for example:
l the equipment introduced, such as a plough planter,
still requires a similar number of people to operate it,
although the work load may be less arduous;
0 the area to be sown increases significantly and the
labour is redeployed operating and supplying several
seeders;
l the use of the equipment allows sowing to be carried
out where previously it has proved difficult, e.g. the
sowing of red peas between the rows in post-harvest
sugarsane fields.

Special considerations
The health and safety of operators who may be handling
material treated with fungicides and insecticides is of
paramount importance. Special training should be given
in the handling of such poisons and, where appropriate,
protective clothing should be provided (see Section 5).
Peter Munzinger
GEYGATE
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Crops are subjected to attack by a wide range of pests
that include insects, weeds and fungi. Unless these
pests are effectively controlled at the right time, the
quantity, quality and ease of harvest can be seriously
reduced. Much research and experience has shown that
the most effective means of achieving pest control is
with the correct use of special chemicals
called
pesticides.
Pesticides are applied to a range of target surfaces
that include the soil, crops, weeds and insects.
Furthermore, the mode of action of these products is
equally diverse. Some are very mobile or systemic - with
areas of activity away from the point of deposition. In
contrast, some pesticides only have an effect on that
area which they contact. The longevity of a pesticide
effect can aIS0 vary; some soil-acting residual herbicides
will be effective for months whereas a pyrethroid
insecticide may be active for a few hours only. However,

pesticides have to be applied not only at the right time in
the development of the pest or crop, but at the prescribed,
dose and in an approved manner, taking the appropriate
safety precautions.
This section is mainly concerned with the means of
applying pesticides
using equipment
available for
smallholder farming. The task is eased by the almost
universally common features such equipment embodies
in its design - variations between makes and models
often being one of size or refinement.
However,
alternative equipment is now available that uses different
principles and reference is made to this as well.
Most pesticides are applied, dissolved or suspended in
a liquid. The dilution rate used depends on the chemical,
pest, crop and equipment. Briefly, it is possible to
classify the mode of application by the volume applied
per hectare:
High volume: around 200 litreslha.

Very low-low volume: lo-50 litreaM.
Ultra low volume: less than 10 litres/ha.
Similar equipment can apply the liquid in either high or
low volume modes, but equipment
for applying
chemicals at ultra low volumes is significantly different.
Some besticides are arxrlied in a oowder or granular
ionn. An‘advantage of this is that they can be-applied
without soecialist eouioment e.o. the treatment of stored
grain using malathdn’powder
can be achieved without
using any speoialist equipment.
A few chemicals are applied as a gas e.g. phosphene
in sealed grain stores.
Certain pesticides can also be used to control
ectoparasites in livestock.
For each mode of application
and each type of
chemical, specific safety precautions must be taken,
although there are general rules about personal hygiene,
handling chemicals and what to do in the case of
suspected poisoning. Generai guidelines are given below
but the specific precautions, as recommended by the
manufacturer and written on the chemical container,
must be strfctly adhered to.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Knapewh and Rwsum cyfir~der sprayers
In these sprayers a diluted spray solution held in a
convenient tank is forced through a small hole called a
nozzle to produce drops that can ba directed onto the
treatment area. Spray tanks are available in a wide range
of sites but with a maximum limit of about 25 litres
fquantfties in excess of this amount cannot be easily
can&b. Tanks are usually slung knapsack fashion on the
back but can be hand*arrted too. A lever. which comes
forward past the side of the body, is pumped up and
down by one hand while the other directs the spray
forming nozzle fitted at the distal end of a semi-rigid
lance. A small pressure control vessel is incorporated
into the pump to smooth out pulsations and reduce the
frequency of lever operations. In some models hand.
pumping at the timeof spraying is eliminated through the
use of pressurized metal tanks. Spray liquid Is put fnto
the tank and then air pumped in manuatiy, or from
another cylinder, or from a compressed alr line.
Sometimes the spray iiquld is forced into the tank
compressing the remaining air. A convenient on/off tap
between the pump and nozzle allows spray to be emitted
only when needed.

The nozzle performs three main functions that can
determine the success of the pesticide.
-The small hole restricts and thereby partially controls
the flow of pressurized spray liquid.
-The issuing spray forms a sheet which disintegrates
into drops that can be directed and distributed over a
swath.
-The size spectra of drops is controlled by the size and
design of the nozzle. To meet the varied needs of
pesticides, nozzfes are available in three main types namely fan, flood or hollow cone - and a wide range
of sfzes.

The variety of nozzles available produce different flow
rates for a similar pressure, different spray widths,
different droplet sizes and ranges of droplet size. Hollow
Cone nozzles, which give a fine mist hollow cone spray
pattern; Fan Spray nozzles, which give a flat angle fan
shaped spray pattern; and the F/oodjet(e.g. Polijet) range
Of herbicide application nozzles which can provide a
large droplet spray swath from a large orifice. The range
of output spray volume rates can vary from 20 to 1000
litreslha depending on the nozzle, the pressure and the
walking speed of the operator.
On page 79 the table of Knapsack and Pressure Cylinder
Sprayers lists a selection of 55 manufacturers from 19
countries. Readers are also referred to the recent
International
Plant Protection Center publication on
Lever-Operated Knapsack Sprayers, in which data on 37
sprayers from 24 manufacturers
in 15 countries is
presented. Each is analysed in terms of its operational
and safety characteristics,
ergonomics and its design
and construction.
Other hand-operatd
sprayers
A table on page 79 lists some of the many manufacturers
who produce other types of hand operated sprayer.
Seven types are itemized:
-Trigger-operated
sprayers Operation of the trigger
ejects a small spray or stream of liquid - the nozzle
being usually variable. Capacity 0.252 litres.
-Pislon~operated
sprayers Liquid is sucked into the
cylinder by withdrawlng the piston/plunger then it is
sprayed out by pressing the plunger home.
-Hand
compress/on sprayers The container is put
under pressure by pumping the handle on top. The
liquid is then released as a spray by operating a
trigger. Capacity 0.51 litre (occasionally more).
- Handatomizers
Air, forced out of a small orifice at the
end of the piston, sucks up and atomizes liquid from
the container which has a capacity of about 150 ml
upwards.
-Slide a&on sprayers A back-and-forth pumping actlon
on the hand grip produces a continuous spray.
- Hend lever sprayers The pump is operated by a lever.
Usually used to spray chemicals from a bucket.
-SsNrrup pump The pump Is placed In a bucket and the
plunger pumped up and down.
Moforizad knapsack mistblowers
A third category of sprayers are powered by smak
engines. These are universally available and can be used
for atomizing liquids and blowing the particles for
considerable distances. Using a different hopper, dusts
can also be blown by these machines. A third table lists a
selection of manufacturers and details the specifications
sf their equipment (see page 90)
In the pages at the end of this section there is
described a range of equipment for dusting, spreading
granules and spraying. Equipment for dressing seed is
mentioned as are a miscellany of devices for controlling
other pests in crops.
Novel fypes of pestfcfde application equipment
Of the many novel types of equipment, which include the
rotary atomization controlled droplet application (CDA)
sprayers which now find wldespread use, two others are
also itemized in this introduction for different reasons.
The Electrodyn
is mentioned
because Its design

Crop protection
represents a significant advance in pesticide application
technology, and the weed wiper is mentioned because of
the great potential this has for introducing herbicide
technology to poorer farmers.
Rotary atomizers These produce drops directly or
liquid ligaments (which then collapse into drops) from
:he edge of a iotatting dish, disc oi cage. The range of
drop sizes produced is much !ess than that from
conventional
nozzles. The size of drop is mainly
dependent on the speed ot the disc’s peripheral edge higher speeds being used to produce small drops and
low speeds large drops. Often small drops are
purposefully produced and emitted into air-streams that
are riaturatly or artiticially induced to spread the spray
over a very wide swath or penetrate dense leaf canopies.
In contrast
large drops readily free-fall
and a
predetermined swath can be applied. The system is
always associated with the use of low spray volumes.
The reEiable use of reduced doses of pesticide has only
been clear& demonstrated with very few products. Their
advantages stem from the use ot low volumes which
demand less dilution and thereby permit greater ease
and better timing. Less water for spraying is needed and
the equipment is often tighter and easier to use.
7&e ‘Electrodyn’ Sprayer The ‘Elec!rodyn’ hand.held
spraying system comprises a spray stick and ‘Boule
contairrer, a unique combination of bottle and nozzle.
Pesticide formulations for use wi,th the spray stick
come @[e-packed, ready to use in a ‘Boule’ container.
The MegraE electricallyconductive
nozzle supplied with

Detail of elec

kfyne bode

‘A

;1

in action.
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Hectaspan rope-wick wee&viper.
each ‘Bozzle’ is pre-set for the chemical and requires no
calibration. It is always new and will provide the correct
droplet size to optimize
biological
control.
The
electrodynamic atomization technique uses only 0.5-1.0
litres per hectare of the special oil.based formulations
required to achieve good pest control. Thus, a single
750ml ‘Boule’ container can treat up to 1% crop
hectares. The spray stick contains batteries and a solidstate high voltage generator which takes the 6V low
voltage input from the four U-2 batteries and converts this
to an output at the HV stud of 25 kV and a zero potential
at the earth field electrode.
Liquid is first formed into a number of evenly spaced
ligaments, which in turn break up into uniformly&ed
_L ^--- ueII
--- bs varied
charged dropieis. Droplet size an”_I GIMI~~
by manipulating the applied voltage. (Typically, 50-75
microrAzed droplets have been shown to be optimal for
insecticides and fungicides. 100 micron droplets are
preferred for herbicides.)
The droplets, which are mutually repellent and of even
size, deposit a uniform coat on the crop. The charged
droplets ‘wrap around’ the crop target so that underside
coverage of leaves and stems is achieved. Charged
droplets are attracted to the nearest earthed target. Little
spray is deposited on the ground.
Weed wipers Weed wipers offer farmers the
opportunity to place herbicides directly onto the target
plant. Their main use has been with the systemic
herbicide glyphosate. Weeds growing in crops can be
safely treated using a non-selected herbicide. They can
be used in confined areas or adap!ed for large.scale
farming enterprises and possess few of the problems
met in normal herbicide use. Their use is restricted to
where the target surface is visually obvious and readily
reached, and where there is adifferential height between
the weed and the crop. Direct wiping of weeds has been
practised for some time, even before the advent of
systemic herbicides. However, the invention of rope-wick
wipers and a variety of other devices for transferring
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herbicide to selected plant leaves has opened up
possibilities for the introduction of herbicide technology
to poorer farmers. This is particularly valuable for the
control
of perennial
problem weeds. Their main
advantages are their usefulness
for applying non.
selective herbicide to particular weeds above or between
crop rows; the cheapness of the equipment compared to
other Ueuices, including knapsack sprayers; and ihe
possibility of INal manufacture.
Aftematives
Systems of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) are being
developed and evaluated. In situations where pesticides
have got to be used on a wide scale the possibilities of
controlling pasts by maintaining a healthy population of
pest predator and intercropping of species (companion
planting particularly) will avoid much of the damage
caused by the build-up of pasts and diseases which are
resistant to commonly used chemicals.
In weed control, herbicides am not commonly used by
poo% farmers but other forms of weed control and
sanitation if used systematically will prevent the build-up
of weeds. For example, the prevention of production or
introduction of weed seeds can be built into a system
through controlling the quality of crop seed, avoiding the
introduction of weed seeds by other routes (e.g. the use
of weed seed traps in irrigation systems); by having a
vigorous crop stand which suppresses weed growth; by
rotating crops; and by timely conventional weeding.
Cnsts and banalifs
In crop protection, perhaps more than in any other part of
the crop production system, the costs and benefits are
dearly defined both in micro- and macro-economic
terms. In micro-economic terms the cost of the input,
which is often very high in developing (importing)
countries, can be weighed against the yield advantageof
crops which may have a relatively low price. The high
cost of the input and lack of credit facilities often make it
impossible for poor farmers to use chemical technology.
The cost of using powerful biocides can be hlgh In
human t&rms a: WE if 6dsqiiate precautions $hich can
be costly in themselves) are not taken.
lo macmeconomic terms the cost of the input is often
measured in its foreign exchange value. Pesticides,
being often imported, can have a high opportunity cost of
foreign exchange and hence be susceptible to shortages
if there is a need to divert foreign exchange to other more
needy purposes. For that reason, the cost of becoming
committed to chemical technology can be high. If there
is a shortfall of inputs for any reason, the effect of this on
crop production could be considerable. Governments
may also need to assess the environmental impact of
introducing widespread use of pesticides.
Returning to the micro level approach it is perhaps
useful to familiarize the reader with the economic
technique of partial budget analysis. (Ref: R.K. Perrin et
al. From agronomic data to farmer recommendation: an
economics training manual)
The concept of partial budgeting is that one only
considers those costs which are affected by the
parjicular decision being made. These costs are called
varrablecosts. Thus, *hen ccnskffrlng ‘h”=+able
_~I_ii
costs
in thecase of herbicides, one would examine thecosts of
the chemical and the labour costs of application, and the
labour costs of hand-weeding
under the different

Systems. Cost of planting, and of the seed itself,
however, would not be examined as they are constant.
Costs would be measured in terms of market price for
such inputs as the herbicide itself and in terms of
opportunity cost when the input has no monetary value.
Family labour, for example, would be costed in terms of
the opportunity cost, which might be wage employment,
other productive activities around the faarm, or ihe value
placed on leisure by the workers.
Yields would be quantified in terms of output per
hectare and priced at market price, less the costs of
haNeSt, storage, transportation
and marketing of the
increased output which is to be sold, or at the
opportunity price of that which is to be consumed by the
farmer. The opportunity price of the grain would be the
price the farmer would have to pay for that grain on the
market. This price is called the Field Price. Yield
multiplied by Field Price gives the Gross Field Benefit.
The budgets for each option would then be drawn up
on a per hectare basis, when Variable Costs would be
subtracted from Gmss Field Benefit to give a Net Benefit
(See table below).
It must be emphasized, however, that this analysis
takes no account of risk and uncertainty and the
availability of credit. Thus the most attractive option may
not be feasible or desirable in practice.
The same technique of economic analysis can be used
to assess the advantage of using improved pesticide
application equipment where the main benefits might be
saving of time in application and reduced application
rates.
Just one final note on the costs of pesticide
application. As said earlier the majority of pesticide is
applied in a liquid, usually water, and the availability of
clean water in the field is therefore essential. This can be
a very costly input in terms of the time needed to bring
the water to the field.
Example of a per hectare perflal budget.
Present
practice

Use of
herblcldes

2.0 tons
$1000
$2000

2.5 tons
$1000
$2wO

-

2 !itres
x $30
$60

-

2 days
x$10

-

$20

10 days
x$10

3 days
x$10

$100
$100
WOO

$30
$110
$2390

E3iiSfiirS

farmer’s yield (net yield)
farmer’s value (field price)
total benefit (gross field benefit)
Variable costs
herbicide:
amount
value (money field price)
total (field cost of herbicide)
labour for application:
amount
value (opportunity field price)
total (field cost of application
labour)
labour for hand weeding:
amount
value (opportunity field price)
total (field cost of weeding
labour)
total variable costs
Net benefit

Note: the $ symbol in this manual represents no particular
national currency. Weights are in metric units.
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Spaciaf considerations
Maintenance The holes in the nozzle are eroded in use
and can corrode when stored. It is imperative that the
liquid throughput
of the nozzles is reaularlv and
thbmugly ch&ked. Failure to do so may re&lt in more
pesticide being applied than is necessary and worse still,
with herbicides, could damage crops. Regularly check
the throughput of the nozzle and calibrate. Visually
examine the distribution of the spray too. Spray on to a
dry surface and see how uniformly the liquid dries. Is the
breakupof the liquid sheet from the nozzle uniform or are
there thick ligaments or partial blockages? Clean and
replace the nozzles as necessary.
Seals will sometimes leak - often not because they
are worn but because of dirt. Rinse in clean water and
refit before using too much force.
The spray tank and pipes can split and leak. It is
essential that they are rectified or. better. replaced. The
on/off trigger must work quickly and completely. Some
have devices to lock the trigger open or off. Make sure
they work.
Before using any sprayer in the field visually check
that the pipes and their clips, the tank, harness or
carrying straps are in good order and securely fixed. Use
clean water and try the sprayer out. Make sure it is
working property and the harness is comfortable. Make
sure the operators are trained in its efficient use. The
penalty for insufficient training can show in poor pest
control, crop damage, and possibly ill-health for the
operator.
RealfIr and Safe& The text from here to the end of the
chapter is reproduced in full from Pesticides, a Safety
Guide f9ci2 prepared by Shell International Chemical
Company Ltd., Agrochemical
Division, Shell Centre,
London, SE1 7PS. U.K., by kind permission of the Public
Affairs Division. The problems of misuse of pesticides
are so serious that the author would encourage all those
who purchase agrochemicals to read the following pages
with care. At the end of this extract there is a table of
safety equipment manufacturers who can advise on and
provide relevant safety equipment. Similar advice has
been provided
by other
major
agrochemical
manufacturers who can pro&de details on request.
Petaanaf hySfana
Measures to be taken to ensure personal hygiene by
anyone who handles or comes into contact with
chemicals are largely a matter of common sense.
Chemicals can enter the body by three routes; through
the mouth (ingestionlswallowing),
through the skin
(dermal exposure) or through inhalation, e.g. of vapours,
small particles of dust or droplets of liquid. Of these
three routes, dermal exposure represents the most
frequent
hazard to those who handle pesticides.
inhalation is important with volatile products, airborne
dusts and with formulations based on volatile solvents
which can themselves present a hazard. Personal
hygiene involves avoiding exposure by taking appropriate
precautions, using protective clothing and equipment
and thoroughly washing all exposed parts of the body
after work and before eating, drinking, smoking or using
the toilet.
If a container has leaked and the surfaces of other
containers
are contaminated
this may appear as
staining, or as a powdery deposit, or it may have affected
Ihe label. When any Of these signs are seen, or where the
more hazardous products are being handled, care must
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be taken to prevent skin contamination.
The degree of hazard from the many different
pesticidal
products varies very widely. Even with
products containing the same active ingredients there
may be great differences in the risks to employees, e.g.
dusts containing low percentages of toxicant may be
relatively harmless while liquid formulations
may
produce significant hazards when in contact with the
skin or if inhaled. It is therefore important that all
personnel handling pesticides should read, or be told
about, the potential hazards of the different products
they are handling. When an unfamiliar
product is
received the essential information on the precautions to
be followed wiil be given on the product label, therefore it
is as important for the handlers, as for the users, to READ
THE LABEL.
When leaking containers are found, or spillages occur,
the personal hygiene recommendations
given in the
relevant product sheet must be followed. However, the
following general recommendations always apply:
At least two people wearing protective clothing should
be present when a spillage of a more hazardous product
is being dealt with, or when a leaking container is being
decanted into a clean empty drum.
All persons dealing with any incident should wash
hands and exposed skin thoroughly with soap and water
as soon as possible and before eating, drinking, smoking
and using the toilet. On completion of work wash
Thoroughly, or if available take a shower. If powders are
involved the hair should also be washed.
Protective
clothing/gloves/boots/head
coverings/
aprons, etc. as well as overalls need to be thoroughly
washed after use.
All items of protective clothing, equipment, etc. should
be checked at regular intervals to ensure that they are in
good condition and ready for immediate use. These
essential items should be kept in, or close to, the
pesticide store in a specially marked locker.
Profaclive clofhlng
All personnel who are working wlth pesticides, e.g. in
stores, formulation p!ants, etc., should wear at least
some protective clothing. In hot climates, there usuaiiy
has to be a compromise between desirable protection
and comfort, but as a minimum precaution all workers
should wear an overall. This recommendation has the
following advantages:
a. There is no risk of normal
clothing
being
contaminated.
b. Overalls can be washed (or discarded if of disposable
type) regularly and after any contamination.

face shield
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c. People will work more efficiently if they do not feel that
their own clothes may be damaged or contaminated
when handling pesticide containers.
Overalls should be worn by all workers. In addition,
those handling
containers,
carrying
out transfer
operations, cleaning up spills, etc. must wear protective
gloves and rubber boots. There should be no compromise
over these basic !eve!s of protection.
0verelf.s These should be of cotton, ‘boiler-suit’ type
fastening at the wrists and neck. White overalls have the
advantage of showing up contamination. Some suppliers
now offer light-weight types specially for hot climates as
well as disposable or short life types. (Of note is Tyvek
clothing, available from Bigneat Ltd. U.K. - Ed.)
Head coverings When powders or dusts are frequently
handled, the wearing of an easily washed cotton cap is to
be recommended.
Boats These will need to be worn when cases of
leakage or accidental
spillage of more hazardous
materials occur. They should be without laces and of any
impervious material (e.g. rubber). The overalls should be
worn outside and not tucked into the boot tops. They
should be regularly inspected for damage and possible
leaking. In hot climates, a supply of cotton socks will
make boots more acceptable.
Prctcetive aprons ideally these should be of neoprene
rubber. They should reach from the too of the chest to
below the tops of the boots and wrap around to cover the
sides of the legs.
Face shield; and goggles These are worn to give
protection to the eyes against possible splashes, etc.
Face shields have the advantage of being cooler in hot
c&mates and do not ‘mist-up’ as easily as goggles but
they ofter less protection against irritant vapours and
spray mists.
Daconfamfnation of protective clothing After use, all
items should be thoroughly
washed with soap or
detergent and water, and well rinsed.
Profecttve gloves
These are the, most important items of safety equipment
required in any pesticide store. They should be worn
whenever there is a risk oi skin r;oniamination.
The typa of glove is important and a sufficient number
should be available to meet any emergency. They should
always be of the gauntlet type (worn under the overall
sleeve) and not short gloves ending at the wrist.
Very thick gloves may be too heavy and inflexible for

full face mask

efficient handling, while very thin gloves may be too
easily damaged to be economic. Gloves incorporating a
cloth lining are undesirable since the plastic or rubber
coating may be damaged and allow the cloth to become
impregnated with the pesticide.
Types of protective gloves There is little difference
between nitrile rubber, PVC or neoprene gloves, though
neoprene is usually preferred. PVC gloves are resistant to
abrasion, but tend to crack with age. Nitrile rubber gloves
are often iess expensive than neoprene, but they have a
tendency to harden and crack. Poiyethy!ene gloves show
good resistance to pesticides, but often have a tendency
to tear. Natural rubber gloves are not recommended as
they have poor resistance to many solvents used in liquid
formulations.
Aromatic and halogenated hydrocarbons will attack all
types of natural and synthetic gloves. If swelling occurs,
change to another pair, allowing the swollen gloves to
dry and return to normal. If organophosphorus pesticides
have been handled. follow the instructions below before
reusing them.
Cleaning gloves after use Immediately after use gloves
should be well washed with soap or detergent and water
BEFORE being removed from the hands. After removal
they should be turned inside out and again be thoroughly
washed, rinsed, rubbed dry and allowed to dry completely
in a well ventilated place before being stored again in the
locker for safety equipment.
If organophosphorus
pesticides have been handled,
gloves should be soaked in alkali solution for at least
eight hours, rinsed and dried before re-use.
Note:
Long
and
frequent
contact
with
organophosphorus
pesticides can result in the rubber
becoming impregnated with the pesticide. When there is
a risk that this has happened the gloves should be
destroyed.
Testing for leaks During the rinsing stage the gloves
should be held at the top under water and firmly
squeezed to check that no leaks have developed. If a leak
is seen they should be discarded.
Low pressure inflation with air is also useful for testing
for leaks. The inflated glove is held under water and
checked for the absence of air bubbles.

Respiratory protective

equipment

Wherever vapours or dusts from pesticides and solvents
disperse in the working area, there is an inhalation
hazard.
Ingredient discharge and product filling lines of
established formulation plants should be protected by
exhaust ventilation hoods connected to the ducting of
efficient industrial ventilation systems with fans to
prevent dispersion of the harmful products into the
working area.
A ventilation system is the preferred piotection against
inhalation
hazards because respiratory
protective
equipment (as worn by the operator) has the following
disadvantages:
-Inconvenient
to wear, especially in tropica! clima!es
and therefore abused;
-Limited
life of cartridges or canisters and therefore
expensive if replaced as necessary for effective
protection.
However, thereare situations like leaking containers in
warehouses, spillage clean-up, plant maintenance, etc. in

~~ppWectionaedoperatorsafety
which use of respiratory
protective equipment
is
necessary.
The various types of equipment are illustrated as
follows:
Simp/e dust mask These are of paper, synthetic
material, gauze (surgical mask) or cellulose. They give
protection to the nose and mouth against particular
matter (dust). They are not suitable for protection against
vapours but have been found to give a degree of
protection against liquid sprays and aerosols.
Half face mask This covers the nose and mouth only
and has a cartridge filter attached. Since no protection to
the eyes is afforded, a half face mask should always be
worn with goggles or face shield. Half face masks give
protection against dusts and/or vapours depending on
the cartridge selected.
Full face mask Also known as chemical cartridge or
canister respirator, this device covers eyes, nose and
mouth and may have the cartridge attached or be
connected by a flexible tube to a canister carried on a
belt mund the waist. The part covering the eyes can be a
one piece shield or separate eye piece giving the
appe&ance of goggles.
This eouioment is the most commonly encountered
under the’heading of ‘respirator’. Protectidn against dust
and vapours depends upon the cartridge selected.
Fresh air bfeatfUng apparatus This consists of a full
face mask with a flexible air line to draw air from outside.
Alternatively air can be supplied from a compressor or
the equipment attached to the compressed air line of the
plant or instaliation where # is used. Only clean air
suitable for this type of apparatus can be used.
Salf+xntained
breathing apparatus This is heavy and
cumbersome equipment in which cylinders of air are
carded on the b&ltof the wearer. It ishormally used only
bv Fire Service oersonnel or other orofessional OPerators.
-In or near .alt stores where’the
more poisonous
pesticides are held, there should be at least two
serviceable respirators in their individual containers
&thin a specially marked locker.
Those employees likely to be required to deal with
spillages, leakages, etc., of more poisonous products,
should be instructed in the wearing of respiratory
pm&!&e
equipmen!, so that it will be worn and used
properly when Ihe need arises.
No& If a man is bearded, it is frequently very difficult
to fit the respiratory protective equipment to give an airtight seal. With a half face mask a similar problem may
arise with large moustaches!
Repfacing cartridges
or canisters Many makers
recommend that cartridges should be replaced after a
total of about 30 minutes to 8 hours use in the presence
of the pesticide. The maker’s specific recommendations
on this matter should ALWAYS be followed. Irrespective
of the length of use of the cartridge or canister, it should
be changed immediately if the wearer of the respirator
can detect any slight smell of the pesticide. It should be
noted that in the presence of a lot of dust the filters may
become clogged and so make breathing difficult. If this
cccurs the wMte cartridge should be changed.
In tropical countries high humidity and temperature
may shorten the stated service life of the cartridge or
canister.

Use of respiratory protactfve equipment The situations
which require respiratory protective equbpment to be
worn are given in data sheets LavalIable from Shelll.
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simple dust mask
half face mask

When a respirator is being put on the head, the maker’s
instructions must be followed. It is essential that care is
taken to see that it fits closely to the face so that it
prevents any air entering except through the cartridge or
canister. However, it should not fit so tightly that it
causes excessive discomfort to the wearer. It must be
recognized that the wearing of respirators Is unpleasant,
especially under tropical conditions and this can be
partially overcome by giving rest periods out of the
danger area.
Note 1: It may be highly dangerous for workers to wear
respirators when the cartridges (or canisters) have
exceeded (heir service Ilfe. If there is any doubt at all,
new cartridges (or canisters) should be fitted.
Note 2: It is highly
dangerous
to rely on
cartridge/canister
respirators
in enclosed
spaces
deficient in oxygen. Under such circumstances fresh air
or self-contained breathing apparatus must be used.
After use Remove the cartridge (and filter if separate)
and carefully wash the face-piece Inside and out with
soap and water and rinse well to remove all traces of
soap.

Sdety 61 use
Safety in use Involves the precautions that need lo be
taken during handling of products and application in the
field in order to safeguard the health of operators,
bystanders and the general public and to protect the
environment. Safety precautions are largely a matter of
common sense, for example, avoiding exposure to spray,
taking special care when preparing spray solutions,
paying attention to personal hygiene (see Personal
Hygiene section), avoiding spray drift. In some instances,
however, depending on the nature of the product involved
and the job being d&e, special precauti6ns are required.
These may need the use of certain items of protective
clothing or equipment and full details will appear on
product labels.
Development of safety preoautioos The starting point
is consideration of the acute toxicity of the product.
However, toxicity is the ability to produce a harmful
effect. In developing safety precautions one is concerned
with hazard which Is theprobablfity that a hanmful effect
will occur in practice. Safety is the inverse of hazard, that
is, the degree of freedom from hazard or risk. It must be
remembered that a!l activities carry some risk and

ahsolute safety is therefore unattainable. To reduce risks
to acceptable levels is the objective of precautions.
Probability, in the context of hazard, is related to
degree of exposure to the material in question; thus
hazard is a function of two factors, toxicity and exposure.
Expressed mathematically, this becomes:
HazardrToxicityxExposure
So if exposure is zero (impossible to attain) there is no
hazard. Similarly if toxicity is zero (again not possible,
even water has toxic properties), hazard vanishes. The
important point here is that degree of exposure is related
to conditions of use which are therefore equally as
important as toxicity so far as hazard is concerned. The
quantitative
application of the above relationship
is
made difficult
becausa whereas toxicity
can be
measured in the laboratory and assigned a value,
determination
of exposure is much more difficult.
Usualiy, a subjective assessment of exposure has to
suffice, but quantitative
data can be obtained by
monitoring the exposure of operators under actual field
conditions.
Which tonicity? As mentioned in the Personal Hygiene
section. a pesticide can enter the body by three routes through the mouth (oral) through the skin (dermal or
percutaneous) and by inhalation. So far as hazards
relating to the handling and application of pesticides are
concerned, the highest probability of exposure is by skin
absorption and it is therefore dermal toxicity that has
most relevance in hazard assessment. Moreover, one
should consider the dermal toxicity of the product
(formulation)
being handled and applied since the
toxicity of an active ingredient can be mitigated by
formulation, e.g. low concentration
granules, solvents
that do not assist skin penetration for Ultra Low Volume
(ULV) formulations.
Handling fomndafed products Handling operations
involving
the concentrated
formul,ations
such as
transferring from one container to another, filling spray
tanks, preparing dilutions, clearing up spills are generally
more hazardous than spraying
in the field and
precautions must be taken to avoid accidental splashing
of concentrates on the skin or in the eyes. As a minimum
pracautlon during handling, protective gloves should be
worn and depending on the toxicity 01 the formulation, a
face Meld also.
Handling and applying solid formulations is usually
less hazardous than liquids. Granules generally contain
low concentrations
of the pesticide
end solid
formulations are not based on solvents which can assist
skin penetration of the active ingredient. Wettable
powders on the other hand contain much higher
concentrations of pesticide and moreover, consist of very
fine particles. Care is therefore needed to avoid raising a
dust cloud that may contaminate the operator and his
surroundings during handling operations. Using a simple
dustmask is a sensible precaution while handling and
mixing wettable powders.
Appficarfon in the field. Conventional waterdiluied
sprays: These sprays are applied very dilute and it is
unlikely that absorption of significant amounts of active
ingredient
would occur under normal conditions.
However, the advice in the product sheet as well as that
on the label must be consulted. It is a wise, common
sense tiecaution always to wear cotton overalls during
application
as a minimum precaution and to pay
attention to personal hygiene. Operators should not eat,
drink or smoke while spraying.
Y

Treating crops with a canopy (e.g. top-fruit) or spraying
overhead (e.g. hops) can result in the hazard of spray
tailing back onto the operator and in such cases
Haterproof clothing and a hood are usually required to
ninimize exposure.
Aerial application Aerial application involves hazards
to loaders, flagmen, pilots, bystanders, neighbouring
:mp.s, waterways, etc. and special precautions need to
38 observed. In many countries regulations apply to
aerial application and in others ‘codes of practice’ or
sther recommendations exist which, of course, should be
strictly observed.
Ultra Low Volume amQication
Aoolication of ULV
~. .
formulations needs special mentioi ‘since these are
applied without dilution and therefore the operator is
>otentially exposed to a more concentrated spray than
Nith waterdiluted
sprays. This is an important
:onsideration in relation to hand-held ULV application
where operators are usually involved in both handling
[bottle filling) and spraying. With handheld
ULV
application, operators are in close physical proximity
with the spray and special care has to be taken to
minimize exposure by paying proper regard to wind
speed and direction. Also with ULV sprays, droplet size is
much smaller than higher volume sprays and this can
present the additional hazard of inhalatlon.
After appkatfon Safety precautions do not end when
application is finished. Equipment has to be cleaned and
maintained and put away in good condition ready for the
next time. Also, partly used containers must be reclosed
and returned to store. Empty containers and surplus or
waste products should be disposed of safely (see section
cn disoosal) and not allowed to contaminate natural
water.
Finally, operators should change out of working
clothes and take a bath or shower.
Disposal
of empty containers
Empty pesticide
containers should not be re-used except in special
circumstances, e.g. for another formulation of the same
active ingredient or where the container is regularly
returned by the customer for re-filling. To prevent
unauthorized re.use containers should be thoroughly
emptied, washed.out and punctured or crushed.
Adequately decontaminated and punctured or crushed
containers will generally be accepted by waste disposal
contractors and local collection
services. Approval
should be obtained before depositing on public dumps.
In cases of poisoning
Basic principles Hazardous chemicals can be handled
safely providing the correct precautions
are taken.
Poisoning nearly always happens as a result of
negligence or misuse.
Firms and organizations
which store or handle
pesticides must be aware of the toxic hazards associated
with the products in their care. Equally, they should be
familiar with the first aid procedures appropriate for
individual products, and have readily available the advice
that will assist doctors and hospitals in providing the
correct treatments.
It is advisable to know the name, address and
telephone number of the nearest physicians and/or lccal
hospital, so that contact can be made without delay,
should a case of actual or suspected poisoning occur.
Prior arrangements should be made with a local
physician, so that he can be contacted at once If a case

of poisoning occurs. He should be given basic madical
information on the products handled, in order to give
appropriate medical treatment. He should be asked to
hold a stock of antidotes.
First aid procedures and medical treatment (advice for
medically qualified personnel) are given in product
sheets [available from Shell) The following general
advice is applicable to all cases of over-exposure and to
suspected or actual intoxication by pesticides.
If not known, try to find out which product was the
cause of the poisoning and how it was absorbed, i.e. by
mouth, through irthalation or through the skin.
first Aid procedures Carry out the FlRST AID
PROCEDURE recommended for the product involved.
While first aid is being administered. arrange for medical
attention to be obtained urgently or take the patient to
the nearest hospital.
If material has been spilled on the skin, immediately
remove the patient from the sourceof thecontamination,
remove all contaminated clothing and wash affected
areas with soap and running water. If material is in the
eyes, ffush with clean water for at least 15 minutes. Keep
patient prone and quiet. Start artificial
respiration
immediately if patient is not breathing (taking care not to
contaminate yourself).
If material has been swallowed DO NOT INDUCE
VOMITING unless:
a It is spacifically advised to do so on the label or
information data sheet.
b. The matedal (if a liquid) swallowed was one of the
bipyridylium herbicides (paraquat, diquat).
c. The material swallowed is known to have an acute oral
(rat) L%o of less than 20 mglkg.

If induction of vomiting is advise
attempt it by
stimulating the back of the subject’s thmat with a finger,
but only if the patient is conscious.
Do not use salt water as an emetic.
NEVER GIVE ANYTHING
BY MOUTH TO AN
UNCONSCIOUS PERSON.
If the induction of vomiting is not called for, give
activated charcoal (if available), but only if patient is
conscious. Keep patient warm and at rest.
Medical advice When medical assistance arrives or at
hospital adaise the physician or those concerned of the
‘in cases of poisoning’ section of the relevant product
sheet. Tell them how the accident occurred.
Bill Taylor
Hartvig Jensen,
Denmark
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Sprayers and spreaders
SIRCHMUER SXlERNAL
PUMP KNAPSACK
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POLYTHENE PLASTIC
KNAPSACK SPRAYER

MOTORIZED KNAPSACK
GRANULE APPLICATOR

SELF PROPELLED MIST
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SS Low-vehnme sprayesrs/atomizers
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JET ULV F0GGL.I

MICROSOL 101
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6.WATER

LIFTING

Water is a primary requirement for securing basic food
supplies through crop, livestock and foresby production
systems. In addition, sufficient safe drinking water is
essential for the well being of human beings. Its
provision may be a simple or complicated
matter
depending on the circumstances
of each situation.
Sometimes it may be possible to collect rainfall or runoff
and distribute it by gravity to the intended point of use.
More often, however, water lifting will be necessary in
order to move water from the source to where it is
needed. Ever since the dawn of civilization people have
ratsed water both for domestic and agricultural needs
and some types of water lifting devices are known to
have been in use for 2,rlW years or more.
In its broadest sense, the term pump can be used to
describe any device for rafs!ng water, whether a
traditional method such as scoop or rope and bucket or
the most modern hfgh-speed rotodynamic machine. A

great variety of pumping equipment has been built over
the centuries to meet the requirements of specific
situations. History shows that water pumping technology
changes in response to developments in power supply.
Slow-speed reciprocating piston pumps driven by waterwheels or beam engines were replaced by higher speed
rotary pumps powsred by turbine machinery. Centrifugal
pumps which have reached a high level of development
are now used extensively in industrialized countries,
because suitable prime movers, such as high speed
engines and electric motors, are widely available.
The basic need to pump water is the same in
industrialized and non-industrialized countries. However,
there are important differences in the requirements to be
satisfied
concerning
manufacture,
operation
and
maintenance, and above all the power available for
pumping and the finance for meeting capital, running
and replacement costs. Thls does not imply that there is

no place for modern, capitatintensive
machinery in poor
count&s. There is a need, but it is generally limited to a
few major urban water supply undertakings or large
irrtgation projects. The majority of those living in rural
areas with limited resources, need affordable, convenient
and reliable
water supply
systems
which
are
economicaly, socially and technically appmpriate to their
particular circumstances - to improve domestic and
personal hygiene and develop new possibilities for food
production.

Water samw& watar qualily and pumping haad
For large numbers of rural people, obtaining water for
drinking, preparing food, washing and cleaning, watering
their t&stock and their crops means drawing it from
traditional sources as their forefathers have done for
centuries. The fortunate may be able to collect and store
rainwater from the roofs of their homes, bu? scattered
communities usually depend upon surface or shallow
gmundwatet supplies. Ponds. lakes, rhers and streams
are usually polluted, while rainwater, springs, wells and
boreholes are of comparatively better quality and are
therefore preferable to treating contaminated sources for
drtnkingJNatet supply. Where springs exist it should be
possible to supply potable watt
to parts of the
community
by simply protecting
the source and
installing a graviwflow
distribution system. Wells and
boreholes. on the other hand, will inevitably mean
pumping, which even from a shallow depth involves the
use of energy.
Water for domeStic use should bs of high quality, and
this necessitates
protection of the souroe against
pollution and has led to the much favouted technology of
handpumps fitted to boreholes or sealed wells. An
alternative strategy which avoids the need to displace
traditional methods like the rope and bucket may be to
introduce the kind of adaptation shown in Figure 1 (Blair
,

Chain

Fig.1 Hair bucket pump.

Windlass

bucket pump) together with a hygiene education
orooramme for the users. Some suaoested advantaces of
such a strategy include suitability%
local manufa&ure,
reduction of dependency on bought-in spare parts and
the simplification of maintenanoe - a common problem
encountered by many handpomp projects. For irrigation
or livestock purposes water quality considerations can
be relaxed, although in the former case salinity problems
should not be overlooked. Whenever possible physical,
chemical and microbiological examination of the water
source should be carried out in order to assess its
suitability for the intended use.
One of the most important points concerning the water
source is whether the water level is within the practical
limit or ‘lift capability’ of the pump. Most pumps which
rely on tuction for their operation cannot lift water higher
than about 6 or 7m and the practical solution in this
situation is to position the pump below ground so that it
is closer to the water level or even submerged. Apart from
the distinction between low and high lift (or shallow well
and deep well) which determines where the pump should
be mounted, it is also necessary to know the exact
magnltude of the head in order to calculate the power
requited to pump the desired amount of water and to
estimate the cost of doing so. It is the hsad during
pumplng which determines the power requlrement. When
water is pumped very slowly, the relevant head for power
calculation is simply the difference in level between the
outlet (typically the pump spout) and the water surface.
At higher capacities, the head may increase because of
friction caused by the water flowing through the
pipework or because the water level is lowered. If the
water level in a well falls significantly at the required
pumping rate, even though the yield may be adequate,
consideration should be given to the use of smaller
pumps on two or more dispersed wslls in order to ensure
pumping through a lower head. In such cases, the power
required and associated capital and running costs of
using several smaller pumps - sither in parallel to
deliver the required quantity of water or in series to meet
the requtred head - should be oomparrd with the single
pump optlon.

Power sources and water requirements
Energy for water lifting may be obtained directly from the
sun, wind or water or indirectly from plants and fossil
fuels converted into human, animal, engine or electrical
power. The power available from these different sources,
combined with the depth from which the water must be
raised, imposes practical limitations on the ouantity c.’
water that can be raised in agiven timeand co::sequently
has a major bearing on the choice of pump and prime
mover combination
for a particular
purpose. For
example, a handpump lifting water from 5 metres can
provide approximately 2.5m3/h under continuous manual
operation; this means that to irrigate 0.25ha of ‘boro’ rice
under Bangladesh conditions would require 5 hours
pumping per day throughout the laOday growing season.
By contrast, a small engine or motordriven pump of say
2.5kW could provide the water requirements
in
approximately
five minutes.
Figure 2 compares
graphicshy
?h% crn%d p~cr
!rcr
different prime
mo,3rs. It shows the magnitude of the differen-s
bctw%n human muscle power a? one .?n< of the scale
rzd engines at !ps 3(&r. A I:in&r oi&r ot ~~r;>gni!ude
Ji:&&i);,s**‘..’. .;.,rs &wer;;
:
:ie volume of ~.vi*,..;r&&d tc:

consider the efficient management and economic use of
water; evidence shows that the poor performance of
many Irrigation
schemes stems from fundamental
weaknesses in planning and management.
Human muscle power Reliable field data on human
power for pumping is extremely scarce. The power
available from muscle groups depends on the weight and
strength of the individual, the duration of the task, and
the environment. Table 2 presents some indicative data
and shows that for most water-lifting tasks using existing
devices the human power output is in the range of 30 to
Tabls 2: Human poww output (Watts).

Muscle group(s)
involved

Sustained(up to 6 10 to 15
Ft?W
mins i mins
or 7 hrs per day)
with short rests as
and when reauired

Mainly arms and
3ow
shoulders
All body (arms and
4otoww
shoulders, beck
and legs - nonperfailing
Pedalling
75w
I
-

Fig.3 AvailaBle power ourput fmm various prime
movers.

ww
7ow
1 Mow

7oW
lc0W
I3ww

6OW - the lower value for sustained irrigation pumping
and the upper value as the maximum expected for shortduration domestic water pumping, excluding pedailing.
Assuming an overall (mechanical) efficiency of 25 to 60%
(the lower for some tradltional devices, the upper for a

different purposes. I the water pumped in the previol 18
example was available for domestic uss instead of
irrtgation, it would be enough for a day’s supply for
community
of about
600 people,
allowing
:2:
litreefperson.
Put another way, the daily irrigatk m
requirement for lha of grain would satisfy the domes1 :io
water needs of several thousand people or a simil ar
number of livestock. This illustrates the ‘thirsty’ nature’ Of
irrigation, which if it is dependent on pumps wlil IBs
equally demanding on energy. Before deciding to inve st
in pumped lni@atlon it is therefore advisable lo
investigate carefully the viability of alternatives such ias
improved rain-fed systems or @ravily.flow irrlgatio
Whichever technical solution is chosen it is essential it
Table 1. Approximate
Puns.
use

water mquirements

for vadous
I Daily

mquiremenr

R7maatlc

minimum for sun&al
5 llpers0n
Water carried home from distant communal
10 l/person
SuPplv
water csnled horns from neerby communel
suwlv
1 3ol/oarson
oniitapineachhouss
50 Upsrson
multiple tep connsctii
2OOUpsmon
Lilleatti
35 l/Mad
Pllllsad
5 l/Wad
25 l/V
15l/h%”
5 lo 1Ornm(x
50 lo s&&l la

F/g.3 Discharge veraua head performance: traditional
human-powered pumps.

go& handpump) then the output power of the watt
actually lifted I* ;n the range of 7 to 35W. Figure 3 show
the discharge versus head performance data for variou
traditional humanpowered pumps, together with the 11
20 and 30W power curves; it is interesting to note thi
most of the devices fall well within the range predicte
ebovs.
Tabte 3. Animal power output (Watts).

The use of human power for pumping is particularl
significant in the conditions of subsistence-level
ruri
communities, because human energy requirements ca
be pmvided frcm locally produced food, while fossil fuc
costs continue to rise and electricity is not general1
available. Aiso compared to other alternatives the capiti
and running costs of the equipment are low provide
there is minimal opportunity
cost for the labou
However, the low power availability limits its applioatio
to lifting smell amounts of water from deep wells an
boreholes for domestic use or proportionally
large
amounts from shallow wells for irrigating small plots.
Animal power Draught animals of various types are
common and vital source of power in many countries r
the Third World. The available power output depends o
a number of factors including weight, strength, duratio
and nature of work (continuous,
discontinuou!
sustained or short-term), and the environment. Compare
to human muscte power they are approximately 5 to 1
times more powerful. Table 3 gives an indication of th
power available from different sized animals workin
aQne or as a pair. An alternative ruleof-thumb guide i
60W par 1OOkg animal weight. Figure 4 shows th
discharge versus head performance data for the mot
common traditional animal-powered pumps with the IOI
2W and 25OW power curves superimposed.
Weferpower. Water power Is derived from the energ
contalned in flowing of falling water. Its great attraotio
is that of usually being continuously
available although fluctuations will naturally occur with change
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Fig 4. Discharge versus head performance: Tradifione
animal-powered pumps.

in river flow. Several types of water wheel and turbine are
available for utilizing this power. The choice of device will
depend on the available head of water, and technical and
economic
considerations
at each particular
site.
Automatic hydraulic ram pumps, for example, are totally
different from wheels and turbines: they are designed to
exploit the phenomenon of water hammer to force a
small proportion of the water flowing through the pump
to a higher elevation.
Solar power Soler.powered water pumping systems
are totally independent of any fossil fuel supply, but their
output is intermittent, because the availability of solar
energy during the day at a particular location is periodic
in nature. Water pumping is one application of solar
energy with great potential, since the complex problem
of energy storage can be avoided by storing the pumped
water. Most commercially available equipment converts
solar radiation directly into electricity which powers an
electric motor-driven pump.
Wind paver As with soiar power, the availability of
wind energy at a particular site may vary considerably
from day to day and with the seasons. Just as the
economics of running an engine-driven pump will be
closely tied to the oost of fuel, so the feasibility of wind
pumps depends closely on the availability
of wind
energy. The energy in the wind is not directly proportional
to its speed - lo fact the output of a windmill varies with
the cubs of the windspeed. in other words, doubling the
windspsed has the effect of increasing the available
energy by a faotor of e!ght (p = 6). while a halving of the
windspeed reduces the energy to one eighth. The energy
avallabiiity being thus so much more variable than the
windspeed means that it is generally not practicable to
make use of winds with speeds lower than about 6 to
ilkmlh, while winds higher than about 50km/h tend to be
too powerful to be used conveniently. It is important
therefore that there are reasonably frequent winds
available at a proposed windpump site in this range,
preferably above 16kmlh and certainly about 6kmlh.
With greatly
increased
oil prices there ic ~a
considerable revival of interest in wind power both for
water pumping and for eleotrlolty. The cattle. and sheep
raising lndustrles of the arid central USA and central
Australia still rely on water.pumping windmills in remote
areas where fuel supplies or maintenance facilities are
difficult to arrange for internal combustion engines. It
has been estimated that as many as a million of these,
mostly fitted to wells or boreholes, are in use arcund the
world today. Windpumps are as yet not so widely used
for irrigation, but notable examples from Crete and Peru
demonstrate that under favourable conditions (low to
medium lift) the use of many small locally manufactured
machines can Abe a viable alternative to a single large
windpump or other pumping system.
Diesel and petrol engines The internal combustion
piston engine which, together with the electric motor, is
by far the most common prime mover in the 5 to 5OOhp
range, has developed in two main forms: the diesel
(compression ignition) engine and the petrol (spark
ignition) engine. The main reasons for the success of
these engines is their convenient ‘instant start’ and
‘independent run’ capabilities, their compact size, their
relatively high power.to.weight ratio and their cheapness.
However, the internal combustion engine’s main virtue is
also its weakness, as in order to achieve easy
combustion within the working cylinder it is necessary to
use a clean and readily ignited fuel; they are therefore
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invariably dependent on petroleum.based fuels which
have become increasingiy expensive and scarce in many
parts of the world. In common with other complex
machines they t?aed regular maintenance to keep in
satisfactory running o,rder, and to achieve this a reliable
supply of spare parts and lubricants will be essentlai,
together with the relevant servicing skills.
When somparing different commercially
available
englnes It soon becomes apparent that there Is a
tremendous variation In types avallable. Diesel engines
tend to be heavler and are more robust in construction
than petrol engines, which are more compact for their
power output and are simpler
and cheaper to
manufacture. The diesel engine is also inherently more
efficient and often has a longer life and better reliability
than the petrol equivalent. The main virtue of petrol
engines is where light weight is needed, to allow easy
portability, or where low capital cost and simplicity are
important. It is a mistake however, in many cases, to
consider capital cost as a primary choice criterion
because the actual running costs depend at least as
much on factors such as total engine life, fuel and
maintenance costs. It follows from this that it is better to
Nn an engine at a lower power than its ‘maximum rated
power’ in order to prolong its life. Another reason for
‘derating’ is that better fuel economies can be obtained.
For applications requiring continuous reliable operation
for ~OI~Qperiods, a large, heavy, slow-running engine
would be a QOOd choice, while for intermittent
aPpliCatiOnS or where portability is needed, a cheap,
Compact highepeed machine may be appropriate.
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Electric motors These are available in a very wide
range of sizes from a fraction of a hp to over 1Whp. They
are generally more reliable than diesel and petrol engines
and are, therefore, often preferred as a source of power
for water pumps where a reliable supply of electricity is
available. The electric motor should be capable of
carrying the full load to be Imposed on It, taking into
consideration the various adverse operatlng conditions
under which the pumplng aqulpment may have to work. If
the power requirement of the pump exceeds the safe
operating load of the elect& motor, the motor may be
damaged or may even burn out. In the selection of motors
for use in pumping
systems, direct-current
(dc)
permanent-magnet motors are generally favoured, as
these offer QOOd efficiency even when operating under
part-load conditions. Mass-produced alternating-current
(ac) motors are only half as efficient as their dc
equivalents. Moreover, they require an inverter (to convert
dc to ac) implying a further loss in efficiency. Thus, the
overall efficiency
of ac electric
motors is low.
Conventional
electric
motors have a segmented
commutator and brushes. As wear takes place new
brushes are required - typically at intervals of about
2,llW to 4,000 hours of operation. If the brushes are not
renewed when they are worn out the machine can be
seriously damaged.

Pumps for amalf~scale fwlgaflon
These can be classified broadly Into ‘traditional’ and
‘factowmade’
pumps. As the former are built by local

artisans
or by farmers themselves
they are not
commercially available and so do not appear as entries 16
the catalogue pages of this section. However, they are
mentioned in this introduction to give an idea of the
different methods that are still in widespread use in
some parts of the worid today; in Bangladesh 40 par cent
of the irrfgated land is watered in this way.

Traditional wafer-liffing devices Each of the devices
listed in Table 4 has developad as a long process of local
innovation and adaptation to meet the water lifting
requirements in a particular situation. Some have been
developed to raise surface water from ponds, rivers or
streams, while others are designed to reach deeper
groundwater in wells. With the exception of the waterwheel they an? all driven by human or animal muscle
power which limits their application for irrigation to plots
of ab=out Q25ha and lifts of a few metres foorthe human
powemd devices, and up to a few hectares and a
maximum of about Mm for the animalpowered
pumps.
Whilst most of the simpler methods such as the swing
basket cost very little they suffer from being very
inefficient. The more efficient devices such as the dhone
or picoffah have a higher capital cost, a factor which
seriously inhibits their widespread adoption among
subsistence
farmers. Although apparently crude by
modern engineering
standards,
the devices
are
remarkably effective in the hands of their skilled
operators. For rifts of a few metres these devices are
particularly appropriate, possibly more so than a factory.
made hand pump, since they all possess the important
characteristic of being familiar and easily managed and
maintained by their users. Some have the additional
advantage
of being portable,
a highly desitable
chaacteristic
for the farmer whose total land holding
consists of smail fragmented plots.
In situations where this pattern of agriculture exists,
the introduction of more powerful pumps will inevitably
result in under-utilization
and surplus capacity unless
individuals can group together to share the equipment.
Like other more powerful machines, the larger traditional
devices are more costly, due mainly in this case to the
bulk of materials required for thelr constructlon.
In between traditional
water.llftlng
devices and
factowmade pumps comes equipment developed locally
for village manufacture or individual constructlon. The
aim here is to develop designs which are compatible
with the resources of the maker and user. The technology
should be economically
affordable,
socially
and
culturally acceptable and technically maintainable, as
well as creating paid work-places
in rural areas.
Examples of this level of teChnOlOQy which have
successfully spread beyond the district of origin include
the Rower and RDRS pumps which are described in the
catalogue pages.
Factory-made pumps A huge variety of pump types
and sizes are commercially available for a multitude of
purposes. The entries in this section focus on smallscale water pumping alternatives arranged by type of
prime mover (human, animal-power etc.), and within each
category by increasing capacity and order of complexity.
Their use and the conditions for which they are suitable
are summarized in Table 4.
Handpumps tend to dominate the catalogue pages
and this reflects the view of many agencies that they are
atI apprOpriSte teChI’IOlOQy for nJrSl Water supply. Their
partiCUlSr advantage,
like other renewable energy

pumping systems, is that they are independent of fuel
supplies. Compared with traditional devices they also
have potential for supplying safer water since the well or
borehole can ba sealed from possible sources of
contamination. Much attention has been given recently
to handpump testing and selection, and to the idea of a
handpump designed for Village Level Operation and
Maintenance, ‘VLOM’. Such attention has resulted in a
number of new handpumps which incorporate features
aimed at facilitating maintenance and repair at village
level. The latter is a particularly acute problem with
centralized handpump pmgrammes where the annual
cost of maintaining a pump can sometimes exceed its
initial capital cost. Another aim of the ‘VLOM’ strategy is
to develop local capacity to manufacture
or partmanufacture pumps - thus reducing dependency on
bought-in spares and building up local expertise in
servicing the equipment.
One of the main disadvantages of manually-operated
pumps is their limited output and where the hesd and the
discharge required is too great it becomes necessary to
consider more powerful alternatives. In broad terms
animal-powered devices offer the possibility of 5 to 10
times more power. A similar increase again can ba
obtained from wind, water or solar power and the output
from engine or motor.driven pump sets ranges from
equalling that of animal-powered devices up to several
hundred times more. In a guide of this Mnd it is not
feasible to cover the full range of equipment; instead a
few examples are included to give the reader an Idea of
the sort of equipment available at the lower end of the
range. Most of these consist of a self-priming centrifugal
pump coupled directly, or by belt drive, to the prima
mover. They are generally regarded as high volume lowlift pumps and are commonly used for irrigating from
surface.water sources or shallow wells.

Cosfa, bandb

and Impacl of pumps

The cost of a pumping system consists of the initial
capital cost of the aqulpment, the running costs (fuel or
Incremental fodder In the case of animal~powared
pumps, lubdcants, spares, operator etc.) and eventually
the replacement
cost. In addltlon
to the costs
attrlbutable directly to the pump, other Investments are
sometlmes needed. For example, storage may be
desirable to capitalize on wind. or solar-pumped water
dUdnQ periods of low or zero demand; or engineering
work may be needed to modify the water source for the
installation of a particular kind of pump. Hydraulic ram
installations
are a case in point - where the site
engineering work may cost several times the value of the
pump itself.
When asking for the price of a pump it is important to
know exactly what items are included - for example, in
the case of a handpump does the quote Include pump
rods and rising main for fitting to the required depth?
Table 5 provides a very rough comparison between
some of the alternatives. Running costs will vary from
one situation to another, being heavily dependent on
local factors such as the price of fuel, whether the fanner
already owns a dmUQht animal, the value attached to
labour and Government subsidies - which can often
work in favour of particular technologies, as for example,
electric motordriven pumpsets in India.
An important
point to consider
in any pump
programme is how the capital, running and replacement
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costs will be met. This is particularly so in the case of
ddnking water supply where the potential for increased
producttvfty -and hence income - may at best be only
indirect and it is quite possible that people will be unable
to contribute to the costs.
Another point which should not be overlooked is the
over& system efficiency. The benefits of a highly
efficient pump can easily be lost through a wasteful
distdbution system or poor methods of irrigatton. With
regard to health and safety, there is always the danger
from unguarded shafts and other movlng parts - as is
the cese whh other mechanloallydrlven
equipment. In
the cese of electric motordrlven
pumps there Is the
addltfonaf hazard which arlses when water andeleotrlclty
are present together.
One of the main benefits from pumps Is the provision
of greater quantities of water thus allowing timely
irdgation which can make all the difference between
harvest or crop failure. Compared with human- or animaldriven pumps, the use of more powerful engine- and
motordriven
units enables the delivery of larger
quantities of water from greater depths in shorter time,
removing much of the drudgery of the traditional
methods and making time avallable for other work.
Pumps also offer the potential for tscessing
safer
ddnking water from sources which if left open could
bsWme polluted. However, it should be added that the
possible health benefits from cleaner water will not
usually be achieved unless attention is also given to
other factors such as better nutrition, hygiene and public
health.
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Pumps may also create unforeseen problems. An
obvious example is that of siting borehole pumps in
pastoral areas which frequently leads to overgrazing. A
further complication is that if the water supply is limited
it will inevitably become a focus of competition and
potential conflict among its users. Another serious
problem experienced in some areas is the lowering of
groundwater levels caused by over-pumping. Not only
does this increase the pumping cost due to the greater
lift but It can also threaten the very livelihood of those
poorer farmers dependent on shallow wells. This
highlights
the need for policy planning and water
resource management,
including
proper control of
groundwater
extraction
and recharge to maintain
satisfactory levels. A final point which should not be
overfooked is that increasing the potential for irrigation
and the consequent
concentration
on cash crop
production may give women a greater physical burden in
the form of their extra labour contribution to this crop, on
top of their traditional responsibility
for the care of
subsistence crops for fcnily consumption.
Depending 3n the location and purpose of the water
supply system there will be other factors which will need
consideration
In addition to the type of pump. For
example, if surface water is not available an open well or
borehole may have to be constructed in order to reach
groundwater. If a borehole Is chosen, its narrow dlameter
will llmlt the choloe of pump when compared with the
options available through an open well, and in the event
of a pump breakdown, there may be no alternative way of
drawing the water until the pump Is repalred. Or, in the
case of a pumped irrigation scheme where either energy
for pumping or water itself are limiting factors, it Is
particularly
necessary to consider ways of both
conveying and applying water as efficiently as possible.
Frequently, the full benefits of a new water supply are
not achieved due to lack of attention to user need. For
example, unless It is planned to distribute the water by
pipeline, the problem of how the water will be transferred
to the point of use is generally left to the consumer.
Invariably this results in make-shift arrangements at the
well head to facilltsts
operations
such as filling
oontalners and water carts, washlng olothes or watering
animals. Not only Is thls inconvenient but It results In
water wastage and unhyglenlc condltlons around the
dlstrlbutlon point. Whether water is to be used for human
consumption, livestock needs or irrigation purposes it is
vital to consider what happens after the pump is installed
- so that the full benefits from the investment can be
achieved.
Ebbo Hofkes, P. Eng.
IRC, The Hague
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7. HARVESTING
THRESHING

AND

Harvesting a peasant’s smaNho/ding in Peru.
The crop hanresting equipment
available to small
farmers in the developing countries has changed very
little over the years. Knives, sickles and scythes continue
to be the traditional tools used to haNeSt crops. Some
lowhorsepower
reapers are being developed, but
because of their low field capacity, high cost and other
problems, they are often not considered a suitable
alternative to the manual methods. On the other hand, a
large number of efficient, low-cost hand, foot or powerdriven threshers have been developed for use on small
farms around the world.
The search for more efficient, cost+ffective ways of
haNeSting and threshing crops is important because of
the extreme labour intensity of these tasks. For example,
in developing countries, up to 40 per cent of the total
labour required to grow a crop is expended in the
harvesting and threshing operations. At peak haNeSt
periods labour shortages often occur, even in regions

that normally have surplus labour, and this can lead to
higher costs of production or reduced yields (because of
the delayed harvesting). It should be remembered,
however, that the introduction of new equipment can
mean the loss of local employment opportunities.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Harvesting equipment
There are three main types of haNeSting equipment:
manual, animal-powered, and engine-powered.
Manual
A variety of knives, sickles, scythes and reaping hooks
are still the principal tools used by small farmers in the
developing countries. They are used to haNeSt the entire

than wheat straw and more prone to lodging. However, in
a good stand of wheat, scything can reduce the labour to
between ‘A and % of that needed for sickle harvesting.
Reaping hooks The reaping hook is a compromise
between a sickle and scythe. It is short handled and has
to be used in a crouching position, but the sharp blade
will cut the crop without having to hold it. Reaping hooks
are frequently used with hooked sticks to gather the crop
as it is cut.

Antmal+cwerad

Traditional sickles.
plant or, if necessary, can be used selectively to remove
mature plants or seed heads in crops that are not
uniformly ripe. the cost of such tools is minimal, they are
easily maintained or repaired, and they are familiar and
dependable. Manual harvesting is, of course, very labourintensive and in marry situations is an important means
of providing work to landless labourers who would
otherwise be unemployed.
As harvesters, and in particular threshers, are often
paid a percentage of the crop, the value of the wage to
the recipient is considerably higher than the cost to the
farmer, and may be the labourers’main source of food for
the coming yeart
Knives A variety of knives are u&d for cutting plant
stalks or grain heads of crops like millet, sorghum and
rice. Losses from crop shattering are lower when knife
blades are used but labour requirements are very high about 75 per cent above sickle harvesting. One of the
main advantages comes at the threshing stage: selective
cutting reduces the moisture content and extra green
matter, allowing for safer storage and easier transport.
Sfckfes A wide range of sickles is used to harvest the
majority of cereals and pulses In developlng countries.
Baslcally they consist of a metal blade, usually curved,
attached to a wooden handle. The degree of curvature
and length of blade, the angle of attachment, and the
shape of the handle all vary from area to area. The labour
requirements for the sickle harvesting vary according to
the yield, variety, and moisture content of tha straw, and
the operators’ ability, etc. but are likely to be in the range
of 100 to 175 man-hours per hectare. The advantages of
harvesting with sickles tend to be greatest with heavy
crops.
Scyfbes A scythe is a cuwed blade, usually 70 to
1Wcm long connected to a lonp shaft which has two
handles. The blade is linked to the shaft in various ways,
some allowing adjustment of the angle between the two
for different crop conditions: the greater the angle the
more material is cut at each stroke (and the more
arduous the operation). Scythes are efficient hawesting
tools, but require considerable skill to use properly.
For cereal harvesting a cradle attachment collects the
cut crop and allows it to be deposited at the end of the
stroke. The most common arrangement Is a group of four
or five wooden fingers parallel to the blade. Paddy is not
normallyscythed
as rice straw is both softer and tougher

Animal-powered
harvesters
are relatively
rare in
developing countries. Ox-drawn reapers, based upon
designs of machines used with horses, have been tried in
India but are not used widely. The limited draught
available from ox-pairs, the problems of harvesting
lodged crops and the cost of the machines compared to
tractordrawn
harvesters, have limited the commercial
development of such harvesters.

Engfnbpowarad
A number of prototype reapers and reaper-binders have
been designed to meet the hawesting
needs in
developing .countrles. In the case of binders, the high
cost of twine (estimated at $15/ha) has made certain
machines uneconomic. Other harvesters, because of low
field capacity, high cost or other problems have, on the
whole, been found unsuitable. However, a Chinese
vertical conveyor reaper promoted by IRRI is proving to
be an efficient mechanical harvester of crops under
conditions existing in developing countries.
Threshing equipment
Threshing equipment
involves three quite distinct
operations:
-separating
the grain from the panicle
- sorting the grain from the straw
- winnowing the chaff from the grain.
The first of these requires considerable energy and is the
flrsi to be mechanized. sorting the graln from the straw Is
relatively easy but Is the most difficult
stage to
mechanize. Wlnnowlng Is relatively easy, whsther by
machine or by hand.

Manual thrashing
Most manual threshing methods use some implement to
separate the grain from the ears and straw. The simplest

Traditional threshing equipment: a box with threshing
bars placed over it and (inset) a flail.

Harvesting
method is a stick or hinged flail with which the crop,
spread on the floor, is beaten repeatedly. Such tools are
simple and cheap, but they are also slow and exhausting
to operate. Rice is usually threshed by beating bunches
of panicles against the ground, a stone, a bamboo frame,
or the edge of a tub or basket. A screen usually surrounds
the threshing area to avoid grain loss. Output per manhour varies considerably, but is generally between 25 and
50 man-hours per tonne.
Slightly more complex mechanical threshers and
shellers are available which still rely only on human
power. Treadle-operated threshers, consisting of a drum
with rows of wire teeth which is rotated by pedalling a
treadle, are commonly used for rice. Output is typically
100-15Clkg per hour for one-man machines. Such
threshers
are relatively
cheap, light and easily
manufactured
locally. Because of the higher power
requirement,
these machines are not suitable for
threshing wheat.
Maize shellers consist of a feeder funnel and a shelling
disc which is rotated by a hand-crank. The grain is
removed as the cob moves down through the machine;
output is lCI&15okg per hour. Work rates of 750.900kg per
hour are claimed for a pedal-operated maize sheller
which has a fan to separate light trash from the grain. At
an even simpler level are lowcost hand-held maize
shellers. These have low work rates but save wear and
tear on the hands.

Animat-powered threshing
Animal trampling remains the standard method of
threshing grain crops in many parts of the world. While
slow, and often resulting in impurities and damage to the
grain, it makes threshing less arduous and can be cheap
if oxen or buffaloes are readily available. Productivity, at
3D5g man-hours per tonne, is about the same as for
manual methods. The animals may pull a heavy object or
implement behind them, such as a stone roller, sledge or
disc harrows, to increase the rate of work.

Enginepowered thmehing
Tractor-treading One method of threshing

which has
become widespread for rice, wheat, barley and sorghum
is driving a tractor round and round on the crop spread
over the threshing floor. If tyre pressure is kept low to

and threshing
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minimize grain damage. excellent results are possible,
and no added investment in machinery is required.
Hold-on threshers In areas where whole, undamaged
straw is valued, some machines thresh rice by stripping
grain from the panicles without damaging the straw. The
simplest of these are mechanized versions of the treadle
thresher in which the drum is rotated by a l-3hp engine.
Double drum threshers
contain
two-wire
looped
cylinders. Most threshing is done in the slower, first
cylinder which strips the grain on the panicles from the
straw. The second, faster, cylinder is designed to thresh
the broken panicles. Double drum threshers are used for
wheat and sorghum as well as paddy. Some have a selffeeding mecha,rism
which continuously
feeds the
bundles into the machine, thus reducing the labour
requirement.
Holdon threshers require that the crop be formed up
into even bundles, and this can be laborious if the crop
was badly lodged or if even bundles were not hawested
in the first place. Their main advantage is that they solve
the major problem of all other threshers - how to
separate the grain from the straw.
Through-flow threshers The entire harvested crop is
fed into this type of thresher, thus increasing the bulk
which has to pass through the machine. Faster feeding is
possible but higher power requirements are inevitable.
There are two main types:
-Tangential
flow machines in which the crop passes
directly through the threshing cylinder, around the
circumference of the drum.
-Axial
flow machines which have spirally positioned
fine on the upper concave so that material fed in at one
end of the drum passes along the drum as it is rotated,
and is ejected at the other end.
In both machines the threshing occurs as the crop
passes between a revolving cylinder and a metal grate
called the concave,
which
covers part of the
circumference of the drum. Threshed grain falls through
the holes in the concave. The mechanism which causes
the beating/rubbing which separates grain from straw
and chaff can be of several types: wire loop, spike (or peg)
tooth, rasp bar, angle bar.
Power for enginedriven threshers may be from a small
engine mounted on the machine (2 or 3hp upwards), or
from a tractor. Most machines allow adjustments for
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various crop and field conditions, and a large selection is
available
with varying drum, power supply and
winnowing/cleaning
arrangements. The simplest consist
of little more than the threshing cylinder and concave
mounted c? a metal framework including feeding chute,
outlets ar,d a suitable engine.

Threshing mechanisms: peg-tooth drum and slotted
metal concave (left); Rasp bar and wire concave (right).
More complex threshers which include winnowing
fans and sieves to separate grain from straw and chaff
include the axial flow thresher developed by IRRI in the
Philippines which has been widely adopted by rice
producers. Also, the Alvan Blanch Minor thresher from
the UK performs successfully with wheat, barley and
sorghum; and various Indian-manufactured threshers are
used primarily for wheat threshing. They are capable of
very high outputs (0.5 to 2 or more tonnes per hour) and
remove the need for hand winnowing,
but are
considerably more expensive and more difficult to repair
in rural areas. They are more suitable for contractor
operators
than individual
farmers
in developing
courdries.

Maize shellers Engine-powered maize shellers operate
similarly to the threshers, with rotating cylinders of the
Peg or bar type and metal concaves. Cobs must be
husked before entering the threshing drum. Some maize
shellers have husking rollers which husk the cobs before
they are passed to the threshing drum. As with other
grain threshers, cleaning fans may be included which
remove any trash from the graln. Shellers may have their
own engine or be driven from a tractor pto, and range in

size from 1hp models with 1OOkglhr capacity to pto-driven
models with a capacity of several tonneslhr.
Separating grain from straw
The simplest way to separate grain from straw is to pick
the straw up and shake it, letting the grain fall out. A
better method is to use a pitchfork to do the shaking. The
earliest mechanical sorters emulated the pitch fork, and
this type consists of three or five troughs mounted on
cranks in such a way that the straw is picked up and
thrown forward by each trough in turn. This is a very
simple and reliable mechanism, but it is also very bulky.
With a welLdesigned threshing drum, roughly 80 per
cent of the grain should be sorted in the drum by passing
through holes in the concave. Recent developments with
axial flow threshers have increased this to 100 per cent
so that a thresher can do without the very bulky straw
walkers. One feature of the axial flow drum is that sorting
is more effective at high loadings, whereas the efficiency
of straw walkers falls off very rapidly as the throughput
rises. For hand-fed machines, where feeding tends to be
erratic, the straw walker is probably the most efficient,

Winnowing
Traditional threshing methods leave a lot of trash among
the grain and separating this can require almost as much
labour as the original threshing. If there is plenty of wind,
the threshed material is tossed in the air using forks,
shovels, baskets, etc. (see Section g for information on
hand tools for materials handling) and the lighter chaff
and straw is blown to one side while the grain falls
vertically. Final cleaning may be done with a winnowing
basket, which is shaken until any chaff and dirt separate
at the upper edge. This is very simple and effective but, at
only about 40.45kg per hour, it is slow. An alternative is to
use winnowing sieves, open weave baskets that may be
suspended on tripods. They are shaken so that the grain
falls through; the chaff and straw remain in the sieve.
Various types of winnowing machines are designed to
create artificial wind. The simplest are hand- and pedal.
operated fans: two, three or four light metal blades are
rotated by hand cranks or foot pedals. Slightly more
sophisticated
is the fanning mill, where the fan is
mounted in a wooden housing which contains sieves and
screens - the grain is thus graded as well as cleaned.
The fan may be manually or engine powered. Fanning
mills produce a very clean sample but cannot cope with
large amounts of straw, so they are more appropriate for
finer winnowing.
Details of further cleaners, used
primarily for cropprocessing operations, are to be found
in Section 0.
Advantages
Potential advantages
of harvesting
and threshing
equipment include:
l eliminating the labour bottlenecks at peak periods;
0 increased yieldsdue to timely cultivation for next crop;
Mechanical
hawesting
and threshir,
of crops
becomes most advantageous where improved farming
practices such as the use of high-yielding varieties,
multiple cropping
systems and expanded use of
irrigation water are introduced. With such systems large
quantities of crops mature and need to be hawested at
one time, the time for preparation of the land and re.
planting of successive crops can be short and, often,
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labour for manual hawesting is not available during the
peak times when it is needsd. With higher yields from
better production technology, the relative benefits of
mechanical over manual harvesting are increased.
Aftematfves
Combined hawester threshers (combines) are the norm
for large-scale farms, but they cannot easily be reduced
in size and complexity for small farmers. Some work is
being done on simple wholecrop harvesters where the
crop is cut, and either chopped into short (205Omm)
lengths that in effect threshes it, or else the straw is
bruised and broken by drums to give a materia! which
can be used as animal feed. The other approach that
shows some hope for the small farmer is the stripper
harvester that separates the grain from the ears without
cutting the straw. This makes for a very cheap, simple
machine.
COSTSAND BENEFITS

Indicative costs
The cost of harvesting and threshing is normally
expressed as cost per hectare of crop or as cost per
tonne of grain produced i.e. it can be calculated on either
an area or weight basis. The total operating cost per
hectare is the sum of the total fixed cost of the machine,
namely interest, depreciation, tax and repairs and total
variable cost which comprises the cost of unskilled and
skilled labour. fuel, oil, lubricants. In the case of binders,
the cost of binding twine is added to the variable cost.
In the following table, indicative figures are given for
the capital costs of a variety of mechanical harvesting
devices.

Capital Cost (8)
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of the poorest members of iociety.

.

excludes engine-powered machines altogether. Where
terraced cultivation is practised, all tools may have to be
light enough to be carried on a person’s back.
Traditional cropping systems may exclude or make
difficult certain types of harvesting technology. Mixed
cropping
makes mechanized
harvesting
difficult.
Growing a mixture of varieties of single crop can have the
same effect e.g. mixed millet varieties may not all thresh
well at a single concave setting artd drum speed. Poor
land clearing leaving stumps and rocks in the field may
prevent the use of animaldrawn
and engine-powered
implements.
Similarly,
broadcast
or randomly
transplanted rice crops cannot always be harvested by
machines which rely on crops being grown in rows.
These are all factors which must be taken into
consideration when deciding to invest in a particular
piece of equipment.
Bearing these factors in mind, an example is given of
how the cost of harvesting with a 5hp Mometora reaper
was worked out in various countries (see page 120).
These costs can be compared
harvesting as follows:

with costs Of manual

1469
loo0
1756

Economics and scale
Several factors other than capital costs affect decisions
on using hawesting and threshing equipmentThe
size of
the farm in physical and economic terms influences the
scale of machinery and the size of investment that is
appropriate. If only a small amount of work is undertaken
each season, then the capital costs per unit of work done
may be so high that a machine is uneconomic compared
to alternative methods. This can be avoided where multifarm use is possible, but this use requires a high degree
of organization
and cooperation,
especially where
timeliness is critical.
Small and irregularly shaped fields result in low field
efficiency
of engine-powered
or even animaldrawn
machines. Poor access increases the time needed to get
to the fields, and lack of access roads sometimes

Total cost
26
per hectare9
Total cost 9 7
per tonne

29
7.26

31.25

65.76

59

7.81

16.44

14.75

Health and safety
Much harvesting and threshing equipment is potentially
dangerous if not manufactured to an adequate standard
or not used properly. Costs of locally manufactured
equipment are sometimes kept low by omitting safety
features. In India, for example, smafl town artisans are
producing threshers without the protective guard needed
to take wheat into the machine and keep hands and arms
out. This saves sheet metal but raises accident rates 95 per cent of which occur while crops are being fed into
the machines. With the numbers of new machines
increasing by 50,000 per annum, the accident rates
during threshing are also rising - from 560 in 1975 to
5000 in 1960.

Ffxad and opemtlng costs of fmrvesting
Mometora. iRNAM 1963.)

with a Shp

b) lnterast (12%)
C) Repalr (6% Of purohSSe
P’W
d) Tax, insurance, hot&Sing
f2% of puKheSe price)

E

0.16
0.09

0.16

0.11

405

0.03

Flxsd cost per hour

0.66

0.33

9 ToteI fried cost (ti

Sociel impact
The introduction of hanresting and threshing equipment
can and does lead to displacement
from paid
employment of some of the poorest sectors of society
unless used in circumstances where they permit higher
cropping intensities or yields, thus creating alternative
work opportunities in other farm activities.
In circumstanoes
where th6 Mmduction
of such
equipment seems desirable from the point of view of the
farmer, the employment and equity effects can be taken
into consideration
by enabling landless workers to
purchase machinery through a credit scheme so as to
run custom services. This type of scheme is being
successfully
implemented
by various agencies in
Bangladesh which have helped groups of landless men
and women to benefit from the introduction of pedal
threshers rather than be disadvantaged by them.

Ian Johnson
National fnstitute of Agricultural Engineering
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Technical Series No.14 Regional Network of Agricultural

Machinery of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific. September 1983.

8. Operating cost per ha and per tonne of grain.
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Sickles,

Giresshooks

J

scythes and knives

;ugar cane knives

he blades

mles
The use of a sharp blade to cut the plant stem Is the
simplest form of removing a crop. In each culture a
different form of blade has been devised for each type of
crop. The most renowned manufacturer of scythes and
sickles, Falci from Italy, have dozens of designs
specifically tailored to particular markets.
SiCfdW
The degree of curvature, length of blade, angle of
attachment and the shape of handle, vary from area to
area and for different crops. A small selection is shown
above. Some sickles have serrated edges but there is
little evidence to show this to be an improvement.
t
I

C
BA
a

Dimensions of a sic&

D

I
Ths essential dimensions of sickles are shown in the
above diagram. ‘A’ is the length of the implement,
including the tang but excluding the handle. ‘D’ is the
total length of the implement. The blade length is
measured as the arc ‘8’ end the development of the blade
‘C’ is the length around the outer edge, up to but
excluding the tang. The other measurement, not shown
here, is blade thickness which is the longest width of the
blade from outer edge to the sharp edge. Similar
measurements ars used to describe scythes. In both, the
cunrature and distance between the plane of the tang or
the attachment to the snath (scythe handle) and the
plane of the blade, is also noted sometimes by
manufacturers: the ‘tang height measurement’ and (in
scythes) the ‘tang opening measurement’.
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icythe handles

These are long curved blades, usually 70 to 1Wcm long
measured along the chord of the blade’s arc (similar to
dimension A In the drawing on the left), but shorter
blades are available for difficult sites (e.g. steep banks).
The shaft and handle (snath) designs vary in length and
curvature to allow the operator to work wl?h outstretched
arms and both hands at approximately the same height
from the ground. Scythes can be fitted wlth a cradle
attachment which collects the cut crop and allows it to
be deposited at the end of the stroke.
Qrarr or maplng hooks
These are a compromlse

between sickle and scythe.

Sugar cane knlvar
Thls form of Implement has been designed to provide
considerable momentum at the point of contact with the
sugar cane stem. Often there is a hook on the back of the
knife with which the cane is picked up for stacking or
chopping into short lengths.
Explanation of fable
The table overleaf lists the names of manufacturers of
sickles, scythes and sugar cane knives, and the countries
from which they come. The following columns give the
number of different models of a specific type and their
range of blade lengths, that is dimension in the drawing
above left, the length of the back of the blade In cm. The
number of sugar cane knives manufactured with hooks
(h) or non-hooked (nh) is given. ‘The length of handle of the
long-handled grass hooks Is given as well as their blade
lengths. The following columns give the number of
different types of scythe handles usually available, the
number of different scythe blades manufactured, and
their range of lengths.
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Sick&s,

Tabte of sickle,

scytha

scythes and knives
and sugar

cane knife manufacturers

Animal-drawn

mowers/reamers
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8. POST-HARVEST

Milling

grain

in a traditional

CROP

quern.

Most crops need to be dried, packaged or processed into
some slightly different form from that in the field. The
type of crops to be considered in this section will be
largely seed crops for human food, animal feed and oil
extraction, with less emphasis on fruit, vegetables and
fibre crops; attention will be focused on the small. to
medium-scale items of equipment suitable for household
or village use.
This section looks at the processes needed to increase
the nutritional or market value of harvested and threshed
crops. inevitably there is the need to ensure the material
is dry enough, if it is to be stored for any length of time,
so the section starts with a brief look at drying and
storage methods. This is a complex subject in its own
right and the lack of space devoted to it in no way reflects
its relative Importance. Users concerned with this aspect
of post-harvest processing should consult local expert
advisers before investing in equipment.

This section also includes equipment designed to
clean (especially) grain before and sometimes after, a
milling or shelling process. These items of equipment
precede grain milling and other processing equipment,
which is considered in order of horsepower requirement
within each category of equipment, starting with manual
machinery. With thls type, low efficiency is clearly
undesirable even though a technique is effective; this is
particularly true for oil processing equipment. There are,
however, many occasions where the only feasible
solution is a piece of equipment which is hand- or pedalpowered, and the low efficiency, in terms of human effort
used, is accepted. Improved efficiencies can be achieved
with animal-powered equipment, especially presses and
crushers (e.g. sugar-cane crushers). Here, the efficient
conversion of the animal draught power to rotary motion
is the most important consideration.
In the majority of cases, though, crop processing

equipment will be powered by motors and these
atways a vital factor In the selection of equipment,
may cost far more than the actual process machine.
is particularty so where electricity is not available
small petrol or diesel engines are required.

are
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TECHNICALCHARACTERISTICS
Gmfcdyfcg

machlnety

Although grain can be dried on a continuous or batch
basis, it is much more convenient at low and medium
scale to use the batch system. In the commoner designs
the seed or grain Is contained in a large reotangular box
or tray. The grain should be spread evenly over the
perforated plate in the bottom of the box and heated air
will be blown up through a lower plenum chamber.
Typi.sal drying rates would be 1 per cent per hour of
moisbm e emoved. The power requirement for this type of
operation would be 15kW for It capacity. The fan may be
diesel or electrically operated and the heat may be
pmvfded by kerosene, elactrfcity, rtce hulls, gas or other
fuel. Grain can be loaded in sacks but it is usually loaded
in bulk, and discharge spouts are provided wlth sack
mounting hooks.
The imperatives of storage equipment are that It must
keao the main drv and free from Insect and mdent attack.
In &me &es oistore, where the grain may not be quite
dry enough for long-term
storage, ventllatlon
Is
considered Important. In these stores, and most others, It
is common to dust the grain with malathlon or slmllar
insecticide to protect It from Insect attack. Grain whloh is
sufficiently dry can be stored in air tight containers which
may be fumigated with a gas, often derived from
atuminium phosphide tablets.
Rodent attack is usually minimized through the use of
rodent-proof materlals, the use of rat guards on the legs
of wooden stores, and through gr-~sral rodent control
measures.

Improved Maize Crib.
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Mwxeen

seed deanem

mesa machines will clean seed efficiently, removing
leaf, chaff, sol1 and other rubbish. Small-scale versions
are hand operated and are suitable for sorghum, millet,
maize, soya beans and any free-flowing seed crop.
Different screen sizes can be pmvided to suit any size of
crop and usually a minimum of two screens is needed for
saoh operation. The upper screen filters out oversize
material and the lower screen filters out the undersize.
The middle-sized material is blown through a winnowing
section to remove the light blts of leaf, chaff, glumes and
hollow seed. Thls machlne can be used Immediately after
a thresher and prior to hulling, milling or resowing.
Simple winnowers are also available with an electric
motor-operated fan. These will separate the light material
from the heavy, simply by blowing the mass of material
up into an air column. In one type, the heavy material
continues upwards while the light particles are blown
sideways. Another type allows the heavy material to sink
to the bottom of the column. This machine is suitable
both for precleaning a seed crop or for separating hulled
rice, coffee etc. from the husks. The winnowers In this
seotlon are those usually used in crop processing
environments,
whereas field scale winnowers
are
Included In Section 7.
On/n ml/l/ng
The mllllng of grain and grain legumes for human and
animal feed Is one of the most baslo of cropprocesslng
requlrements. The following paragraphs dlscuss the
main technical characterlstios of the commonest types
of mill.
Plate M///The plate mill Is usually llmlted to about 7kW
and is derived from the stone mill or quern. In the modern
plate mill, two chilled Iron plates are mounted on a
horizontal axis so that one of the plates rotates and the
grain Is ground between them. The pressure between
them governs the fineness of the product and Is adjusted
by a hand screw. The gnln Is usually coarsely cracked In
the feed screw to the ce?tre of the plates. Grooves In the
plates decrease In depth outwards towards the periphery
so that the grain Is ground progressively finer until It
zrw;~
at the outer edge and falls by gravity Into a sack
This machine is also very effeotlve In grinding wet
products such as wetted maize, tomatoes, peppers and
spices. Water may be added by simply pouring it Into the
feed section as required. Manual versions of the plate
mill are available but the work is hard and throughput iS
only between 1 and 2kglh on cereals. It is more effective
than pounding or rubbing stones, however, and wilt
produce a fine meal.
Roller M//l For feeding ruminants, grain needs only to
be crushed rather than ground. A roller mill whioh simply
flattens the grain Is perfectly adequate for this purpose, a
3kW machine being able to crush up to %t/h of barley.
Hammer Mills These range in size from 2 to 20kW in
village operation and consist essentially of a circular
chamber in whioh beaters whirl at high speed. Around
the tips of the beaters a circular perforated plate allows
the shattered grain to filter through either to fall out of
the base by gravity or to be sucked through a fan to an
elevated delivery point. The size of the holes in the
perforated plate determines the particle size and a Imm
hole size Is suitable for most human foods, whereas a
3mm hole Is preferred for animal feed.

Post-mest
Most grain crops can be ground in a hammer mill. The
input to the mill can be controlled by hand in a feed tray
to the centre or side of the mill. Alternatively, bulk
hoppers can be mounted over the mill to give a
continuous operation. The mill may be driven by a directmounted electric motor, by V-belt or flat belt. The
simplest type is the direct-mounted, gravity-discharge
mill because there are no additional belts or bearings
except those of the electric motor. In this case the motor
is flangemounted
on the back of the mill and the
hammers are keyed directly on to the stub shaft of the
motor. The flat belt type is next to be preferred, and
finally the V=belt drive type, which suffers from the
problem of replacing the V-belts. The direct drive mill
needs no guards and is clearly safer. It is also up to 20
per cent more efficient.

crop p -mg
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roughly from 10kglh for hand operation up to 300kglh for
the bigger models.
The machine comprises essentially a cast steel rotor
with rasp bars on it which turns inside a cast housing
with a slotted plate in the base. An adjustable knife
projects into the side of the housing to increase the
siress on the grains of rice. The mill is mounted
horizontally on a steel frame so that paddy rice fed in at
one end circulates along the rotor to emerge hulled at the
other end. Pieces of hull and bran come out through the
slotted plate but a separation is still necessary after
discharge. A motor-driven aspirator or hand winnower
can be used for this task. A significant number of grains
are broken by this process but the food value is
unimpaired. If an unacceptable amount of bran remains
on the grain, it can be passed through a second time at
the risk of even more brokens.
Less rice is broken if it is parboiled. This practice is
performed on about 50 per cent of all rice grown and is
simply a soaking and heating process which pre-cooks
the grains, loosens the hull, sterilizes and preserves the
rice. Village parboiling can be carried out with crude
boiling pans but enclosed fires, chimneys and insulation
can Increase their efficiency significantly.
More sophlstioated
rice hullers are available, but
generally a higher level of maintenance is required. The
most popular is the rubber roller-huller which shears the
paddy between a pair of rubber rollers of about 15Omm
diameter, turning in opposite directions at different
speeds and with a gap of about 15mm. Another
alternative is the under-runner disc huller which consist8
of two flat stones, one of which rotates. The grain is fed
through a hole in the centre of the upper stone. It is then
sheared in the gap between the horizontal stones as it
moves outwards towards the periphery.
Special polishers are available for removing the bran
after hulling. One type spins tine rice by means of rotor
blades to which are attached leather strips. These rotate
at high speed abrading the rice grains within a slotted
plate drum. Another type uses Carborundum stones
agalnst the slotted plate. For the village scale of
operation, an Engleberg huller with an Integral leatherstrlp polisher Is an attractive system.

Small grain hammer milt with diesel drive.
The hammer mill is used just as frequently for animal
meal production
as for human food.
Oystershell, an ingredient of poultry meal, can also be
grouno; in the hammer mill, but wear rates are much
higher.
The vertical meal mixer is excellent for blending meal
With concentrates or other ingredients. A vertical conicalbottomed hopper has a central screw auger which re.
circulates the meal. A 21 hopper would probably have a
3kW mixer drive motor. Several companies supply a
complete mill, mix and storage unit containing a feed
hopper, and a hammer mill with pneumatic delivery to a
vertical mixer set in a round or square hopper. This is
UsUally a QOCd way to buy a matched system for a
reasonable price.

and poultry

RICO ffuks
For village use, the Engleberg huller is often quite
satisfactory. They are commonly available in small handoperated sizes or motorized
versions of 3.1OkW.
Throughput, of course, varies with many factors but

Fabricated rice huller.
Gmundnut shellers
Simple hand- or motor-operated
machines
can
decorticate groundnuts. A rasp bar reciprocates in a
semicircular
drum which has a coarse screen in the
base. The clearance between the bar and the screen i8
too small for the nut with the shell. The holes in the
screen are large enough to let the broken pieces of shell
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and whole kernels fall through. The machine can be
trickle-fed automatically or simply fed by handfuls.

simply pounding and boiling will extract most of the oil if
a manual method is preferred.

come pulpers
Both
handand motor-operated
pulpers
are
manufactured. These strip the flesh off the ‘cherries’. The
manual type usually comprises a vertical disc covered
with rounded projections. It is turned by a handle to rasp
the cherrtes against an adjustable
blade. Manual
capacities are up to 33tlkglh. The motorized versions
have a roughened drum, possibly of stainless steel,
which rotates to rasp the cherries against a cast iron
breast. For both types of pulper, a plentiful suppty of
water is required to wash away the flesh, leaving the
beans to be separated for further processing. A 1kW
machine can handle up to 750kglh of coffee cherries. It is
important to use the correct discs and drums for the
particular type of coffee.

Coconut shredder
At domestic and village level the ooconut is first of all
hand husked on a firm spike, and is then chopped open
with a large knife to expose the meat. The open nut is
then dried in the sun to release the copra. The shell can
also be burnt to provide heat for kilns in which the copra
is dried. The white meat is pared by hand and shredded in
a machine. Shredding machines are available in various
forms. They consist usually of knives mounted on discs
which rotate at high speed. A plunger may force the
coconut on to a horizontal disc, or sets of rotating
vertical discs may inter-leave with a stationary set of
discs to tear the meat apart. Adjustments to the blade
settings permit the production of chips, slices, strips,
threads and various other types of product.

Colfee hullers
Once the coffee has been dried, it has to be hulled in
either a hand- or motordriven huller. These machines
break open the hulls which encase the beans, using a
shearing action. Most of them are of the Engleberg type
- that is to say, a ribbed, horizontal, cast iron rotor
which turns inside a close fitting housing made of Cast
iron on top and either solid or woven wire on the
underside. The coffee is fad in at one end and the
shearing stress may be adjusted by a side-fitting blade.
The beans, hulls and dust emerge from the discharge and
must be separated by sieves and winnowers. The coffee
must be crisp and dry to be satisfactorily treated in this
machine.

Oil press for coconut
The meat is first passed through a hammer mill with a
6mm screen. It then passes to a plate mill set at the
minimum clearance, to produce a finely ground yet soft
pulp. This is mixed with hot water and pressed. Various
types of pulp press exist including the perforated drum
mentioned under ‘oil extractors:
but smaller filter
presses which pump the slurry through a fine cloth mesh
are also available and are cheaper. Separation of the oil
from the milk which comes from this process is best
carried out in a centrifuge.

Oil extfectorr
The most efficient small-scale press for seeds consists
of a machined, tapered screw-auger which rotates in a
perforated drum or slotted housing. The slight taper
allows adjustment of the flight clearance by screwing it
in or out of the housing. The pitch of the screws often
decreases towards discharge In order to Increase the
pressure gradually. The oil emerges from the slots or
holes along the housing, and the residue at the discharge
annutus at the end of the screw. Careful adjustment of
the slot width, temperature generated in the extraction
section and insertion of the screw sr-e important factors
in efficient operation of this machine. Generally, most
small oil seeds such as sunflower, sesame, safflower
and cotton seeds can be processed in this machine quite
effectively.
Palm oil presses can be very much simpler. A
perforated drum or cage is required and the fruitlets are
crushed simply by means of a close.fitting ram into the
drum. The ram may be hydraulically or screw operated. It
can be a manual system developed perhaps from a lorry
jack, or motorized.
The oil contained in the inner nut of the palm oil fruitlet
is of a different type, and needs separate processing.
Centrifugal crackers are usually used to break the shell
from around the kernel. In this machine, bars rotate at
high speed to throw the nuts against a surrounding
chamber wall, thus breaking them open. After this, the
two components of shell and kernel are separated by one
or more of a variety of means such as screens,
winnowers and clay baths. The screw press can then be
used to extract oil from the kernel, or, alternatively,

Cassava
Medium-scale equipment is available for processing
cassava into a precooked meal known as garb in many
areas of West Africa. The crop is hand-peeled although
many attempts have been made to develop a machine
peeler, and is then washed. A grating drum which
consists of a roughened perforated plate nailed to a
wooden cylinder Is driven at about 1000 revlmln beneath
a wooden hopper contalnlng the peeled tubers. The tiny
chips of cassava are ripped off and collected at the back
of the grater ready for bagging and fermenting for about
1-5 days on wooden racks. They are then pressed, about
six bags at a time, in a wooden frame with a large
capstan-type screw on top. Some of these have a screw
at each corner of the square frame, others just have one
central screw. Water pours out of the porous sacks.
The blocks of pulp are often disintegrated again in the
grater and then fed onto the cooking pan. This may be
either a series of hemispherical pans, a long flat pan or
semicircular trough. In the latter case a rotor turns with
angled paddles along the length of the trough, keeping
the granulated cassava moving down the trough. Heat is
provided underneath the trough by firewood, gas, coal or
fuel oil. The temperature must be sufficient to gelatinize
the raw cassava and stabilise it. Moisture is also driven
off and the product emerges hot and dry. After COOling
and sifting, it is ready for packaging in sacks or heatsealed polythene bags. It is often hammer-milled one
further time and mixed with other cereals such as ground
rice to make other food products.
Sugar-cane crushers
The main features of these machines are sets of rOfferS
through which the canes are crushed. They can be
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&her twoor three grooved rollers. Most machines have
hortzontal mllers and are aeared down to increase the
torque. The cane is fed maimally through the rollers and
a small 3kIN machine could crush from %-ltlh. The
grooves need to be remachined at regular intervals to
maintain efficiency. The waste material from sugar-cane
crushing, bagasse. is somettmes fad to animals, but is
often used to fuel the sugar refining pmcess.
Foddercuffofs
Whilst livestock can often browse over waste material
such as bagasse, a more efficient way of presenting long
fodder is in a chopped form. Some cutters are curved
knives hinged on a cutting plate. These are particularly
dangerous if used without safety devices. Rotary chaff
and hay cutters, if properly guarded, are useful for fodder
crops. These are either hand- or motordrtven machines
for cutting long straw and hay down to a more palatable
size for cattle and other ruminants. The crop is also more
suitable for storing. mixing and bulk feeding. The usual
design incorporates a tray which feeds the bundles into a
series of knives which are set as rotors in a wheel. The
feed rate determines the chop length and Is usually
adjustable from about 1MCfmm. These machines will cut
most types of green or dry fodder.
Advantages
Advantages of using powered processing machines are:
l Considerable time is saved on the performance of
onerous and laborious manual tasks.
0 Production rates am increased, which may lead to an
increasad cash profit or an increased food supply.
l grops which might otherwise perish can be dried or
process4 to astateof longer preservation, again leading
to greater food availability or cash profit.
0 A centralfed
service machine, or a prF:stely owned
machine, may open up the way to growi,?;l new crops
previous& considered impossible, or unprofitable.
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These can be of considerable help in increasing the
dQ;nr,ate
and protecting the crop from contamination
Grain sfofage
Some of the most common indoor and outdoor
structures used for storage on farms are made of mud
and split bamboo; In them the grain is usually damaged
by insects, fungi and rodents. The structures cannot be
effectively fumigated. Some of the indoor bins that are
belng built are metal bins, structures of burnt bricks
plastered with cement, welded wire-mesh bins, and
paddy straw and mud structures. The outdoor bins are
constructed of metal and brick and appear as flat- and
hopper-bottom
metal bins, composite
bins and
reinforced brick bins. They can be hermeticaltr sealed
and placed underground or partly above ground. The
capacity is about 500kg.
The bins used in villages are either circular or square,
with capacities ranging from 500 to lOMTkg, made of
standard sizes of galvanized iron sheets. The height may
be from 0.5 to 1.0m. The circular bins are easy and
economical to fabricate, while the square ones are
convenient to keep in the corner of a building. The
average life of metal bins is said to be over 20 years.
Bins can also be made of ferrocement, high-density
polythene and wood. Ferrocement bins are made of
cement mortar and closely spaced wire mesh in
capacities ranging from 0.6 to 3.01. They are cylindrical
and have flat bottoms and domed roofs. Wall thickness is
normally 25mm.
Graln m////ng
The traditional method of grlnding Is by rubbing between
flat stones, or in ‘querns’, or pounding with a mortar and
pestle. The last method, especially, is still widely
practised as a means of threshing or dehulling and, as a
less common application, for grinding. Grinding rates are
very limited, usually to less than 0.5kg per hour. Querns
and rubbing stones are more effective than pounding, but
grinding rates are still less than lkglh.

Aliometives
For a crop which is already being produced in a parttcular
area, one alternative to purchasing a (motorized) maohlne
1s to use the tradftlonal method. The tradltfonal method
fnvarfably Involves a machlne constructed from local
materials of wood, stone and twine which Is either
manuafly or animal.powered. Another alternative is to
use locally-made
improved devices, using similar
materials and designed and produced in response to
locally-felt needs and demand in rural workshops.
Traditional methods are available for most crops.
Major exceptions are when new crops are introduced,
and these are often a cash crop such as oil, gum or
beverage.

Many crops are sun-dried for preservation. In most
tropical countries this is still the best way to dry many
crops even at factory scale. Rice, for example, may be
solar-dried after parboiling, Several perishable fruits and
vegetables such as raisins, prunes, yams, are presewed
by solar drying. The seeds of any crop need to be dried to
below about 15 per cent to ensure good storage.
Simple aids to solar drying have been developed by
using black polythene covers and chimney structures.

The rubbing stones rely on a local supply of suitable
stones. Volcanic basalt is an excellent material for this
purpose, together with granite or sandstone. One
rectangular stone 40cm-30cm long by 3Ocm-3&m wide is
simply rubbed by a small stone of about 10 x 20cm and
1Ocm deep in a back-and-forth scrubbing action. Water
may be added to prevent blocking and to soften the
material.
The quern, as used 2000 years ago In the Roman
,.
,~~

Empire. consists of two flat stones of about 35cm
diameter with a hole in the centre of the upper stone
through which grain is poured. A wooden handle is
usually fixed to the upper stone so that it can be rotated.
The gratn Is cashed and sheared between the two
stones before emerging at the outer edge. Larger
versions of this model can be made for animal power,
multiple man power, water-wheels or windmills. Stones
over 1Oocm diameter are common in this case. A certain
amount of skill is needed to dress the stones to fit
together and to cut channels in each matching face, in
order to grind the grain efficiently.

Pounding grain.
The mortar and pestle is very commonly used in many
countries. This usually comprises a hollowed.-aut section
of tree trunk which makes a bowl and large pole up to 2m
long and weighing about 10kg. The end of the pole or
pestle Is rammed repeatedly into the grain in the bowl
until the process is complete. For hulling rice the grains
are often placed in a loosely filled cotton bag during the
pounding process; the hulls are then winnowed away
later.
OU aximctors
Few traditional
fndtcatlvr

techniques

exist for this purpose when

applied to seeds and where they do they often require
considerable skill and force - and even then only meet
with limited success. There are exceptions for palm oil
for which village techniques do exist for sterilizing and
squeezing out the oil from the fruitlets. Boiling pans,
large pounding sticks and lever presses are all that is
required. In some parts of West Africa the squeezing
process is achieved partly by trampling fruits with bare
feet in specially constructed pits.
Cassava
Domestic
processing
is common
and to be
recommended for home consumption, or small.market
and roadside sales; large volume production techniques
should only be considered when it is sold as an estate or
cooperative cash crop. At any size of operation, however,
the tubers need to be hand-peeled and washed, and a
simple hand-grater or mortar and pestle will then prepare
the crop for fermentation in bags or iars. Finally, after two
or three days, the water is expelled by heavy stones or
lever presses, dried and precooked.
Choosing equipment: costs and benefits
The cost of processing most crops is expressed as a cost
per tonne of Incoming crop. As most crops are seasonal
it is convenient to base the costs over a oneyear period.
The capital cost of the equipment may Involve
installation costs onto a concrete slab In a covered
building. The building may or may not have walls and
may need to be lockable. The cost of installing the
power supply is not shown here but may need
consideration.
Other costs Include
depreciation,
maintenance and repairs, fuel, loss of interest on capital
and labour costs. Rates or ground rent may have to be
paid on urban sites.
In the following table, indicative figures are given for
the capital costs and running and maintenance costs of
a variety of crop-processing machines commonly in use
in developing
countries.
Also indicated
are the
requirements with respect to power source.

costs
Running and
malntenmce pa.

@h/dayaxof.
foeI costs)
Hammer mill Elec. 2kW
Eke. 5kw
Diesel mw

500
750
fE

Plate mill Else. O.%W
Elec. 5kW
Dissel 1OkW
~,agrane mill 5kW
..-.._.
Rice Diesel 1McW
Eleclrlc mkw
Sorghum, Electric 5kW
Millet, Electric 5kW
Oil extra&m, Elac. SW
Diesel 5kW
Cassavs garffier. Electric and gas or heating fuel 5OkW

..
..
lnfrastruclure
Elec. power
Elec. power
Fuel supply
Fuel supply
Elec. Dower
Elec. power
Fuel supply
Elec. power
Fuel supply
Elec. power
Elec. power
Elec. power
Elec. power
Fuel supply
Elec. power and fuel
SuPPlY

Animal feeds
Hammer mill 1llkW Elsctric
Roller mill 5kW Electric
chaff cunsr w Elsctric

1000
:zi

Fuel supply
Power supply
Power supply

pos+harvest
In order to establish whether investment in a croporocesaino machine will be orofitable. factors other than
costs n&
to be taken irdo consid&ation.
These can
include expected capacity utilization over the year (in the
case of custom services this is highly dependent on the
number of customers and competitors); flexibility
of
machinery;
supporting
infrastructure
(electricity,
transportation, markets); and availability of fuel supplies
and spare parts (both now and in the future).
The process of calculating overall costs of a grain
hammer mill and a handoperated plate mill is illustrated
below. Once the cost is calculated, it can then be used to
estimate whether a satisfactory profit margin can be
achieved given local patterns of demand for setvices.
In the case of a hammer mill the annual throughput
must be estimated by gauging the daily throughput and
the number of working days per year. A service or
contract mill is likely to be running in excess of 300 days
per year and the fuel costs. if it is diesel-driven, will
obviously ba considerable, outstripping perhaps in one
year the capital cost of the mill. The pmfits from this type
of operation, however, should cover this. The feasibility
of running these machines is clearly linked to the number
of people likely to make use of them and the number of
hours for which they can be operated.
The performance of machinery cannot always be
maintained. Pmduction will be interrupted by Ihe normal
turnover of customers, and the efficiency of most
machines declines gradually as wear takes place in
cutting faces and screens, etc.
Payment for service milling and hulling may also be
made as a proportion. sav 10 oer cent. of the croo being
processed..lf this is the &se. ihe cash equivaleni has t6
be calculated. One must bear in mind the imolications of
storing considerable quantities of crop, together with the
extra bagging, marketing and labour costs.
Example: Grain hammer mill Annual running costs of
a grain hammer mill for the first five years of life:
Cost of capital: mill 2000, financed by loan
IS per cent per year paid over 5 years
Cost of buildlng + concrete plinth: 100 paid
in cash. Loss of Interest @ 8 per cent
Deprecialion: mill over 5 years, zero resale
value
Maintenance and repairs: mill; new drive
belts; bearings; beaters; perforated plates
Engine
Diesel fuel running 300 days @ 5 hrs per day
Labour
Total production cost
Average throughput of maize per year for
human fsed, flour size below lmm
Annual cost per tonne of maize = 6130 =
75

300
80
400
2W
150
z
600
75t
81.73

t%mPk HamSopemtedplate m//l Annual running costs
of a hand-operated plate mill for the first five years of life:
Cast of capital: mill 100. financed by loan
15 per cent per year paid over 5 years
Depreciation: mill over 5 years, zero resale
value (In fact these mills often last much
longer than 5 years)
Maintenance and repairs, new plates
LII
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Labour (assumed to be private)

-

Total annual cost
Average throughput of maize per year
assuming 2hrs per day use at lkglh and 300
days per year
=
Annual cost per kg of maize = 55
600
Annual cost per tonne of maize, 0.09 x
=
IOOII

55
mkg
0.09

90.0

Scale of Equipment
Perhaps the most important decision to be made when
investing in crop-processing equipment is that relating to
the size and type of machine to be purchased. The
purchaser must decide here whether the machine is to be
totally for their own use, totally for custom work or for a
combination of the two. Machinery is more nrafitable if it
is run for as long a period each year as possible, a farmer
who buys a larger machine than is needed, in the hope of
earning income through custom work, may find it to be a
loss-maker if the expected customers fail to materialize.
Before deciding on the appropriate scale of machinery,
therefore, an investigation should be made of the local
conditions prevailing in the crop-processing sector. How
are crops processed a1 the moment? Is there a need for
custom services and purchasing power to back up this
need? Would customers expect to pay on a percentage
crop basis and would this cause problems of storage and
marketing? Would the machlne produce an end-product
which suits the taste of local customers compared with
that of products prepared In the traditional manner? If
not, very few families may be willing to use the custom
mill. Will the machlne process more than one crop so
that demand can be maintained in the event of changing
cropping patterns or fluctuations in supply of a single
crop?
A final factor affecting the size of equipment will be
the size of available prime movers. For example, if a
1OkW diesel engine is the best available or already
owned prime mover, then It may be wise to buy a 1OkW
machine to match il.
Heallh and Ssfefy
Much crop processing equipment contains cutters,
knives, rasps and so on. These are potentially dangerous
if they are not properly guarded.
Motors and engines are items of inherently high speed.
The machines they drive are often directly coupled to
rotate at the same speed and the safety regulations
developed
in some countries
are often totally
disregarded in others.
The two major hazards are; first, unguarded belts and
machinery and, secondly, poorly maintained electrical
wire and connections. Careful instruction is needed in
the initial stages of operation. Petrol and diesel engines
need adequate exhaust pipes leading outside the
building to prevent the build up of fumes.
The most important features of safety when dealing
with high speed rotational machinety (as most of the
foregoing equipment is) are careful retention of guards
on all belts, pulleys and transmission systems and
secondly, the protection of all feed sections against
probing fingers. A wise precaution Is often to provide a
wooden pusher to feed all mills, mixers, hullers, pulpers,
etc. or at least provide a coarse guard screen for the free
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flowing crops. Customers or casual visitors should be
kept to safe areas. This particularly includes children.
Social Impact
Traditionally, crop-processing activities are carried out
primarily by women. The techniques they use are
extremely arduous and they involve a large investment of
time for very little result. Two categories of women
engage in this typeof activity: farm women, who process
their own crops for family consumption; and landless
women, or the wives of marginal farmers, who process
other people’s crops as a way of supplementing family
income.
The introduction of crop-processing equipment has
different implications
for these different sectors of
society. Farm women may find they are released from
tiring, unproductive work so that they can devote more
time to child-care, or if it is available, involve themselves
in more remunerative kinds of activity (which would help
them pay for the use of machinery). Sometimes, however,
the time saved is merely diverted into travelling to the
mill and standing in queues fo: hours on arrival.
Landless women may find themselves relieved of their
only means of earning a living. Indeed, the introduction
and spread of Engleberg mills in countries such as
Indonesia and Bangladesh has destroyed millions of
part-time jobs for the poorest sections of society.
Estimates show that some 7 to Bmillion women lost their
jobs following the mechanization of rice milling in Java.
Much the same is happening in Bangladesh where each
new rice mill puts about 350 women out of part-time
employment. Given the greater mechanical efficiency of
such equipment compared with traditional techniques, it
would be difficult to prevent such changes. It would
seem to be very important, however, to plan for the
creation of alternative, equally remunerative jobs for
these people displaced because of them.
The tools and equipment used to process crops in the
traditional way are mainly fabricated locally, by farm
families themselves or by rural artisans. Commercial
machinery on the other hand, is normally manufactured
in urban factories or even overseas. The Introduction of
such machinery means a decline In demand for the
products of rural artisans and a flow of cash away from
the rural economy. It will also probably involve an
increased drain on the country’s scarce supplies of
foreign exchange for imported machines, spare parts and
fuels. In many cases, the largest part of most suitable
machines could be made locally by the use of simple
machine tools and welding equipment. Measures to
encourage this - such as the training of rural artisans,
the upgrading of technology in rural workshops, and
provision of credit and other support services - should
be encouraged.

Maintenance
The maintenance schedule for all rotational machinery
includes the care of belts, bearings and transmission
components.
Oiling and greasing of the bearings
according to the manufacturers’ instructions is essential.
V-belts should always be replaced in matched sets, never
singly, otherwise all the load is carried by the shortest
belt and they all break in turn.
Machines with perforated plates should be checked
for wear and breakage, the latter occurring most
frequently when unscreened samples are fed into the
machine. Metal trash and stones can cause intolerable
damage. Knives and beaters should be checked
frequently for wear and either sharpened, reversed or
replaced according to the manufacturers’ advice. High
speed beaters for hammer mills should at least be
checked for balance statically, on scales, so as to
minimize vibration in operation. Worn beaters are often
built up and repaired by welding and grinding square.
All screens should be checked for wear and blockage;
the latter may be corrected by scrubbing with a wooden
block or wire brush. Drying in the sun will also loosen
many of the stubborn particles or seeds in a screen.
lrahrlng
The most difficult aspect in operatlng much of the
motorized process machinery is the maintenance of the
diesel engine drive unit. The understanding
of the
manufacturers’
instructions
is the only other
requirement. Some hullers, for example, require a pregraded sample before they will operate consistently. No
formal course of training is required, but the importance
of adhering
to the recommended
maintenance
schedules, correot machine settings and cleanliness can
all be learnt in a matter of half a day of practice and
supervision.
Although the operation of the machinery is simple
enough, further training may be required if the operator
has also to maintain the equipment. The hammer mill, for
example, needs regular checking for wear on the
hammers, and the plate mill similarly needs to be
checked for wear on the plates. Tools may be required,
but nevertheless most of these maintenance jobs are
fairly simple to learn.
One of the hardest jobs relates to gaf/ production. This
is a pre-cooked meal made from grated cassava. The
quality of the gari depends on the skill of the garifier
operator, who operates in much the same way as a cook.
In the continuous
systems which are growing in
popularity, the temperature, residence times, additives,
etc. all contribute to the quality of the product, and
operators should be trained to maintain
quality
standards.

Dr Brian Clarke
Silsoe Coliege
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9e TRANSPORT AND
MATERIALS
HANDLING
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A significant
proponion of agricultural tasks involve
movinu eauipment and materials from one mace to
another. Toots, fertilizer, seeds and produce must all be
moved between field, store and market, which results in a
wide variety of types and sizes of load to be moved over
different distances and types of terrain. A range of
different methods of transport and materials handling
exists to carry out these tasks in different ways to suit
different circumstances. Loads may be carried by hand
or on the head, at one extreme, or a self-loading truck
may be t,he most appropriate method at the other.
This section covers a very broad range of equipment as
it is concerned with both transport and materials
handling. In many respects these are different activities,
but they are treated as one subject because they are very
often complementary,
in that materials handling is
frequently
concerned
wlth loading and unloading

vehicles or with moving goods over very short distances.
The guidance given in this introduction
is mainly
concerned with transport, but much of it can also be
applied to materials
handling
If interpreted
with
discretion.
In general, transport requirements
fail Into two
categories:
l On.farm, for the movement of goods between field,
store and household. On small farms this wiil include the
collection of firewood and water for domestic purposes
- work usually done by women. Loads are generaily
small (lg.15 kg) and distances short (l-10 km). Ftoutes are
likely to consist of narrow paths and earth tracks, and the
goods must also be moved over the fields themseives.
l Off-farm, for the movement of goods between farm and
market. Loads are generally greater, and distances
longer. Fl6ute conditions may be better, but this is not
always the case.

lb6
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Evidence from a number of surveys in different
countries indicates that low-cost (low capital cost)
methods of moving goods meet a much greater
proportion of these transport requirements than do
‘conventional” vehicles, such as tractors, pick-ups, trucks
and buses. There exists a wide range of low-cost vehicles
for moving farm goods which can be categorized as
foltows:
l Canying aids for head-. shoulder- and back-loading.
0 Wheelbarrows and handcarts.
l Pack animals and animaldrawn
carts.
l Pedaldriven vehicles.
0 Motor.czjjcies and converted motor-cycles.
0 Trailers for bicycles and motor-cycles.
l Basic motorized vehicles.
l Dual-purpose agriculture/transport
equipment.
AN of these vehicles have different advantages and
disadvantages in terms of load capacity, suitability for
route conditions, running costs. speed, range and capital
cost. which enable them to meet a broad spectrum of
transport requirements. Further details and illustrations
of the full range of these vehicles is contained in Lowcost vehicles: options for moving people and goods by G.
Hathway (t.T. Publications, London 1985).
Only a limited range of these vehicles is included here
because many of them are not widely available. Many
low-cost forms of transport are used only in certain local
areas, and remain unknown
in other countries.
Sometimes they are unknown even in, other areas of the
same country. Yet there seems to be no logical reason
why man,y of these methods could not be used
e&where,
if their advantages were known and the
equipmen,t available., One obstacle to the widespread
availability of some o,f such local equipment is that it is
usuatty large relative to its value. Thus freight costs,
which are determined by volume as well as, weight, will
be disproportionately
high if the equipment is supplied
fmm a distance. Onl,y by ordering large quantities at one
time can this problem be at least partially overcome.
There remains potential in many countries for the local
maaufacture
of many types of low.cost transport
equipment on a sm,ail scale, and for the more important
common, components (such as bearings, axles and
wheels) to, be manufactured by specialist enterprises on
a larger scale. There is also enormous potential for local
manufacture of materials handling equipment such as
shovets, forks, hoists and elevators.

Transport equipment
Wee/barrows can carry small loads (up to 100 kg) for
short distances (up to 1 km) over rough grcund or on
narrow paths. Pneumatic tyres are desirable, to reduce
roiling resistance,
and a heavy gauge steel load
container will give long service.
,HandcsHs have two, three or four wheels which
support the load direct(y, so minimizing the load on the
operator’s arms. Handcarts operated by one person can
carry large loads (up to 300kg) over long distances (up to
10 km). Greater loads can be moved by using more than
one person. Routes must be sufficiently
wide and
reasonsbiy fiat and smooth. Large diameter wheels,
pneumatic tyres and roller bearings are desirable, as is a
strong but lightweight structure. Some handcarts may
aiso be used as a trailer with a bicycle or motorcycle.
Special-purpose barrows are also available for moving

specific loads, such as sacks or water containers.
Animaf-drawn carts are constructed in a similar way to
handcarts, but the size and capacity is determined by the
type and number of animals to be used. Typically, a cart
pulled by one donkey could carry up to 500 kg, or by one
bullock up to 2,000 kg. Greater loads can be carried by
using more than one animal. Route conditions and
desirable features are the same as for handcarts. As well
as carrying goods, animal carts can also carry people,
and special purpose carts are available for specific tasks.
Traiers for single-axle tractors can carry up to 1,000 kg
at up to 10 km/h, enabling an agricultural machine to be
used for OIV and off- farm transport as well. A wide track
is required, but moderate hills and rough ground can be
negotiated. Suspension and brakes are desirable to cope
with the relatively high speed. People can be carried, as
well as goods.
Engine-powered mono-rail transporters can be useful
for carrying loads on steeply sloping land. As the railway
is an expensive semlepermanent installation
these
systems can only be justified for moving substantial
quantities over fixed routes in plantations of high-value
perennial crops such as citrus fruit.
Materiels handling equfpment
Shovels and forks are used for handling materials such
as grain, fodder and farmyard manure. The rate and
distance of movement depends on the skill and strength
of the user and also the quality of the tool. Poor quality
tools will be unpleasant to use and will fail after a
relatively short time, which will reduce output and
necessitate frequent replacement.
Hoists enable heavy loads to be moved vertically for
loading, unloading or storage. A good quality hoist will
reduce the risk of accidents resulting from breakage.
Elevators incorporate a motorized conveyor belt to lift
light loads quickly and continuously over short disiances.
Advantages
There are a number of bensflts which can result from
using better methods of moving goods:
0 less time or effort may be requlred to move a given
amount of goods. This benefit wlil be felt by an
individual as an increase in leisure time or a reduction
in workload, although the saving may be used, Of
course, to do more productive work. An employer will
benefit by an increase in productivity, enabling more
useful work to be done by a given number of people;
0 labour or other running costs may be -educed;
l transport bottlenecks
may be relieved, which will
reduce the delays and costs caused when transport is
not available or is inadequate. Perishable goods can
often be sold for a higher price if they reach the market
sooner;
0 the efficiency of other operations may be improved by
making transport available at the right time and at the
right place;
0 other activities may be permitted to take place, such
as the marketing of surplus produce for wnich
transport was not previously available.
Altsrnaths
Before purchasing new equipment however, it should be
consldered whether the existing methods and equipment

Transport
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Shoulder f~cfe: Bangladesh.
co&d be used more effectivety. Could trips be combined
or carried out in a different order to minimize empty trips
and reduce the total distance
covered? Could
loadinglunIoading time be reduced to prevent equipment
standing idle? Could equipment and labour be hired
temporarily to cover seasonal peaks in demand?
In addition, if new equipment is necessary, there is a
wide range of alternatives to the inevitably limited range
presented here. First, there are many small-scale
supptiers who only advertise and promote themselves
locally, and who are thus beyond the scope of this guide.
They can be located by reading the local trade or popular
press, or by speaking to people who already have the
typecfequipment
sought. Secondly, some of the simpler
devices mentioned here can be made by the user or by
focal craft-workers.

and materials
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If goods are currently moved by direct head-loading or
using head or shoulder straps, several simple aids could
be used to improve efficiency.
These include the
shoulder pole and the thee-geh.
The shoulder pole is a length of split bamboo
120-200 cm long, 4-5 cm wide in the middle tapering to
34 cm at the ends. Loads are suspended directly, or in
baskets, from the ends and the pole is carried on one
shoulder. The most important advantage of this device is
that it can be picked up and set down without assistance.
The cheegeh is a simple pack frame, carried by one
person on the shoulders and back, which can also be
picked up and set down without assistance. It is believed
to be unique to Korea, where it is invaluable for moving
loads on narrow paths and tracks which frequently cross
ditches, and on steep and rough terrain.
If domesticated animals are available, panniers can be
made, as baskets, pack frames or purpose-built
containers, to enable them to carry loads over any ground
which can be traversed on foot. Where there are earth
tracks or generally flat ground, sledges can be used to
increase further an animal’s load-carrying ability.

Sujfa/o sledge: Ph~&pines.

Chee-geh: Korea.

Choosing Your Equipment: costs and returns
The following table shows indicative costs for the
equipment presented in this section. No currency units
are given as the costs are simply relative to others within

the table. It is not possible to estimate the cost of
pmviding the necessary infrastructure as this varies so
widely both within and between calsgories. Instead, a
qualitative indication of requirements is given.

The cost of transportation is conventionally expressed
as the cost per tonne kilometre, and is derived by dividing
the total cost incurred in moving gooas during a period of
time (such as one year or three months) by the sum of the
products of the individual loads moved and distances
covered during the same period. In the simple Case of
moving produce from farm to market, the cost of
transporting the load must be less than its increase in
value for the trip to be worthwhile.
Costs incurred will include depreciation, maintenance
and repairs. fuel, cost of capital (loan repayment or loss
of interest), and the cost of the operator’s labour
(including overheads). Other costs such as tax and
insurance may also bs applicable. These costs must also
be applied to the animal, where relevant, although if the
animal is tread for transport only part of the time, only an
appropriate proportion of its total cost should be
included. Similarly, only a proportion of total fabour costs
should be included where labour is used for other tasks
es well.
To obtain the sum of the products of the individual
loads moved and distances covered, or ‘tonne km’, the
product of load moved and distance covered should be
calculated for each trip carried out during the period for
whfcb coats are calculated. These trlp totals are then
added together to obtaln the required result.
In making calculations of this type to estima1e the
costs of alternative methods of transport it is important
to use the actual loads which will be carried, rather than
the maximum loads which could be carried.

Direct costs are not the only factor to be considered
when choosing the most suitable type of equipment.
Other considerations include intended use (or uses) of
vehicle, technical capability, local availability and social
acceptability.
In large or specialized organizations items of transport
and materials handling equipment are often used for only
one particular task. Fo: most agricultural work, general
purpose equipment is needed, so the first step in
choosing an item is to decide the range of tasks which it
must be able to perform. The next step is to determine
the range of possible options by examining the following
aspects:
b Capability Is the equipment capable of performing the
required tasks? Is the load capacity high enough? Can
it negotiate the route? Can it be operated fast enough?
0 Costs Is sufficient
cash available to purchase
equipment or make loan repayments?
Will the
equipment
result in sufficient
cash savings or
increased income to pay for itself in a short period of
time?
0 Local availability Is the equipment itself, and are the
necessary animals, fuel or spare parts, available
locally, both immediately and in the foreseeable
future?
0 Social acceptability Are there any social restrictions
on oeoole ownino or usinq certain tvoes of eauiDment
or animals, or pe?formlng‘iasks In &taln ways?
Having determlned the range of possible optlons, a
detailed analysis of all the economic factors will then
reveal the most suitable choice (from an economic point
of view). Where a choice exlsts between good and poor
quality equipment it is important to acknowledge that
although the initial cost of the good qUality hplemen~
will be higher it will usually allow greater productivity and
will need replacement less frequently.
Once the most suitable choice has been determined,
an economic comparison should always be made with
existing methods and with the expected benefits to
determine
whether
the proposed
innovation
Is
_._._......._. ___ -.
as a reduction In effort or increased leisure time, aie not
directly quantlflable Cneconomic terms, but they must be
regarded as having some, ‘value’, In order to make this
comparison.
.~

I~

impact
Moving goods not only takes up a considerable
proportion of time available for agricultural work, but it
freauentfv involves debilitating human labour as Well.
fmdrovements in transport or material-handling methods
will have an important social effect by enabling people to
use their time and energy in other ways - either in
productive work or by increasing their leisure time. Men
tend to have g-eater access to improvements in transport
than women because of their greater ease of access to
credit and project inputs. Within households, women are
usually unable to use a donkey, a cart or a bicycle owned
by men. Thus, women have derived less benefit than men
from improved transport devices and must continue in
many parts of the world to carry very heavy loads on their
heads and backs.
The use of complex and expensive vehicles and
equipment will often create dependence on central Or
foreign suppliers, for fuel and spare parts as well as the
original equipment. Much of the low<ost equlpment
described here however could be made by local

Transport
manufacturers
without
continuing
dependence
on
imports and outside assistance. In the long term the use
of this type of equipment would assist in developing
local industry, thus creating productive employment
opportunities in rural towns and saving valuable foreign
exchange.
An often unexpected result of improving methods of
goods transport is that personal mobility is increased as
welt. People will always travel farther and more often for
social purposes when a better form of transport becomes
available. This demand for transport is difficult to
quantify, but it exists nevertheless. Its value is evidenced
by the fact that some means of personal transport, be it
an animal, a bicycle or a motor car, is so often a highly
plized possession.

and materials
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such as direct headloading or shifting loads by hand will
often result in harmful effects, especially if used for long
periods of time or with excessively heavy loads. These
effects may be sudden, such as injuries incurred by
falling 01 dropping loads accidentally,
01 they may
develop over long periods in the form of chronic pain in
various parts of the body. In either case, they result in a
cost to societv in terms of increased demands on health
care facilities and reduced availability of productive
labour time. All the equipment described here will reduce
the effort required to move a given load, though it should
always be remembered that if the new equipment is
loaded to an excessive level there can still be harmful
side effects.
Motorized transport and material-handling
equipment
will require the same care in use as any other motorized
machinery. In the case of vehicles, additional hazards
caused by higher speeds and other traffic must also be
recognized.

Special consideraffons
When new methods of moving goods are introduced
operators must be trained in their use, and time must be
allowed for thsm to become accustomed to the new
method before maximum output will be achieved. This is
particularly so for some of the very low-cost alternatives,
such as carrying alds. Skills and strength in certain parts
of the body must be acquired before these devices can
be used effectively. The output of engine- and animalpowered devices is also dependent on the operator’s
care and skill in using and maintaining them.
The use of the most basic methods of moving goods,

Oordon Hathway
1.T. Transport Ltd

pitch forks

hay fork

manurefWks

Handling
loosely packed materials
using suitably
constructed forks (for lifting) and drags (for pulling) is the
manual method most commonly used in European
agrfcutture. The renewed worldwide interest in compostmaking gives an increased importance to manure and
hay forks: their us8 for carrying materials for building
cornpOst heaps would make feasible the dissemination
of cornposting technologies among smallholder farmers
wbo have a problem handling the required volumes of
material. Several tonnes of compost are required to
manure effectively one hectare of land.
Oval s8ction fork tines (prongs) penetrate into the
mass of heaped material, pushing aside rather than
cutting it. When a force is applied perpendicular to the
tines, a large mass of inter-knit material can be moved.
The number of tines needed for any particular task
depends, to some extent, on the particle length of the
material to b8 moved. For example, dung and urlnesoaked straw cut up by the hooves of stall-fed anlmala
wig produce a crumbly materfal more easily moved by a
fork with many tines; conversely hay, made from long
ixaeh ~2x~h~,,,~rnoved~ %9Mly
using a two-timd

pitchfork.
The shape of the handle and its attachment to the
head are critical. Bv havina a bent handle/shaft or a bent
socket attachment!he
c8ntre of gravity is moved, thus
making it easier to handle heavy loads.
Traditional wooden tools made from tree branches are
used for moving materials, but it Is increasingly hard to
find trees of the right shape. These tools, cut from
wayside trees when needed, are often discarded after
use. Properly designed steel forks will last a lifetime
(though the wooden shafts may need replacing) if
cleaned and lightly oiled after use, and have proved more
efficient and effective.
The forces generated in the shaft are concentrated at
its junction with the tines. They can be large if the mass
of material to be lifted is heavy. Consequently much
attention has been given to strengthening the socket.
Co/umn 7 of the table which follows classifies the
types of fork by the way In which the tool head (1.8. the
fork or drag) Is attached to the shaft. There are three
basic forms of attachment
that are Commonly
manufactured,
although variations and combinations

Manureforksanddraea
l

Dished (dish) -
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the tines are generously

curved.

(Forks)
l

Hooked (hook) -

the tines are bent through

90

degrees. (Drags)

Shape of tines.
Socket attachments.
may occur within
forms are:

and between these divisions.

These

(a) Socket affachmenfs:
usually a split cjtilndrical
collar into which the shaft is fitted (‘open’ socket). The
shaft may then be secured by one or more screws, nails
or rivets.
Variations on this are the solid socket which forms an
unbroken oollar into which the shaft is placed, and the
SWafI-neoked @eni) or SpNngaoCkei.
(b) strappad ettechmenfs formed from two tapered
ferrulestraps between which the shaft Is fitted. The shaft
is then secured Into place by screws or rtvets. This is the
moat durable of the attachments included here.
The Scottish and half-straps are varlatlons on thls type
of attachment.
(G) Tanged att8chment.s: a simple pin onto which the
shaft is fitted. This attachment is often comblned with a
socket or strapped arrangement to ensure rigidity.

@I)Ati-melal implements: A shaft attaChm?nt may be
strapped, although a welded fitting Is more usual.

Column 4: Shape of head. Completing the general
description of the tool head, this column indicates the
way in which the tines are set relative to one another.
Two foorms are usual:
Splayed (splay) - where the tines are spread.
Parallel (pllel) - where the tines are parallel.
For example, a fork may have 4 curved tines which are
splayed, while a similar model may have a parallel tine
formatlon. Manure drag tines are always parallel.

Column 5: tine length (cm). Where more than one
length is given (e.g. Z?f26), each Is taken to correspond to
the respective number of tlnes given In Column 3.
Column 6: shaft material. Where poss!bfe the iype oi
rtFd

or metal is specified, e.g. ash, birch, tubular steel,

Column 7: handle type. This column indicates the
available types of handle, which are claSSlfl8d Into three
categories:
T where the handle is a short cross-piece forming a
T-shape at the top of the shaft;
D where the handle is a D-shaped grip. Oehaped handles
may have one or two rlvets which strengthen the
crosspiece and the join with the shaft;
S where the handle is a (usually) longer, plain shaft,
circular in cross-section, sometimes with a small or
elongated (knob) at one end.

Column 2: number of tines. Occaslonaiiy the same
.mmdetma9 be availabie wlth varying numbers of tines; for
gmMpie, 4 or 3 tines. In thls case, the column Is entered

Co/umn 3: tine shape. This column
longitudinal shape of the tines.
There are 3 main shapes:

lndlcates

the
T handle

l

.Slfei#ht (SW) -

the tines are straight, with only
slight curvature. (Forks)

Handle types.

D handle

wd

WP

ww

Wlld

lwd

w!P

sop- wws
s9wa

3UllNV~

G FOR
Numbs
Of

Tines

- 2
4

Shape
of
Thes Heed
4
- 3
hook

HAY AND GALING FORKS
sDlrcrsocket(hay)-1602
sdllsacke(~)-1504
SYNWCAT DE LWTiLLAG5,
AWCCKE ET HORTlfXLE
15RaSe&on,75lxmparis

land/e
Type
7
s

Plld
$$1

24
19

S
s

Socket - 1010, HBO, 1510
1161.1511

Tanged - 1012,1162,1512.
1602

W”dk
TY;

4
4

Socket - 0110

SpWnQ sccket -

oi
pIleI

31

a415

dish

PIleI

1133131

415

dish

pIleI

33131

YW6

dlsh

pIleI

31/w
31131

3i4

hwk

PIM

21

PIM

21

s4-T
Ed-r
wr
SIT

FRAN
MANURE DRAGS
Socket - M30.4440

““&-“”

dish

MANUREDRAG
Go&m-

Plbl

s

PIIN

S

TROJAN PTY. LTD., AUSTRALIA
=wFaotsuay. Viiaria 3011
MArwREFoRKs
SlWWd-1W
ELyRK

Manulaclurw, lmpl.9ment Type,
Implement Name end
Cardague Number
7

dish

SPlBY

21

D/S

Tanged - 4435,4445
HAYFORKS
Solid M)Cket - 2714,3214
strapped - 3304
Sprung socket - 3521,41,51,
61

En
SIT

213
3

dish
dish

pPlw
splay

3i4

dish

splay

2!3

dlsh

splay

S

?4

dish
dish

splay
splay

:

213

dlsh

pIleI

MANURE FORKS
Socket - S470

4

dish

pIleI

5

HAY FORKS
Socket - 5460

3

PIId

S

yllel

s

‘a$$J

#;;I”“’

shall) -

Ta;d

($o$‘” shalt) -

Slrapp&J - 3515,354

W. GERMA

314

:
S

-104
mmMANUREFORKS
wckel-

Plld

sappadMANUREDRAGS
SOdlQt-

MANLwEFoRKs
.s&+pd
- 10% 1155.1512

3N

dlsh

Plld
pIleI

dish

PM

hook

pIlei

31&w
31131
313113
31/33/
31131
31lSY
31131

BALING FORKS
Solid sockel - 2555.3288

23

S

CEAF, ITALY
S.N.C. Fllll Sllelll
24034 Clsano, Bergamasw
no/s

21

KELLER MFG CO. INC., USA
&%?445Fyler Avenue
St. Lou*, Ml5 63116
U.S.A.
dlah

DIIEI

31cw
31131

S

MANURE FORKS
strapped -

5

dish

Shovels 17s

lIghtweIght
Jq”am

The shovel, which has been employed since the earliest
times in both agrtcultural and construction actlvltles, is a
toot used to move loose or unconsolidated
materials
short distances. tt differs in form and function from the
spade (see Section 1, Seedbed Preparation) which is
essentially a digging instrument.
The diversity of tasks (and, to a certain extent,
conditions) to which the shovel has been applied is
reftscted in the correspondingly
wide range of shovel
types developed over the years. As an example, the two
verydffferent tasks of graln transport and earth clearance
serve to demonstrate how shovel forms have evolved to
sub quite specific functions.
In this case the most obvlous dlffersnce seen Is
between the shapes of the shovel heads. On the one
hand, the earth-moving shovel is relatively small and
rounded or pointed. Such a shape is suited to the
penetration
and dislodgement
of heavy, cohesive
materials. On the other hand, the grain shovel, which is
used for the handling of a light and incoherent material,
is large and broadmouthed,
being better suited to the
movement of large quantities at a time, rather than the
heavier duty work of earth clearance. Note also that the
grain shovel is equipped with a ralsed edge that
increases the capacity of the Implement. An earthmoving shovel ha8 no need for this kind of addition, since
earth is considerably more coherent than grain.
Further, the nature of its task means that the grain
shovel can be lighter and less robust than the shovel
used for the movement of earth: lighter, thinner metal is
used for making the grain shovel head.
This brief example shows how two very different types
of shovel can be described In terms of their function, and
accounts tn part for the diversity of shovels used
throughout the wodd. The following table offers a small

draining

range of shovels most useful to agricultural activities,
and lists their main characteristics (see page 176).
Information given 18:
Column 1: Manufacturer’s name and country.
Columns 26~ Five broad classes of shovel most useful in
agriculture. Availability is indicated by large dots in
the respective column.
Column 2: Round.mouthed shovels; usually heavyduty
Implements.
Column 3: Squaremouthed shovels; usually Ilghtlymade
for tasks such as graln handling.
Column
4: Sauare.mouthed
shovels:
all-purpose
Implements.
Column 5: Scoops; very largecapaclty,
light-duty
shovels.
Column 6: Tapered shovels; usually heavyduty for more
specialist work such as trenching.
Column 7: Shovel head width in centimetres.
Column 9: Shovel head length in centlmstres.
Column 9: Socket type - here 3 types are distinguished

(see Msnurs Forks).
a. Solid socket: because, as a general rule, shovels
are not stressed to the same extent as digging
tools or manure forks; this is the most widely used
socket in shovel manufacture.
b. Strapped socket.
c. Open socket.
Column 10: Handle type:
a. T - T-shaped.
b. D- Deshaoed.
c. s - straight or ‘Longknob’.
Column 11: Additional lnformatlon such as shovel metal
type, function, etc.
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ensilage fork I

In addition to the manure and hay forks and drags already described, there are a number of other specialist
handling tools available to the farmer. These are listed below by manufacturer:
WtL”SLMASTOmbHaCO.KG

I LEON CLeMENT 8 CIE
conavillers
;&l~W&ucc.~”
(HauteSa6ne)
0 Potato drags
.stone forks

JENKS AND CATTSLL LTD.
Fftoenlx Works, Neachells Lane
Wednesftald
Wolv6fhampton Wvl, 3PU
U.K.
l nay rakes

CALCWELLSLTD.
StockIon Heath Forge
D&m Lane, Warrington
U.K
l stone fcfks

MANUFACTURE FRAN~AISE
DEFCURCHES
3 rue da Lyon
Twemfre. S.P.4

l Potato fork
l stem forks

0 StMle drags

FORGES DE LAVIEU S.A.
6ZppBdgiWaldeck~Rousseau
~$No~l”tChamo”d
~~NC~l”tChamo”d

cedex

*Reaping fork
. wet ‘Orkcs
*stone fork8
aStone draps
.Laadlng forks
LYSERO FASRIKER AS
P.O. Box 219
DK 8600 Silkeborg
DENMARK
.&et forks
.stone forks
l Potato forks
CEAF
S.N.C. F.lli Siletti
24034c&an0
Bergamasc4l
ITALY
.Potato forks
. stone ‘wk.5

A SPALDING AND SON LTD.
Sadler Road
Llnwin LNB 3xJ
U.K.
.S&fafks
l Potato forks

material-

COSMO INCORPORATED
Tow Bldg 4th Floor
1W - Chome, AwaliMachl
Hlgashi.Ku, Osaka
JAPAN
0 Potato drag
TROJAN PTY. LTD.
38 Raleigh Street
Fwtscray, VlCtorla 3011
AUSTRAUA
. Hay rakes
KUMAR INDUSTRIES
Edathara 678611
Palghat District, Kerala
INDIA
.Stone forks
wi)Fil-f. GASELFABRIK
Fr. Krauter KG
Postfach 104
7067 Pibderhausen
W. GERMANY
l Hay rakes
;TDy” AND JACKSON (TOOLS)
St. Paul’s Road, Wednesbury
yK;t Midlands, WSlO 9RA
0 Hay rakes
*Potato forks
0 Beet forks

n

HANDPUSHEOSACttAND
CRSElWCKS

HAND TRUCKS

WELDER’S TROFLSY

HEAW.DUl-V
WHEELBARROW

-“A-.
-em----ir-

II
I,

FODDER BARROWS

UNIVERSAL FARM
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in Sri Lanka.

It is a paradox that in devetoping countries, which raise
the majority of the world’s livestock (see Table 1) and
where livestock forms the backbone of food production
systems, most livestock husbandry systems use few
toots. Animals provide much of the power used in the
worlds agriculture. They also provide a significant
proportion of the protein consumed by people.
An extensive range of equipment has been developed
for large-scale intensive livestock production systems,
but most of the smaller scale husbandry systems used by
poorer livestock farmers in developing countries could
not justify the use of or support the cost of this
equipment. What is attempted in these pages, therefore,
is to highlight aspects of livestock health and husbandry,
which are essential to optimizing productivity, and to
make reference to equipment which is available for this
purpose and which could enhance lowercost production
systems. For the purposes of this introduction livestock

production is divided into reproduction, rearing, feeding,
general health care and a note on milking, a particularly
important non-destructive method of harvesting animal
products. The other nondestructive
ways of harvesting
animal products are through egg production and wool
production (see Section 11).

Poor control in maximizing the reproductive abilities of
livestock is perhaps the cause of more losses than in any
other sphere of livestock husbandry.

Record keeping
A major oart of reproduction management is the keeping
of accurate records. For instance dairy cattle calving
calendars can be used to remind stock keepers when
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cows last came into oestrus, when they are due to calve,
and so on.
ldanfiiicatien
The ability to identify animals is, of course, important for
many reasons and is the initial step required in any
scheme to improve the productivity of livestock. Table 2
gives a number of identification
methods available for
animals.
Tabfe 1. Lfveatock pupulations in developed and
developing cwnhtas. (W.J.A. Payne Ml).

cattle
&ffaloes

0.1
25.0
0.1

53
17.0
25.9

94.0
56.0
74.0

zz

24.0
6.0

25.0
17.0
57.0
42.0
35.0

41.0
77.0
17.0
20.0
57.0

CameiS

Pigs

2%

Fowls

Ducks

0.0

Ear fags are perhaps one of the most widely used
methods of identification
and are available in both
plastic and aluminium. Some companies will provide an
individual herd identification as well as tags numbered
serially far the identification
of each animal. The one
major disadvantage is that they can be pulled or torn aut
and are therefore likely to have to be reDlaced from time
to time.
Taroohtg is also widely used in some countries. The
initial c,ost af the instrument is relatively high but if well
looked after one instrument should laai for-many years.
The main advantage of the system is that, if properly
used, the tatoo should last for the lifetime of the animal.
The disadvantages include the fact they may be dlfflcult
ta sac in dark skinned animals. It is also necessary to
catch the animal in order to be able to Identify It. It is
possible ta tatoo in the caudle fold, but it la a method
which 1s less frequently employed than ear tatooing.
Leg bands are sometimes used, to identify dairy
animals when coming through a parlour to be milked,
although they are occasionally used on other species as
well. EIiffarent colours, as wall as letters and numbers,
can be used to help with identifying particular groups of
animals.
Tail bands are also used particularly in the cattle
industry for the identification
of particular groups of
animals.
Table 2 ldentffkatk?n

methods available for animals.

==PJ
gaars
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Pigs
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a
a
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(wing)
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Branding. The traditional

hot branding of livestock,
cattle. is widely used in many countries and
results in a permanent scar on the skin. Its main
disadvantage lies in the damage to the hide when it is
being used to make leather.
Freeze branding using iiquid nitropen is increasing in
popularity and is relatively painless, but requires rather
more expansive equipment than that for hot branding,
including the provision of a liquid nitrogen source.
Hoof branding of horses is carried aut in some
countries and this is done with a hot iron placed directly
or? a horse’s hoof immediately below the coronet. The
brand will obviously grow out with the hoof and will need
replacing from time to time.
Ear notching is used in a number of species, but
particularly perhaps in pigs, to identify animals from
different litters. The principal disadvantage
of this
method is that occasionally the ears get tom and so
obliterate the ear notches.
Marking is widely used for the semi-permanent
identification of sheep and other animals - with dye in a
paint, wax stick or aerosol spray.
PartiCUlarly

Heat ioestrus) dalaclfon
The detection of oestrus in livestock is perhaps one of
the most important methods of maximizing reproduction.
In cattle and goats oestrus detection is monitored by
changes in behaviour. The marking of ewes that have
been served by a ram, by means of a raddla attached to
the brisket of the ram with a harness. greatly aids the
monitoring of mating of the species. The colour of the
raddle should be changed every 17 days so as to identify
those ewes which are sewed more than once. It is of
principal use in countries away from the equator where
there is a distinct reproductive season.
Horses are usually hand mated and the detection of
oestrus in this species is normally done by leading the
mare past the stallion and noting the reaction. This
method is called teasing. Sows, when housed next door
to a boar, will lie along the fence adjacent to the boar’s
pen, if they are In oestrua.

Artfflcial Iaarmhtatlon
The use of artificial insemination as a means of reducing
the number of entire males and of improving their quality
is being increasingly used in most countries. Semen can
either be stored chilled at about 4%, in which case its
life is limited to a few days, or stored frozen, usually in
liquid nitrogen, which prolongs its life indefinitely. The
processing and freezing of cattle semen presents few, if
any, problems whilst that of goats has until recently bean
much more difficult. These problems have, however,
largely bean overcame. The same is not true of sheep and
pig semen which are still usually not frozen. The
processing
of semen requires relatively
complex
equipment and is outside the scope of this guide.
Frozen semen is usually stored in either straws or
pellets and is kepi frozen in flasks of liquid-nitrogen until
immediately prior to being used. Although modem
cylinders do not have to be refilled for up la four months
it is important to secure a reliable source before
Embarking on the keapirrg of frozen semen.
Providing suitable training is available, insemination
itself requires little or no equipment except for a ‘gun’ to
introduce the semen into the cervix and expel1 the semen

parturition
Many deaths of mothers and newborn animals which
occur at or immediately after parturition are avoidable
given sufficient attention and equipment to deal with
problems. The vast majority of animals will, of course,
give birth without any outside interference and it is often
a question of fine ludgement as to when outside
interference is required. Table 4 shows the normal
gestation period for domestic animals including poultry.
Table 4. Gestation Periods

Treatment by a village health worker.
from the straw, and, for smaller species, a speculum to
guide the semen into the cervix.
Cam ot tha pmgaant animal
Pregnancy diagnosis in cattle and horses is usually done
manually by palpation of the uterus through the rectum.
In sheep. goats and pigs ultrasonic pregnancy diagnosis
detectors are available. The probe is either placed
externally on the abdomen or introduced into the rectum.
These instruments are constantly being improved, but
already accurate pragancy diagnosis is possible from a
few weeks after service. Laboratory diagnosis
of
pregnancy can be achieved by measuring hormone levels
in blood or milk. These methods are widely used for
pregnancy diagnosis in cattle, horses and goats, but they
requite a certain amount of sophisticated
laboratory
equipment and technicians trained in their use.
Table 3 shows the comparative reproduction data for
goats, sheep. cattle and buffaloes.
Incubation of eggs
The most usual method of incubating eggs Is, of course,
a live bird either as the real parent or foster parent.
However, poultry incubators with varying degrees of
sophistication, including automatic turnlng of the eggs,
and controlled humidity, temperature and air flow, are
available for all species.
Table 3. Comparison of reproduction

Buffalo
Cattle
Sheep
Goats
HOPX+S
Pigs
Chickens
Ducks
Geese
Turkeys

ICI months
9 months
145 days
151 days
11 months
II3 days
21 days
28 days
2931 days
2S days

Birthing aids
Calving ropes are useful to aid difficult or delayad
parturition in cattle and horses and they may also be
used in sheep and goats. Mechanical calf pullers may be
used to attach calving ropes to, and they can be used to
apply enormous force to the calf. In inexperienced hands
they are, however, of considerable danger as, unless the
reproductive canal is sufficiently open to allow the calf to
come out, great damage can be done to both calf and
mother.
On occasions where either the calf is so deformed or
the reproductive canal is too small, embryotomy may be
necessary. The usual method is to cut off parts of the
fostus by means of embtyotomy wire introduced into the
uterus via a double tube, and operated from the outside.

Prolapse reaIfa/ners
Before parturition, internal pressure due to the increased
size of the uterus may cause the cervix to prolapse. This
must be replaced and held in position until the pressure
is released at parturition. Various trusses and retaining
aids are available for this purpose. A prolapse of the

data lor goats, shaep, cattle and buffaloes.

Age at puberty fmonths): male
: female
Age at first service (months): male
: female
Seasonal reproduction
Oestrus cycle (days)
Duration of oestrus (hours)
Time of ovulation in relation to oestrus (hours)
Gestation langth (days)
Dependence on corpus luteum throughout
mmw
SllenI ovulation at first cycle of breeding season
Signs of osstrus in absence of male

Goals

Sheep

Cattle

z
S-7
7.19

75
4.15
912
9.18
YES

510
5.10
I2
14-22
No
21
IS
I4
after
end
2so

IEI
22
after
beginning
150

ii
1843
after
beginning
I47

Yes
No
Yes

Et
No

Suffa/oes
10
1319
IS
14.25
No
I$2

310

No
Yes

Few
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whole uterus may occur after parturition
due to
continued contractions. If this can be replaced it may be
held in position until the contractions stop. In this more
serious type of prolapse infection is highly likely.
Farrowing crates
In many intensive systems of pig husbandry sows are
confined in farrowing crates in order to reduce the risk of
them tying on. or otherwise damaging the piglets. This
consists of a set of horizontal tubular rails which restrict
the movement of the sow and allow the piglets into an
escape area which is usually warmed with an infra red
light in order to attract them when they are not feeding.
Brooding cabinets and lamps
Poultry brooders are also available commercially. The
main purpose of these are, of course, to allow
temperature and humidity to be closely regulated in the
early and most critical days of the chick’s life.
Rearing
Normally young animals are reared by their mothers. If
however the mother’s milk is required for human
consumption or the mother dies at parturition the young
may have to be artificially reared.
Every effort should be made to ensure the young
receive colostrum, the first milk produced by the mother,
before being transferred to artificial milk replacer. A wide
variety of teats, buckets and cafeteria systems are
available for artificial rearing. If a new born animal is very
weak a stomach tube may be needed to introduce liquid
food directly into the stomach.
If a foster mother is available it may be possible to
persuade her to adopt an orphan. Lamb-adopting crates
can be used to secure a ewe whilst she becomes
accustomed to a lamb and it acquires her smell.
Feeding and watering: concentrate feeding
A wide variety of equipment
is manufactured
for
providing concentrated
feed to animals. The range
extends from simple troughs to complex conveyor
feeding systems for intensively kept chickens. Only the
simplest equipment is covered by this guide - that
which might effectively reduce food wastage.
Very rarely will the diet of livestock be complete in all
the minerals
required for optimum
performance.
Minerals, especially salt, should be provided, and a

number of patent dispensers are available for this
purpose. Poultry, whilst producing eggs, can often
benefit from extra calcium provided in the form of
crushed sea shells, e.g. oyster shell. To avoid wastage
this should be provided in a specialist container.
Grazhtg
Most domestic animals forage for the major portion of
their diet. Usuallv thev are carefullv herded. In some
societies grazing 6ontrol is exercised’communally,
but in
many the only way of controlling grazing, and hence the
productivity of fields and pastures, ,S through effective
fencing, which also limits the range of the animals.
Effective fencing is invaluable in both stock and
grazing management. The erection of post and-wire
fences is made easier by the use of post-hole diggers. A
post driver is easier for the inexperienced person to use
than a sledge hammer and does not split the top of the
fencing post. Wire strainers allow barbed and plain wire
to be strained tight. Fencing pliers are invaluable for
cutting and straining wire and for pulling out or knocking
in staples.
Temporary electric fencing is an alternative to
permanent fencing.
Electric fencing
systems are
available which are easy to erect and may be run from
mains or battery supply. Solar-powered electric fences
are becoming available.
Waier
Provision of sufficient
clean water will enhance
productivity. The watering system chosen for any animal
production system will depend on the source available.
If piped water is available then an automatic system
will reduce the labour requirement. It must however be
checked at regular intervals.
A pasture pump can be used to provide water from
underground springs or nearby water sources. These
simple pumps will draw water from a depth of 8 metres
and can be operated by the muzzle of an animal.
General health care: routine tasks
Castrating, tailing, disbudding, de-horning, tooth-cutting,
de-beaking and foot-care are all regular husbandry tasks
for which there Is a range of equipment available. The
most suitable equipment will depend on individual
circumstance, and the species and age of the animals
concerned.
Animal husbandry tasks are made easier by well
thought out handling systems. These range in complexity
from a simple bull nose-holder, through head baits to
races and crushes in which the animal may be secured
for treatment, be it foot trimming or drenching.
For sick or prone cattle there are a number of cow
lifting devices available. These range from an inflatable
cube to a winch which fits over the animal’s pin bones.
Spraying equipment is used to apply insecticides to
animals. Insects can be directly deleterious to animals
because they are parasitic by nature or they may be
vectors of disease.
Emergency treatment
Treatment of serious animal diseases should ideally be
carried out by a trained veterinarian. In some Countries
however Animal
Health Auxilliaries
(AHAs) are
responsible for the notification
of the presence Of
disease and for the implementation
of the necessary
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control and preventative measures. AHAs some:irnes
diagnose. treat and control diseases. The veterinary
equipment covered in this guide is an example of the
equipment which might be used by an AHA in the
treatment and control of routine animal health problems.
Some of the equipment might also be valuable to an
informed stock+.vner.
Milking
The simplest meihod of milk extraction is of course hand
milking. If a milking herd or flock increases in size, or if it
is desirable to machine milk for reasons of hygiene, there
is a range of small milking machines available.
The simplest machille-milking
system consists of a
pump to supply vacuum, a pulsator to regulate the
alternate collapse and opening of the flexible rubber
liners in each teat cup of the cluster. Lastly a bucket or
churn into which the milk from the cluster is drawn under
VaCti”“l.
This system may be arranged in three ways:
l The whole system may be mounted on a trolley for
ease of mobility
0 Comp:etely mobile systems are also available in which
the vacuum pump is separate from the milk storage
vessel. The pump may oe trolley mounted or have a
carrying handle.
0 Small vacuum pumps are available for use with an air
tine. The airline supplies vacuum to a bucket plant
which is mobile.
Any milking. machine should be designed to maintain
the vacuum in the system at the recommended level and
minimize vacuum fluctuations.
The pulsators must
operate at the pulsation rate and ratio of milking to non.
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milking phase recommended
by the manufacturer.
Pulsationless machines which work at continuous iow
vacuum are available. This method is said to ensure
maximum milk extraction in minimum time. Milking
machines are most commonly powered by electricity but
many of the small models may be powered by a diesel or
petrol motor. A hand.operated vacuum pump is also
available for situations where no mechanical power
source is available. This pump produces a continuous
low vacuum for use with pulsationless
milking
equipment. Once milking is completed milk should be
cooled as quickly as possible to prevent the growth of
any micro.organisms present. Small bulk tanks and in.
churn coolers are available for this purpose.
Additional equipment will be required if the milk is to
be processed further. Equipment for processing small
quantities of milk is of limited avaiiability.
Cream
separators and butter churns are supplied by a number of
manufacturers
but small-scale cheese and yoghurtmaking equipment and small cold stores are scarce and
highly priced. Complete dairying installations
can be
provided by many companies but only one company
specializes in small dairying plants for tropical and subtropical conditions.
Advantages
The advantages of using specialist
equipment
m
livestock production systems are to be found in reduced
labour requirement or improved ease of operation and
operator safety; in the reduction of waste; in the
extension of livestock.keeping to people and areas where
it has not been traditionally practised; and in !!?e practice
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of animal health care by livestock farmers.
Equipment for animal handling falls into the first
category. Property constructed races and crushes, the
use of hurdles for sheep, or bull ho!ders for the safe
handling of horned cattle can all improve the productivity
of labour and operator safety.
The reduction of wasted feed and water is best
achieved by well-made feeders and watering devices.
These wilt also reduce contamination of the feed and
water and hence lower exposure to infection.
By using suitable housing, animals such as poultry
and rabbits can be kept in areas where traditionally this
has been difficult, perhaps because of predators. Also
the use of reproductive
aids, especially
artificial
insemination. has enabled farmers to own maybe only
one female animal ??d to have it serviced by a premier
quality sire, enabling the farmer to raise calves of high
potential and hence remain competitive.
Specialist veterinary equipment for dosing animals or
for the treatment of minor ailments, if made available to
trained livestocker farmers, will enhance their animals’
productivity. The mast useful equipment is that which is
adapted to fill a need rather than that which is transferred
directly from intensive livestock systems to the lessintensive systems of poor livestock owners.
Affematives
As has been said earlier, livestock husbandry requires
few tools. Livestock is kept in developing countries
without recourse to any of the gadgets used in intensive
livestock keeping. These gadgets may not be relevant
because of a differing scale of enterprise, the local
ctimatic conditionsor other circumstance. They may also
require operating skills and technical back.up which is
not available in developing countries. !n addition, villagemade equipment, particularly that for handling animals,
may be most suited to the need.
Livestock husbandry may often be improved through
education and training with no additional equipment.
Improvements in nutrition, hygiene and health care will
have significant effects. Provision of adequate water will
enhance production, especially of milk. And breed
improvements may raise productivity. New equipment is
not essential to implement such changes.
Economics
The costs and benefits of using equipment in the keeping
of livestock cannot be summarized in a general way. It is
better to consider the desirability of livestock husbandry,
which was well summarized by W.J.A. Payne in 1981:
The rationale for increasing livestock production,
despite the fact that animals are inevitably relatively
inefficient converters of basic materials and energy
into human food, is based on the following
considerations:
0 Livestock, particularly
ruminants,
can process
forage and waste crop materials inedible by man into
nutritionally
desirable food products, many of high
protein, mineral and vitamin content and including
some of high calorific value.
l Approximately 40 per cent of the total land available
in developing countries can be used only for some
form of forage production and a further 30 per cent is
scheduled as forest with some potential for the

%ell-fed cows produce more milk.
production of forage. In addition, some i2 per cent of
the world’s total population live in areas where food
crops cannot be easily grown and where people
depend entirely on the products obtoined from
ruminant livestock.
OLivestock provides, in addition to food products,
additional outputs such as ‘work energy’, manure that
can be used as fertilizer or a source of energy, and
many other commodities useful to man, buch as wool,
hair and hides.
0 Animal, plant and human life are ecologically interdependent and the establishment
of agricultural
systems in which livestock are integrated with field
crops, tree crops, forestry and aquaculture
are
essential for the improvement of overall unit land area
voductivity.
0 Livestock produces food products that add to the
varietv and nutritional aualitv of human diets and
altho;gh it is possible ior hhmans to exist without
them, these foods are relished and sought after by the
majority of mankind.
Given these overwhelming arguments for livestock
production the benefits of maintaining or intensifying the
production through the introduction of equipment Will
need to be assessed at the macro as well as the micro
level. For example, in certain areas it may be deemed
desirable to protect livestock production systems which
are becoming uneconomic because of, say, the pressure
on land, by introducing concentrated
animal feeds,
possibly subsidized, in order to maintain supplies and to
protect incomes. The wastage of these feeds can be
minimized by using the appropriate feeder, which Will
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benefit the individual farmer if the feeder is available at
the right price.
Another example: if it is the policy of an administration
to decentralize animal health care to individual farmers
or faarmers’ groups then the provision of the correct
equipment is essential. The pricing of inputs and outputs
in this case will probably need sdiusting in order to
encourage take up of the health care facilities.
In other words, equipment introduction is likely to be
effected more by a system of direct or hidden subsidies
than just by extending knowledge about and avaifability
of the equipment.
IIIIPM
The use of certain types of livestock equipment can
displace :abour and can make possible large-scale
intensive production systems. It is a matter for policy
makers to decide whether extensive or intensive systems
should be developed. me problems of intensive livestock
raising, which is dependent on imported or centrally
produced feeds, is well known. For example the crises for
large-scale faarmers in pig production in Jamaica or
broiler production around Lima, Peru stem from this
dependence.
There is, thus, some advantage
in
protecting extensive, low-cost. systems, particularly al a
time of rising input costs.
However if in the course of protecting these systems
productivity. particularly in terms of livestock numbers,
increases beyond the carrying capacity of the land, or
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beyond the capacity of the merket, a different and very
serious crisis can develop for poor livestock owners. It is
therefore essential that any new inputs to the livestock
husbandry of poor farmers are accompanied by carefully
worked-out policies for controlling production.
Spacial considerations
Education and training facilities
for improving Ihe
livestock husbandry and related skills of poor livestock
owners need to be emphasized. Given the large numbers
of poor people who depend on livestock for part or all of
their income,
improvements
in their skills and
improvements in their knowledge of the inputs which are
available to assist them could have considerable impact.
Training and extension facilities for livestock farmers are
available and more emphasis on providing these and
providing the necessary new inputs at a reasonable cost
should be given in the years to come.

Alasteir Mews
School of Veterinary Science
University of Bristol
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The domestication of sheep end other animals such as
goats and llamas, from which fibre is narvested, is asold
as recorded history. Wool grows naturaliy on most sheep
to protect them from the rigours of the climate; it keeps
them warm and comfortable. People also like the warmth
and comfort of wool, so each year most of the world’s
sheep are shorn for their fleece. The use to which wool is
put depends largely upon the properties of the fibres
which comprise the fleece, and this is determined by
numerous environmental and genetic factors, of which
breed is probably the most important.
Sheep are farmed throughout the world, from the
Arctic Circle to the extremes of the southern land areas.
In particular, sheep have come to dominate extensive
regions of the Southern Hemisphere, in Oceania, South
America and Africa. This predominant role has led to a
system of sheep farming - management, handling,
meat and wool harvesting - based upon low labour

requirements. Lafge flocks are kept, one man may,
typically, control and care for more than 2000 head of
sheep. This is in marked contrast to developing societies
where full-time care may be given to flocks of 100 sheep
or less; peasant children frequently spend all their
formative years driving and tending the family flock.
The importance of largescale sheep farming practices
is, however, reflected in this section because of the
innovation and development of wool-harvesting systems
and equipment
that have resulted. Much of this
equipment is of Australian and New Zealand origin.
The key to proficient wool harvesting has always been
adequate welldesigned structures, whether temporary or
permaneni; fences, sheds, yards, pens, races, sic. are an
intrinsic part of the system. Although these Structures
are generally beyond the scope of this guide they are
important for the influence that they have had on the
design and development of wool.haNesting equipment.

Ran the layout of yards and sheds so that stock and
p,eopl% can move w$th a minimum of effort. Provide the
facilities that encourage handlers and shearers to
perform at their best. Use methods and equipment which
ease materials handling, particularly in the wool room
where this is appropriate. Wool harvesting is normally a
Once a year activity, although sheep in some parts of the
wartd are shorn two or three times a year.
In addition to complete fleece removal, wool is also
regularly ctipped from around the hind-legs and rump for
h,ygiene purposes. In New Zealand this is called
“crutching”.

largely given way to mechanical shearing in the industrial
countries since that time, although they are still favoured
by some. In particular, blades remain popular for small
flocks and for crutching, and where contamination of the
fleece from dust, soil or vegetation is a major problem.
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A small general.purpose
building with a single stand can
comfortably
handle
400-600 sheep.
Blade shearing,
portable machines
or fixed equipment C.%I all be

considered.
Wool harvesting equipment normally used in industrial
countries comprises mechanical shearing plant and
associated wooLhandling aids such as tables, scales,
presses and trollies. Peasant farmers typically have none
of this equipment available: sheep are shorn with blades,
and wool is collected and handled in traditional manner.
In between the two extremes there are many variations,
and there is usually scope and opportunity for improving
sheep and wool handling on most farms - and
improvements
may enhance the standard of wool
preparation and thereby enable it to attract more
favourable market prices.
Blade shearing is an entirely practical proposition for
harvesting wool, and was widely used by all woolgrowers until the early part of this century. Blades have

shearing

‘1
equipment.

Power for mechanical shearing can be obtained from
mains electricity or from a small internal combustion
engine. The latter can provide a direct mechanical link to
shearing equipment through pulleys and drive shafts, or
power a generator.
Mechanical shearing plant - and specialist woolhandling equipment such as presses - requires ragular
technical care and a spare parts backup service. If these
are not available locally, wool-growers should consider
holding a selection of consumable spare parts. This will
necessitate forward planning and purchasing, and if this
is not practical wooLgrowers should remain with blade
shearing.
Both mechanical shearing and blades have a role to
play. The simplicity and low cost of blades should be
compared with the faster work rate of mechanicai
shearing equipment, But speed and close shearing is not
always desirable. Moreover, the cost of sophisticated
equipment, and the problem of maintaining
it and
servicing it can present problems in some societies.
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Technical development in recent years has enhanced
sheep and wool-handling
practices.
There are
opportunities for using this information and equipment,
whatever the scale of wool harvesting planned.

Sheephandling

equipment

A regular delivery of sheep from pen to shearing stand is
essentiaL After shearing the sheep must be promptly
removed and the next one presented. The fleece is taken
away simultaneously with the changeover oi sheep. The
design of the yards and shed available will vary
according to local practice. but it is essential for the
movement o,f stock to be as proficient as possible. A
considerable selection of pens, races and gates are
availabte to ease stock handling, of which a few are
shown in the guide.
She&~ Handlers A mechanical frame for holding a
single sheep. Used for a variety of purposes such as
crutching. fo,ot paring, ear tagging. etc. Several designs
of sheep handler are available. Most could be made
localiy with simple metal-forming
skills. Licenced
manufacture should be considered.

row bow spring designs are used. Available wherever
sheep are farmed. Can be used for full shearing or
crutching.

Shearing

Shearing
Tables A development of sheep handlers.
The animal is securely held horizontally on a steel deck,
thereby enabling the shearer to work comfortably in a
normal standing position. As an aid to wool harvesting,
shearing tables are particularly suitable for small flocks,
learner shearers or those who suffer back problems.

Shearing equipment
Blades May vary in design and efficiency from simple
Pivot scissors to precision-made sprung blades of the
finest steels. Long or short blades with single or double

table,

Mechanical
Shearing Equipment normally comprises
a hand.piece, a drive-shaft and a source of power.
Designs vary with technical
progress: mechanical,
electrical, electronic
and air-powered equipment
is
available. The hand-piece has an oscillating cutter and
rigid comb which cuts in both directions. It is slim, lightweight and well-balanced. Engineering tolerances are
fine. The cutter crosses the comb at speeds of up to 6600
times each minute. The drive-shaft is flexible and made
of gut, nylon core or steel shafting, and powered by a
separate
electric
motor.
Some earlier
designs
transmitted power through belt-driven steel shafts to a
bank of shearing stands.
Power can be derived from any convenient source;
internal
combustion
engine, generator
or mains
electricity. Even hand-cranked gearing has been used.
Regular lubrication and maintenance is essential for
prolonged trouble-free use. General-purpose and handpiece maintenance tool-kits are required.
Portable
Shearing
Equipment
Several designs are
available which may be stand-alone, back.pack or fence
hung. Some units also incorporate a grinder wheel.
Electric, oetrol engine or tractor powered. Shearing onto

a clean surface with temporary structures and portable
equipment (or blades) is a practical proposition for small
flocks. Tractor-powered equipment may suit some wool
growers.
Power Grinders:
essential for regularly sharpening
mechanical shearing equipment. Double and single disc
grinders are available. Electric or line-shaft power. A
clamping plate, glue and a supply of grinding papers are
required. (Blades do not require a power grinder; a
general purpose foot- or handcranked grinding wheel is
preferred. When ground, hone the blades with an
oilstone.)
Woobh8ndling equipment
After shearing. the fleece may be skirted, classed, stored
in bins, pressed into bales and stored in readiness for
transport. Specialist equipment has been developed to
aid each step. Much of it can be fabricated locally, using
foreign designs if necessary.
MIaol Table: of either circular or rotating or fixed
rectangular
design for oneman
or two-man use,
respectively. Each fleece is spread on the table for
inspection. Soiled or faulty pieces are removed, and each
fleece is rolled separately in readiness for classing and
pressing. Two tables are advantageous when four or
more shearing stands are used.
Woo! Bins: these help separate and store individual
fleeces and the various sweepings, damaged and soiled
pieces of WOOI. Bins can be permanent or temporary
fixtures, and made of a variety of materials such as
gal,ranired steel, timber, wire mesh or stee! frames with
jute or plasfic inserts.
&%ol Press: consolidates complete fleeces or pieces
into a transportable package that is easily handled by
Simple hand-tools and mechanical aids. If wool is
entering international trade, baling isessential. Sales are
usually packed in jute sacks and weigh from 45.150kg
according to accepted local practice. The bales are sewn
closed and marked with a standard code to indentify the
kind of wool, its, origin, bale number, etc. Stencils and
stencil brushes are required. Wool presses vary from the
simple manual winch to automated electrohydraullc
designs. Same have weighing scales. They are normally
of timber or steel and timber construction.
68fo hand!ing aids
A simple steel hook and a bale trolley (with steel wheels
or hard rubber tyres) are indispensible when manoeuvring
wool bases. Sale lifters and hoists are also required for
stackina and loadina bales into store and onto road
trucks. ”
Scales: it may be important for the wool-growers to
have a record of wool weiahts. either from individual
animals or from the who& flock. Such records aid
decisions for breeding or decisions for marketing, for
example. Fleece or bale scales of variox
types are
available; they require regular ca!ibratiLn EX: careful use.
The impmf8nce of choosing carefully
Welldesigned sheep handling facilities will enable sheep
to be presented to the shearers quickly and with
minimum effort. Suitable and well-maintained equipment
will enable the shearer to remove the fleece with a
minimum of cuts and damage to stock, and with a
minimum of physical effort. The training and selfdisciptine required of the shearer is an important factor

:hat will help avoid stress or injury both to himself and to
stock. (In the wool shed adequate sorting and storage
space and equipment will enhance the quality of work.
Improved wool-handling techniques and shed designs
:a” be adapted from experienced wool-growers. These
:an be obtained from national or international agencies if
they are not available locally.)
Apart from the small numbers of sheep that naturally
shed their wool annually, or those from which wool is
Dlucked, some kind of specialist shearing equipment
is always essential for removing woo1. Alternative cutting
squipment, such as generaLpurpose types of scissors,
secateurs or knives which may be available to the woolgrower are not satisfactory. They are a hazard to both
stock and handlers, and the value of the fleece will be
lowered if it is not removed cleanly.
The choice of suitable shearing equipment available is
therefore relatively
narrow. A pair of blades and
sharpening stones is one lowcost approach; blades
require no auxiliary
power source. Mechanical
or
slectrical shearing equipment generally reduces the
laborious effort required of blade shearing, although the
techniques differ. Shearing is more even and loss of wool
IS minimized. Most of the wool that enters international
trade is harvested mechanically, and the care and use of
mechanical equipment is within the ability of most wool.
growers, although the financial implications
require
:areful consideration. Purchase and operational costs
are high when compared to blade shearing.
Cosfs 8nd b8nefib
The infrastructure required for harvesting wool from large
flocks - yards, sheds, fixtures and equipment - is
considerable. Cost will depend upon stock throughput
and local manufacturing and building rates. Mechanical
equipment may have to be imported, which will add
further costs.
In New Zealand, for example, in mid-1964 a modern
two-stand building of 72m2 with yards attached may cost
of the order US$lO,OOO-12,000, complete and ready for
shearing. It could comfortably hand18 a flock of 1000
sheep.
For small flocks, of say 100 sheep or less, It I8 entirely
practical to construct a temporary enclosure, for example
by using portable gates or fences, and to blade shear
onto a tarpaulin alongside. An experienced blade shearer
can handle more than 60 sheep a day, with Support. In
between a permanent singlepurpose
facility and a
temporary structure a variety of arrangements can be
devised.
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Wool harvesting comprises e/l the acttvities associated with
shearing, inctudlng stock handling, Neece r8mOV8l end WOO/
handling. Consider these act/v/t/es In sequence es a system.

Wool harv@ng
Indicative cosfs
Some indication of the costs of the sheep- and woolhandling equipment required for these facilities is shown
below.

Example

1

Annual wool-harvesting
costs for a single stand
facility housed in a general.purpose building, and
with adjoining yards; proprietary equipment used.
Fixed Costs

ShaapRendting equipmnl
Shearlng plant

Power grinder

450

25
30

P&able
Portable otant
plant
Tractormounted
piant
Hand piece
Comb and cutter

300

25

225
175
12

273
15
2

3i

Shsariny .rble

xl

Wooshandling aquipmenr
Flaecs weigher
100
Weal fable
150
Wool bin
175
3
Wcol pack, jute
75
Pack holder
wool prsss.
2250
hydraulic
Wool press,
700
manual
Stencils
&row&hock
12

Tractor required
Two or more
sets required

2

10
al&es
Grinding &
sharpening stones 50
700
Handier a race
400

Electric power
Elsctrlc power.
Spare grinding
pap~r~ a glue
Gasoline supply

8
12
15

Hand cranked
Semioermanent
fixture

Wall mountsd
Circular
Free standing

5
.mo
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Cost of buildings and yards at US$4500
financed by a lo-year term loan at 15%
pa. Half cost attributable to wool
harvesting; remainder to other farm uses.
Cost of equipment at US$2400. Financed
by a lo-year term loan at 15% pa.
Depreciation of structures and equipment
over 10 years. Zero resale value.
Insurance.
Repairs and maintenance of structures at
10% of purchase cost.
Total fixed costs
Variable

Costs

Movement of stock to and from yards.
Labour; 2 men for 6 days at US$425Olday.
Materials.
Repairs and maintenance of equipment
at 12% pa of purchase cost.
Wool baling, storage and transport from
yard.
Power.
Miscellaneous costs at 10% of total
variable costs.
Total variable costs
To!al costs

uss
335
360
690
30
A?!2
1865
uss
5;‘:
125
285
180
60
120
1320
3185

Power required

50

Hand+vinch

10

Rubber tyred

Economkr

Coats begin to be incurred from the moment the stock Is
assembted for shearing, and continue until the sheep are
moved back to pasture, and the wool Is transported away.
For a small domestic flock these additional handling
costs will be low; for a large flock gathered over a wide
area, stock and wool-handling costs will be high.
Costs can always be considered as fixed and variable.
Fixed costs will cover depreciation, interest, insurance,
and maintenance of sheds and yards. Variable costs are
all the others, and include transport, shearing, labour,
materials, repairs and maintenance to equipment, wool
baling and bale handling. (For temporary shearing
arrangements all costs are variable.)
The performance of a particular wool-harvesting
system will be governed by a number of factors,
including design and layout, the experience of shearers
and handlers, and the nature of the sheep themselves.
Even the prevailing
weather is important.
Stock
throughput is a popular yardstick, measured per day or
per hour. The cost per bale, or cost per sheep shorn, are
alternative measures. A woolgrower must take into full
aCCOunt any personal labour or family labour when
assessing true costs.
Costs for your particular wool harvesting requirements
will clearly vary, but the following examples may be a
useful guide.

For a throughput of 600 head of stock annually, the
wool-harvesting cost is of the order US$5 per animal
is clearly a significant cost, and is only practical with
high.yielding wool sheep such as Merinos or Crossbreds
(4kg per fleece). For lowyielding wool sheep (1.2kg per)
fleece) a cheaper wool.harvestlng cost Is essential.
Example 2

Annual wool.harvesting costs for a temporary yard
of local materials, and blade shearing on to a
tarpaulin. Local wool storage for home use.

us
Fixed Costs
Variable

nil

costs

Movement of stock.
Labour, 2 men for 10 days at
US64250Jday each.
Materials, fencing, tarpaulins, timber,
sacking, etc.
Equipment, blades and stones
Wool packaging, storage and transport
Miscellaneous at 10% of total costs
Total costs

40
850
325
80
50
13L)
1475

For the same size flock (600 head) wool.harvesting
costs will be US$2.50 per animal.
In New Zealand, contract shearing teams are available
for hire for wool harvesting. The farmer is expected to

provide sll the required
shearing
facilities
and
equipment,
including
accommodation
and cooking
facilities for staff. Sheep must be delivered to the team
Complete shearing, including ali woolshed
as re~uimd.
tabour for stock and wool handling will cost of the order
USS62.50 for tQQ sheep. A team may contain two or more
shearers, and throughput will be high.
Scale of equipment
Wool harvesting requires specialist equipment that may
be expensive to purchase. But this equipment is
essential for haNesting quality fleeces. The cost of the
equipment can be minimized by sharing it with others.
Use the equipment and facilities as much as possible;
handle as many stock as time will allow. Constder
harvesting fibres from other animals in addition to sheep,
such as goats.
The preferred choice of equipment and system of use
will clearly depend upon the scale of wool harvesting
required, and the finances available to the wool-grower. A
number of opt& c will present themselves: considec
l Cosr Is there sufficient justification for the level of
expenditure planned? Is there sufficient cash available to
meet purchase costs? If money is loaned for purchases,
can it be repaid satisfactorily?
l Capa&y Does the choice of sheep and wool-handling
facilities match the size of the flock? Is there room for
expansion?
l Loca?ion If the equipment and facilities are located
permanently in one place will it suit all those who expect
to use it? Would temporary locations and portable
equipment be more suitable?
l Aveffebilify Is the equipment already available locally
from a reputable supplier. If not, is anyone willing to
manufacture or sell this equipment in the district? What
kind of spare parts, power and advisory service is on
hand?
0 Experience Is the equipment easy to use? Can tuition
be obtained either locally or at a national tralnlng centre?
What local skills exist for malntainlng and eervlclng the
equipment?

l SociaNy accepfable Will the choice of system and
equipment be readily acceptable to local people? What
changes to existing social practice will be required? Will
the new ways be easy to understand and use? Has the
demand for chanae come from the communitv or from
outside?
Having short-listed the most suitable equipment, an
economic
evaluation
of all inputs and outgoinos
associated with them will help identify the best iho&.
Compare the new methods of wool harvesting with
current practices. Some aspects of the new methods
may be difficult
to quantify
economically.
An
improvement in health or leisure time, for example,
clearty has great value socially. Selecting equipment on
price alone also presents problems. Quality is important.
When making a choice always buy the best that funds
will allow. Seek advice from those with experience of the
equipment selected before buying.
The seasonal nature of shearing will mean that
facilities and equipment are used for only a few days in
the year; this exacerbates their cost to the wool-grower.
Many wool-growers use their sheds for general storage
purposes during the remainder of the year. Races and
yards, can also be used for other annual stock-handling

activities
selling.

such as drenching,

weighing,

selecting

and

Health and safely
Shearing is hard work and requires a strong wrist and a
flexible back. Blade shearing is more demanding than
machine shearing. The key to minimizing physical effort
is style. A quiet methodical approach to shearing,
without excessive movement or flourish, is essential. The
animal is balanced against the shearer and their
combined weight, of 140kg or thereabouts,
is coordinated with the requirements of the hand-piece or
blades. The sheep is continually
being moved into
position for the next blow. This is a highly skilled
sequence of movements that may take several years to
master.
Speed must never be a substitute for quality. Damaged
stock or damaged wool will reduce the value of the
haNeSt.
Care must be taken not to injure stock where
they are most vulnerable; place the fingers of the free
hand over the teats of the ewe when cutting near them
and take care with the pizzle of the male.
Sheep are remarkably hardy animals, but even the
most hardy constitution will be susceptible to infection
from open wounds. Mark any wounded stock and treat
them accordingly.
Simple first.aid equipment
and
supplies should be available whenever shearing or
crutching is in progress. Surgical needles and thread
should also be avallable for stitching badly cut sheep.
WooLgrowers are fully responsible for their own
safety, that of their workers and their stock. Maximize
safety by providing suitable shearing equipment in good
order, healthy and clean stock, and a working
environment that is light and well ventilated. Provide
shade if necessary.
Social impact
Wool hanresting is normally a time of great social
activity. It may be the focal point of the farming year,
when nelghbourlng farms or villages muster stock for the
shared responslblllty
of shearing. Sharing work and
facllltles helps to reduce effort and cost. The greater the
throuahDut of stock the lower the Incremental cost of
haNeSting.
lmorovement stock and wool.handlino facilities helD to
red& then level of drudgery involved: thky also ease ihe
physical burden of those who handle both sheep and
wool. A knowledge of stock behaviour will impart less
stress on both animals and people.
Sophisticated equipment such as shearing machines
and mechanical or hydraulic wool presses will bring a
degree of dependency upon external suppliers. This is
probably unavoidable if high output, and enhancedstandards systems of harvesting, are required. Carefully
evaluate the manufacturers concerned with the sources
of supply for important spare parts before purchasing.
With both a measure of forward planning, and some
initial
technical
skills, these systems can work
satisfactorily in the most isolated community. A supply
of power is. however, normally required.
Blade shearing requires similar skills, but without the
dependency inherent in many mechanical systems. Yard
and shed facilities should be of the most convenient
design for maximum efficiency of stock and wool
handling. Many wool.growers prefer the quiet nature of
blade shearing. The system can be operated with little 01
no demand for external assistance.

Wool harvesting
Special considerations
Training is an essential part of all farm activities, and
wool harvesting is no exception. Although basic training
can be taught from formal instruction,
practical
experience is essential. Training should complement the
expertence gained from local experts. Traditional
requirements
vary widely however, and particularly
between breeds. Merino and Crossbred sheep together
produce most of the worlds wool, but the style of
shearing required by each differs considerably.
The different
skills, knowledge
and managerial
expertise required of blade and mechanical shearing
practices should be recognized. Seek advice from
suppliers of equipment if this is available. Is training
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available for one or two local people before changing
practices? Try to acquire these skills during the season
before the change is made. The social problems that may
arise from a failure to introduce new ideas successfully
can be a major barrier to progress. Seek consensus and
discussion with those involved before making changes;
do this before making any major purchases. The
differences in wool harvesting practices between the
industrialized farming regions of the world and many
peasant communities is considerable. Seek advice from
agencies in countries from where you expect to adopt
new ideas or buy equipment.
NZ Agricultural

Peter Steele
Engineering
Institute
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Throughout history, and in all regions, beekeeping has
been a specialized occupation of certain communities or
families, remaining a mystery to the population as a
whole. This is still true today, although now there are also
large commercial beekeeping enterprises, and state and
collective bee farms. The range of beekeeping operations
in the tropics and subtropics is greater than anywhere
else - from primitive honey hunting to some of the
largest beekeeping enterprises in existence. Most of the
honey exported onto the world market is produced in the
subtropics.
Honey production involves both stock rearing (bees)
and the handling and processing of food (honey). Widely
differing items of equipment are therefore used, at
various technologicai levels. In general a knowledge of
beekeeping is necessary in order to understand the
design and use of the equipment.
In addition to the different technological
levels,

beekeeping in the tropics and subtropics uses bees of
different
species and races, each with its own
characteristics.
Most beekeepers in temperate-zone
countries are familiar only with ths European honeybee
Apis mellifera.

BEES KEPT IN THE TROPICS AND SUBTROPICS
Some beekeeping equipment must be precision-made
according to the size of the worker bees. Bees build
parallel combs at a precise distance apart, depending on
the body size of the worker, and frame hives will nc:
succeed unless they conform to this distance.
European

and Mediterranean

bees

The most widely used bees in the world are European
Apis mellifera.
Most of the equipment sold, and thus
most of the entries in this catalogue, is for use this
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bee. The modern movable-frame hive was developed in
the last century for this temperate-zone bee. It was not
designed for tropical honeybees, and much time and
effort have been wasted in the past by trying to manage
tropical bees in the same type of hive, and by the same
methods.
Various types of European bees were taken overseas,
and their descendants are the bees used in most parts of
the New World, where there are no native honeybees.
European bees are now widespread in the Americas,
Australia. New Zealand, and some of the Pacific islands.
In the Mediterranean region - including Africa north of
the Sahara - fairly distinct types of Apis metfifera are
native. Some of them (in Israel, for instance) are now
largely replaced by more productive bees of European
ancestry. However. except in an isolated oasis or island,
such replacement must be a continuing process, since
new young queens are likely to mate with native drones,
giving hybrid offspring of little use.
African bees
Tro~pical Africa also has native Apis mellifera. They are
slightly smaller than European Apis mellifera, and their
behaviour is notably different. They are more readily
alerted to fly off the comb, and to sting, and when one bee
stings. others are attracted to sting at the same place.
Colonies are liable to abscond from their hives if
disturbed, and in some areas the colonies migrate
s,easonally. These are paramount factors governing bee
management and hive design.
In Madagascar the native honeybee is a subspecies
Apis mellifera
unicolor, and this bee was introduced in
past centuries to islands previously without honeybees,
including Mauritius and Reunion. European bees are
introduced successfully (and of necessity continuously)
into these islands. In the very south of mainland Africa is
Apis mellifera

Bees in Latin America
Latin America has seen a Qreat Change in beekeaping
during the past thirty years. Eurocean Apis mellifera was
used previously, but in 19% seine tropicai Apis mellifera
queens were introduced
from South Africa; their
offspring hybridized with the Apis mellifera already there,
and proved dominant over them; they Mlere tropical bees,
whereas the European bees were not. These ‘Africanized’
bees have now spread throughout
much of South
America and well into Central America. They still have
the tropical African characteristics,
including
high
‘aggressiveness’.
This has altered
management
practices but has also increased honey yields.

capensis.

Workers of the four honeybee
f/area ‘, ‘Apis dorsata:
‘Apis
mellifera’.
Asian

In eastern Asia Apis cerana has spread northwards as
far as China, Korea, Japan and the Far East of U.S.S.R.;
i.e. into the north temperate zone. Apis mellifera has
been introduced into these same regions, and is now
used in many agricultural areas where it is much more
productive than Apis cerana. It is the basis of the
beekeeping industries
of the countries concerned.
Beekeeping with Apis cerana tends to be a separate
activity, often employing traditiona! fixed-comb hives and
manaQement methods, confined to hill counhy with
native flora, where Apis mellifera would not do as well.
Apis dorsata and Apis Norea build a single comb in the
open, and cannot be kept in enclosed hives. Both live
only in the tropics of Asia. Apis dorsata is the largest of
the honeybees: its comb may be a metre or more across,
and it yields much honey. The honey is harvested by
honey hunters, as described below.

species: from left
cerana’,
Euqpear!

‘Apis;
‘Apis

bees

Asia is the most complex continent with regard to
honeybees, there being three native tropical species,
Apis cerana, Apis dorsata, Apis Norea. There are Apis
mellifera native in the west Furkey, the Levant, Iran, Iraq,
etc.), and European Apis mellifera
has also been
introduced in many places elsewhere. Apis cerana, the
.4siatic hive bee, looks like a smaller version of Apis
mellifera. In India and elsewhere it is kept in small frame
hives. The size of Apis cerana varies more than that of
Apis mellifera. The smallest are found in parts of lowland
tropical Asia, and the largest in the western Himalayas;
the latter are about the size of Apis mellifera,
and
Europeantype hives and fittings can be used for them.
,~-.

used.

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF HONEY PRODUCTION
Honey

hunting

Certain communities in Asia and Africa get much honey
by hunting wild nests of honeybees in trees and rocks. In
tropical Asia all of the large honey harvest from Apis

Beekee9ing
is obtained in this way. Honey hunters reach the
nests by ladders, or from a rope let down from the top of
the cliff above the nests. Although honey hunting is a
widespread
and hazardous occupation,
very iittle
attention has been given to improving the equipment
used, and none is on sale as wch - so it is not recorded
in this catalogue. It may include specially shaped knives
to cut the combs out, and appropriate wide containers to
catch the pieces of comb and carry them home. A
smouldering bunch of twigs, Qrass. etc., is used to smoke
the bees.
Collecting honey from nests of other honeybees (often
in trees) is somewhat less danaerous. Combs taken from
the nests are put into barrels, gourds or baskets, all
locally made. Apis florea, whose range extends into
China, and as far west as Oman, is used for a primitive
form of beekeeping in Oman, but again, no equipment is
on sale.
dorsata

Traditional

hives

Tropical Africa has a rich tradition of beekeeping in hives
made locally from a !OQor bark, earthenware, or basketry
of various types. These hives often show a high level of
craftsmanship, and some communities have developed
careful and ingenious methods of taking honey without
killing the bees. Equipment is made locally, and there are
no ‘suppliers’. Log and box hives are used for Apis cerana
in Asia. There are other fixedcomb hives, usually with no
provision for bee management, and therefore needing no
equipment purchased from a supplier.
Another group of bees, the stingless
bees or
Meliponinae, yield modest amounts of honey in tropical
America, and to a smaller extent in Africa. The nests are
hunted to obtain the honey, as they are also in the
tropics/subtropics
of Asia and Australia. Particularly in
Latin America, the bees have been kept in log and pot
hives using methods probably unchanged for centuries,
and also in a few ‘improved’ hives - but these are not
stocked by suppliers.
Both honey hunting and traditional beekeeping are
carried out ‘with equipment made locally from local
materials, at virtually no cost except for the time taken,
and following the experience of previous generations. On
the other hand, most beekeeping
development
programmes are based on improved techniques, and on
locally manufactured or purchased equipment. They can
give much higher yields, but the introduction of high.cost
purchases in place of home-made equipment from local
materials Changes the nature of the enterprise.
Traditional beekeepers may use specialized tools that
they cannot themselves produce, for instance knives and
other metal implements for removing comb? from long

d

Tools used with traditional

Egyptian

hives.

2x5

:yiindrical mud hives. The picture shows a set used
with mud hives containing Apis melfifera lamarckii in
Egypt. Such tools are long-lasting, and a blacksmith
uould be able to copy them when needed.
Hodern movableframe

hives

rhere iS a great gulf between harvesting honey in the
,raditional ways - whether by hunting or from hives md ‘modern’ beekeeping, for which equipment is
wrchased. Modern beekeeping is based on the movable:rame hive devised by the Rev. L.L. LanQStrOth in the USA
n 1851. This hive was the culmination
cf much
?xperimentation in Europe and North America during
xevious decades. It uses rectangular wooden ‘frames’ to
support the combs the bees build. In a natural nest,
:ombs are spaced so as to leave the same distance (a
lee-space) between comb surfaces facing each other.
The wooden frames are similarly distanced from each
Ither so that combs are separated by a bee-space. They
xe suspended on ‘runners’ like files in a suspension
‘iling cabinet. They are movable (i.e. the beekeeper can
‘emove any one frame at will): they are also suitably
fistanced from the inside walls of the hive, so the bees
respect’ this distance and do not build comb across it. If
%larger space is left, bees will build more comb in it; if
ess space, they will attach the frames to the hive walls.
Nowadays a hive is made up of several superimposed
live boxes, each with its complement of suspended
‘lames, and frames in one box are also distanced from
:hose above and below by a suitable bee-space. Thus
:ach frame and hive box must be made to quite precise
limensions. Each box must fit exactly on to the one
selow, with no gaps through which bees could enter or
cave.

bee

I

Cross-section
bee.space.

of Langstroth

Intermediate

movable-comb

movable-frame

N-sp.?cc

hive showing

hives

In the last few decades ‘movable-comb hives have been
developed, which are at an intermediate
level of
technology. instead of the frames, there is a series of
wooden top-bars only, suspended on runners and spaced
similarly to the frames. This spacing is the only precision
measurement in the hive. The sides of the hive slope
inwards towards the bottom. The bees build combs
downwards from the top-bars, but do not attach them to
the sloping walls. These hives are made as a single,
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extra-long box accommodating aboui 30 frames, instead
of several movableframe hive boxes, each holding about
10 frames. and used one above the other.
Another intermediate hive is also a long hive, but it has
vertical sides, and is fitted with partial frames (top-bars
with end.bars). The partial frames are of a size that will fit
a Langstroth hive, so beekeepers can progress from
movable-comb
to movable.frame
beekeeping
by
transferring their partial frames into Langslroth hive
boxes. A few beekeeping equipment manufacturers
make lhese intermediate hives, but otherwise almost the
whole of the beekeeping equipment on sale is for
movable-frame beekeeping with Apis mellifera.
This
beekeepin,g is, after all. the basis of the world’s honeyproducing industry. Movableframe hives and fittings for
&is cerana are on sale in India.

Radial extmtor

Comb.

for spinning

honey out of the cells in the

PIJ%X-l~SEOF EQUIPMENT
When equipment should be purchased
Beekeeping is carried out on a small scale (up to 20
hives), medium scale (20.200 hives) and large scale
(200-50.000 hives under one control). When thinking in
terms of equipment appropriate for different scales of
operation, the position is made easier by the fact that the
hive is the unit in beekeeping.
In movable.frame
beekeeping the hi<e box is the unit within the hive.
Increasing the <.~-.iioof the operation requires more hives,
and more hive boxes and fittings, more bee suits and
smokers, more hives set aside for queen rearing, and so
on, but it does not use larger hives. Increasing the honey
oroduction oer hive reauires more frames and boxes for
each hive.
Increasing the total honey production directly affects
the scale of the honey-handlinq
equipment needed.
Whether beekeepers prdduce 1OOicgof honey a year or
100 tonnes, thF;ir must follow similar procedures in
handling it, but the equipment must be appropriate for
the amount handled. In general, fairly small-scale
equipment is described here, on the grounds that
beekeepers who have moved on to large-scale operation
are likely to have more knowledge of what is available.
Many users of this catalogue are iikely to live and work
in areas outside those where movable-frame Apis
mellifera
beekeeping is the rule or indeed is
appropriate. For this reason items in the catalogue are
arranged in the following order
l Useful for any type of beekeeping, pages 221, 224:
protective clothing, smokers, hive tools:
o Used only in movable.frame beekeeping, pages 222.
226: hives snd fittings,
etc., (movable.comb
beekeeping, page 222);
. Used for handling hive products, pages 227-230:
honey and beeswax extractors, etc.
Some of the equipment for handling hive products is
designed for use with the larger yields obtained with
movable-frame hives. But, provided a sufficient quantity
of honey or wax is to be processed, much of it could be
used for other types of beekeeping.
In beekeeping, benefits from using the more expensive
precisiommade equipment are based on the fact that
of
such equipment allows more and better management
colonies of bees. The modem beekeeper aims to manage
his or her colonies so that they do not swarm, and their
energy is diverted instead to storing more honey which
he or she can harvest.

Advantages of purchasing equipment
Purchase of the equipment listed, from reliable suppliers,
has the following benefits:
0 The equipment is made in large quantities, using
machines that guarantee precision where this is needed.
l The equipment is made of appropriate and well
prepared materials (wood, metal, plastic, etc.).
0 Some of the materials used are not obtainable in every
country. Examples are high quality stainless steel and
moulded polyurethane. For the latter, very large numbers
of each article must be produced and sold to cover costs.
However, few of the specialist suppliers listed below
will be in the same country as the would-be purchaser. It
may therefore be necessary to buy a specific piece Of
equipment from a foreign country. The following are
some of the circumstances
which would make a

Beekeeping
purchase from a foreign country especially useful:
l The equipment is manufactured
from materials
superior to those available lOGally, for example from
spring steel or stainless steel.
0 The design is superior to local design, e.g. honey gates
(valves for obtaining a controlled flow of honey from a
honey tank, etc.).
ame operation of the equipment depends on critical
factors not easily understood from a description, and
hence not easily copied by a local manufacturer, e.g.
some beeswax processors and pollen traps.
l Manufacture is viable only if large numbers are
producea, e.g. moulded plastic honey tanks and
containers.
*The precision required, for example for making frames
for hives, is not available locally.
*Purchase
helps to raise the standard of bee
management, e.g. an effective smoker, or to raise the
quality of honey and beeswax, e.g. fine-mesh honey
strainers.
On the other hand, readers should be warned against
purchasing unnecessary gadgets. Some beekeeping
su;p;;s
list a few such gadgets to satisfy a local
created possibly by publicity
in the
beekeeping press - but such items do not form part of
the basic equipment which is needed everywhere, and
their use may waste much time as weli as money.
The advantages listed apply to competently run groups
and enterprises (including development projects) which
have access to capital. revolving funds or loans. They
also apply to an individual with some capital, provided he
or she has gained enough knowledge to make full use of
the equipment, or can be sure of getting instruction
whenever be or she needs it. For this individual, acquiring
such equipment may be an opportunity to be seized,
bringing considerable benefit.
It is different for poor peasant farmers who win their
livelihood
by using their environment
to the best
advan,tage for their crops and animals. A factory-made
‘improved’ hive of any sort is an alien intrusion in this
environment. Unless they can receive constant support in
their hive management from outside, they may revert to
the familiar hives they made themselves, or they m?y use
the new hive as though /I were a traditional hive, and
ttwreby forego any benefits from it.

Indicative costs and benefits
Costs vary from country to country, and according to the
quality of materials and workmanship - both of which
affect the precision which is essential to effective
modern beekeeping. The only manufacturer to quote
prices for three types of hive (movable-frame, top-bar, and
long African), is John Rau B Co. Ltd. in Zimbabwe. A
frame hive with brood box and two honey supers (all
fitted with frames) is quoted at (Zimbabwe) $50, and a
top-bar hive or a long hive at $26. A traditional hive made
by the beekeeper from local materials could cost little or
nothing.
A competently managed movable-frame hive might
yield more or less twice as much honey as a topaar hive
or long hive, and ten times as much as a traditiona: hife.
If the capital and the competence are assured, in many
circumstances an upgrading of the level of operation to
the most efficient available will give more than a
proportionately
higher return. If not, then beekeeping
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even at the traditional level provides extra food, and
modest amounts of honey and wax to barter or sell, with
virtually no capital outlay.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Accidents constitute the chief hazard to both beekeepers
and honey hunters. In one of the few quan!itative studies
made, the death certificates of 520 male beekeepers in
the U.S.A. were examined, names being obtained from
obituary notices. Only one cause killed a significantly
higher proportion of the beekeepers than of males in the
general population - accidents - which killed 32 of !he
520, whereas only 19 would be expected. Many of the 32
died after a road accident, but one suffered fatal burns
when smoking his bees, and another was asphyxiated
when he used a plastic bag to protect his face from
stings. Another cause of accidental
death among
beekeepers has been poisoning by cyanide when killing
wasps’ nests, or colonies of bees.
In traditional beekeeping in tropical Africa (where
hives are sited in trees for safety), and in honey hunting
everywhere, the greatest common hazard may be falling
in attempting to reach and work at the bees’ nest. In any
community that harvests honey from wild nests, a honey
hunter’s rope is likely to be the strongest one the
community possesses.
There is a real need for the development of methods
and equipment for reducing the mortality among those
who collect honey from Apis dorsata, as well as for
obtaining cleaner and better quality honey from this bee.
It might also be possible to make the honey hunter’s lot
easier by providing efficient smokers, and effective
protective clothing. which would however be very hot.
In at least one area another hazard is responsible for
most deaths.
Honey collectors
in the swampy
Sunderbans forest at the mouth of the Ganges in India
numbered from 913 to 1495 each year in the years
between 1963 and 1972. Of these there were 96
casualties from carnivorous animals, an average of at
least 1 per cent a year.
The layman mlght think that stings would be the chief
hazard in beekeeping. But apart from the tiny minority of
people who are allergic to bee venom, stings present
little hazard to the health of beekeepers. Reactions are
limited to local swelling and itching, and even these may
be absent. Beekeepers normally acquire considerable
immunity to stings, and 20 or even 50 stings on one
occasion would not necessarily
cause more than
temporary inconvenience. The greatest number of stings
known to have been received by a person who survived
them is 2243; other survivors have received 500 or 600.
In the tiny minority of people who become allergic
(hypersensitive),
general
bodily
reactions
occur:
rash, much swelling, difficulty in breathing, and even
unconsciousness. Anyone who suffers a general reaction
should give up beekeeping and avoid future situations
where he or she might be stung. Medical advice should
be sought, and in countries where a desensitization
course is available, this should be discussed with a
medical specialist.
It is always better to avoid being stung, and protec!ion
against stings - especially in the eyes or mouth - is
strongly recommended. Protective clothing Is the first
item of equipment described below.
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SOCIO.ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CHANGING THE
TECHNOLOGY
Beekeeping development does not need high investment
or complicated teChnoloQy. Simple hives can be made
from a variety of natural products which are familiar to
the rural populations in different parts of the world. Some
are already used for traditional hives. Colonies of bees to
populate new hives can be obtained by collecting
swarms, or by dividing existing colonies. In some places
a subsistence farmer can get a higher income from
beekeeping than from all the other work he does during
the year. Also, in rural areas with subsistence agriculture,
beekeeping raises the social standing of successful
beekeepers and, by producing
honey, beekeepers
broaden the food basis of the population.
Whether it is done to produce food for the family or to
provide a cash crop, beekeeping allows great flexibiiity in
the amount of time it occupies. According to the number
of hives kept, it can be spare-time, part-time, or full-time.
Through the formation of co-operatives, beekeeping can
stimulate professional and social contacts for the benefit
of an entire Qroup of people.

In its simplest form, beekeeping needs no imported
technology or investment. If the teChnOlOQiCal capability
is available, the beekeepers’ requirements for hives,
honey containers and other equipment can stimulate
production by local craftsmen. At higher levels of
operation, it may be necessary to import technical
equipment for beekeeping, and for processing honey and
beeswax.
Where beekeeping becomes a large-scale operation
carried out at a modern teChnOlOQiCa1 level - with
movable-frame hives - it ceases to be a means whereby
subsistence farmers can improve their lot through use of
local materials and traditional crafts. Capital investment
is needed, and labour requirements will probably be
minimized in order to increase profits. Honey is produced
for sale in the larger towns, or for export (earning hard
currency), but the lowest income Qroups are unlikely to
benefit from this.
There is one gain from any increased beekeeping
which can benefit the whole rural population. Through
pollination, the food-gathering activities of bees improve
both the quantity and quality of many cultivated crops.
The intensification of agricultural production frequently
includes a greatly increased use of fertilizers and

Table 1. The wodd honey industry, as represented by figures for 13 countries.
7

2

5

6

Net exports
x 1ooD
.__-

Honey per
capita

sugar per
capita

Colonies
x mo

Yield per
colony

1zJo
1118
212

12.7
12.6
6.3

18.5
15.0
‘1.2

Canada
657
51.3
U.S.A.
4275
22.6
Australia + New Zealand
Australia
465
68.0
30.0’
New Zealand
181’
Lath America
Argentina
1300
25.5
Brazil
1800
13.3
Mexk.0
2300
25.5
Africa
No single country of ‘world importance

34.6
93.0

+ 9.5

21.5
7.6

+ 1.1
+ 2.0

28.0
22.0
841)

+ 29.9
+ 0.6
+ 40.0

coutdfy
Eutoce

France
German F.R.
U.K.

honey
x ltmo
~--__---

__--__

2

3
Total

0.4

45

0.7

49

0.5

57

0.1

42

0.28

11

- 6.7
- 62.9
- 20.6

North America

- 37.9

o.ooo4

Asia

China
Japan

57Gu
2%

U.SS.R.

8ooo

19.6
21.4
23.0

Total
27457
World total
% of world represented by the 13 countries

100.00
6.5
190.0
662.1
896.3
67%

7

+ 56.1
- 28.1
+ 16.0
157.2
214.3
73%

0.5

45

156.4
224.7
70%

* from the samesource as column 5
Column1
colonies x 1wO gives the numberof occupied hives in thouSandsin lB3.
YieWWMxlygives the averagehoneyy$ld in kg per colony. 197483
2:;
Total honey x XXX7gives the estimated total honey productionior the country in 1983, in loo0 tonnes.
Column4
Netexports x 1wDgivesthe country’sestimatedhoneyexpnns lesshoneyimports,in 1oM)tonnes.for 1982.Figuresprefixedby +
are net exports. and figures prefacedby - are net imports.
Column5
Honeyper capita gives the estimatedaveragehoney consumptionin kg per capita for the continent as a whole, from sources
quotedin E Crane, Honey:e wmprehensive survey, publishedin 1975,but relating to variousearlieryears.Figuresfor Africa and
Asia are less reliable thzn others.
Column6
Sugarper capita gives the averagesugar consumption in kg per capita for the continent as a whole, from the United Nations
StatMiMI Yearbrmk(1970);most figures relate to 1969.
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pesticides. The latter often kill the population of wild
insects that serve as pollinators of cultivated crops. The
only remedy is to provide a pollination service, by moving
hives of honeybees to the agricultural production areas
during the flowering of the crop, and not killing the bees
with insecticide while they are there.

SUMMARY OF THE WORLD HONEY INDUSTRY
TODAY
Table t gives figures for 13 countries. Columns l-4 are
taken from the statistics of the United States Department
of Agriculture
(USDA Foreign Agricu&ure
Circular
FS3.63). The totals at the foot of Table 1 show that the
data for the 13 countries represent two-thirds to three.
quarters of those for the world as a whole, and therefore
help to present a world picture.
Table 1 shows high honey yields per colony in Canada
and Australia and low ones in Europe. It also shows the
high total honey production of the large countries,
U.S.S.R., China and U.S.A. (190, lM1,93 thousand tonnes,
respectively). The high honey.exporting
countries are
China, Mexico and Argentina (58, 40, 30 thousand
tonnes), and the high net importers are the German
Federal Republic, U.S.A., Japan and U.K. (63, 36, 26, 21
thousand tonnes). Until 1961 Japanese imports exceeded
those of the U.S.A.
The three largest exporters are thus in the subtropics,
and countries in which the European honeybee is not
native. All of the four largest importers are comparatively
rich countries, and all are in the north temperate zone.
Germany and the U.K. belong to the traditional ‘bees-andhoney’ region in Europe, and the U.S.A. was peopled from
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this region. Japan, alone, has developed as a honeyeating country since the Second World War. In the final
two columns in Table 1, figures for honey and sugar
consumption per capita for the continents as a whole are
lowei for Asia than for any other continent. This situation
may change as honey production increases, but only
when incomes also rise:Table 1 suggests that purchased
honey is now a food of affluent societies.

HOW TO PURCHASE BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT
Beekeepers can much more easily purchase equipment
from a supplier in their own country, if it is available, than
from abroad. Beekeepers are urged to try to see a
supplier’s equipment - if possible in use - and to
discuss it directly with the supplier before any purchase
is made. In different areas, paramount qualities may vary
- for example suitability of hives for hot, dry conditions,
maintenance of metal equipment in year-round high
humidity, or resistance to termite damage. The following
pages are a descriptive, illustrated catalogue of 66 types
of equipment. With each description is the name and
address of a specialist supplier (if possible one known to
manufacture it), or an indication that it can be obtained
from most general suppliers.
Some of the general suppliers worldwide are listed
below, and further suppliers and manufacturers can be
found In the catalogue.
Dr Eva Crane
International

Bee Research

Association
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SOURCES

OF FURTHER

INFORMATION

This section contains information
which is intended
supplement
the material in the main text.

1.

Institutions

and

to

Organizations

?lphab+cally
under
country,
!nsbtutrons
and organizations
Improved agricultural
implements

This
lisls,
some
of the main
active in the field of
and machinery.

2

ManutacturwslSuppliersllmporterslDistributors
is
presented
in the main section
sequence
used in this
book. Where we received general information
we list the

manufacturer’s
name and the general type of equipmer
they produce (their address appears in the index). W
have also included suppliers, importers and distributor
for countries
where no manufacturing
capacity
exist:
‘Fxport
not
available’
does
not
mean
that
export
contrc
precludes
the export
or goods;
the manufacturin
capacity may be sufficient o,nly for local requirements.

3. Written

sources is a selective
bibliography
of th
sources used when compiling
the list of manufacturer
which ITDG approached
for information.

1. INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CANADA
kllemationrl -t
Reseanh Centm (IDRC)
Poaox85m
f%%
KIG 3HS.
FRANCE
Gmup de Rachardtes at
d’~ng%ssurlar
Techduas (GREI-J
3orwdechamMe
Em1 Paris.

NETHERLANDS
lnstitut YaOrMechanis4tie
Atbied an Gebwvm,, (NAG)
Postbus 43
6700 AA Wageni~en.
lntemslianal RslC1ntn
(or Cammunlty Water supply
and SanltStlan (IRC)
PO Box 93lsa
3500 AD The Hague.
KOnlnklljk lnstltut “00~ de
Tropen UtI1)
Maurttskade53
iO92 AQ Amsardam.
TOOL
Entrspotdok eBbsa
1015 AD Amaard4m.
NEW ZEAUND
New Zealand Agricultural
Enefneering btStllde (NZAEI)
Lincoln College
cmllen3UW.
NZAEI (Narlh Island)
Rukuhla
Hsmllton.

~ktIOmatlorul Crops Rowarch
kwtlttie 6x Ih4 SImi Arid
Trc#ca (ICRISATJ
‘&ll4buu
P.O.
hdra Pn&sR 502 324.
7ALV

NlGERlA
Inbm4tlonal Instltut4 of
Tmplc4l Agrlcullum (UT)
OYO Road
PMB 5320
Ib4d4n.

PO aox 6337
Boroko.
PHlLlPPlNES
College of Engineering and
Agrolndustrial Technology
Unlverslly 01 the PhIlIppines 4t
LOSs4no4 College
Lsguna 3720.
bt4m4tlOn4l Rice 4nd Rssoarch
InstltuIe (IRRI)
POBOXW
ManlIe.
THAILAND

UNITED KINGDOM
InternatIonal BM, Research
Association
HOI“OULU)
Gwwds Cross
Bucklngh4mshire SLS ONR
Ihten’~dlale Technaloey Power
Ltd.
Morlkner Hill
;i;sk”bmer,Reading
I1rt4m~dl~te Techn~l~y
Tran4porl Ltd.
The Old Power Slsllon
Ardinghm Oxon. OX12 BPH

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
South Pacific Appropriate
Techwlo@y Foundaaon
(SPAT.=)

School of Veterinary Science
Univenity of Bristol
Langtord House, Langlord
Bristol a.98 7DU
Sits04 College, Cranfleld
Insutute Of Technology
Sil808, Bedlord MK45 4DT.
Tnmical Develorunsnt Research
instnute
56162Grays Inn Road
London WClX 8LU.
Overseas Developmsnl Group
School 01 Devekmment Swdles
University 01 Easi Anglla
Norwich NR4 TTJ.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Appmpriate Technology
InternatIonal (ATI)
1331 H Street NW
Waehiien
DC ZG9OS.
lntem4llon4l Plant Pmm4ilon
centm (IPPCI
ore!Jon state ti&4mny
Corv4ll8, tigon 97331.
VITA
Suite 200
1815 Noith Lynn Street
Arlington, Va 23309.
Water and Sanitation for He&h
Projeci (WASH)
1611 N. Kent Strent
Room 1002 Arlington, ZZOB.

! MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS, IMPORTERS, DISTRIBUTORS
I. Manufacturers

iEEDBED
‘REPARATION

#AANDTOOLS
ONCE
itiEFTZd’ia - T4lrbo1

HUNGARY
FSldsrl V@yasipad K&z
slemandmi Vaslpsri Ktu
Gy4li vati Vegyesiparl Ktsz
INDIA
Agrlwltun~ Tools Factory
Tat4 Agricultuml Co.
KENYA
I-1 Cawment, EA. Ltd.

SIERRA LEONE
Tikonko Agricultural Ext. Csnlm

ANIMAL-DRAWN
PLOUGHS

SRI LANKA
Smodaya Shranmdana
Movemete (SW

FRANCE
Maupin Chmrues
Cadamm&jac

ZAIRE
lJr8llZ
Acmsfon

GHANA
Technology ConauRancy Centn
(expor( not 4vall4ble)
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Sonrcos

of

furthor

information
IAPAN
uarubmd Coqmratkm
- Rice transplanter
Saruka Machinery
- Rice transplanter

rhal Kolkam
Wachamkam Factory
Wangdselahaklt
Wanpmich K Faclofy

MALAWI
3rowl (I Clapperlon
- Planters

KENYA
bIafDin8lsckunHhs

INTERCULTIVATION

SRI LANKA

TNAILAND
8anTaomindusby
MN Chareon Kasetpha
NB &an Factwy
Pit& Sunll.Methanikul
PhghDLEanTum
MIs8amamcbsNMln
sudn IsmMaolbavi
Tai Lsc Cimng
Tang chin smg

FRANCE
Gard. Ets
Suml, EN
Agrilom
Faclory

%“mY

CULT/VA TORS ANIMAL-DRAWN
FRANCE
Msupln chsmMs

NEIHERLANDS
-LOt

lANDFORMING
EQUlPMENT
INDIA
Agdcultunl Tools Factory
- Ridging
Ridging Ploughs
Arlhur Bullsr & Co. Ltd.
- Ridging Ploughs
8wastik MantdacIun Ltd
- Sand Former/Ridging
plough

HAND TRACTORS AND
POWER TILLERS
FRANCE
GCSiljS
Mot-

INDONESlA
Nnr mdlul lndollesia
PT. 8lru PUUWI
nukm 1ml1rsdhlg

HUNGARY
Gyili VasC Vegyesipafi Klsz

PBUlml
PwbVeldh
WStarlngS
SPAIN
@de Hlspar!ls S.A.
Andrea Harranos S.A.
CamLyd St
Cavadarss. LLAC
cans1lucclan5s Mscsnlcas ‘SJR’
Industrlas Macanlcss Condof
lnduslrlas Mecanlcas Palaron
Macaper
Mecanlca MOllon
MotOCUhomSPascuall SA
p.b&mf&
z
S.L
Motoras Solo S.A
Oval s.A
.iva Motw S.L
Rayear. GA
Tallems 8mnco S.L.
Tedau S.A
Truss S.L.
THAILAND
Boon Kong Kemchang Factory
Chrmlmg Kamchang Fscloly
Chamsn Tmctws
Ch;h~pl”F8ClOly
chok Palboon
yvyhobvim

chant

Fm Nang Factory
Iamkm P
Kasn Mm@kol FactotY
Kmunal Industrial Factory
Kaselchal Factoly
Kit Charron FacIwy
Lea Chsrosnm&a Factot~
Lek Palmj Fe&pry
Ml Kasat FIctwy
“~~2
Wa*aw
Nok Nol- Kamk.saal Faclwy
Plek Siam Kolkam
Pradityml Factory
Prrwrtruwan bldustly
Punnwithl Ruamklt Co. Ltd.
RWJ Rol F-w
t3a.A~ Chanonkul
Sa.Ang
SaengthongKam Rdlt Fa&ry
&yu~dq
F=W
Thai Amml Industry

The Nslional Engineering Co.
- Triphali
Ramakumsr lndustdes
- animal drawn equipment
Swastlk Manufaclun Co.
- Wheel Hoe/Paddy weeders
NETHERLANDS
Casnders.‘LoI
- Single/doublewheel
hoe

hand

SIERRA LEONE
Cmtm
- Push/pull hoe

VElHERLANDS
3olmsn
- Precision seed drills (hand
pushed)
Hwpman
- Precision seed drills (hand
pushed)
NIGERIA
Ela Agricullural Machinery
Manulacturing & Engineering

co.

- Rolling injection planter
I- and Qrow models

SIERRA LEONE
rlkonko Agdcultural Ext Centm
- Jab planler
SPAIN
NW TechnIcal Trading Co.
SRI LANKA
sarvodaya Sbnmadana
Movement
- Seed planters

SRI LANI’..
8modaya Shramsdana
Mwemsnl (sslu)

COlenXn
-Garden plough
CON mvlsion

ZIMBABWE
Columbw McKlnnon
- Animal drawn equipment

CROP PROTECTION
;WJ;O&ERATOR

PLANTERS AND
SEEDERS
BOTSWANA
Rural lndusirles lr~novallon
Csntm
- plough planter
FRANCE
AUdUWW
-Animal drawn seeder
Suml EN
- Manual and animal drawn
seeder
Noda.GOUglS
- Animal drawn seeder
Prud ‘Hornme
- Plantmaster, Hand seeder
INDIA
Nat01 blduslIl4s
- Sad drills
Slssl h@msrlng CorpMlllon
- sugarcane planter

COLOMBIA
El Rodamlento
HUNGARY
Vegyipzer Tlszak6csb
INDIA
JardIne Henderson Ltd.
Metal Industries
INDONESIA
C.V. Echo
P.T. Ekludlu
P.T. GemSang
P.D. Nusatiara
N.V. Paw Rntne
P.T. Slna PerllWl
P.T. Saga Utama
Toko Apollo

1

Sources

- Aid pimp
INDlA
Vdlss Ltd
- Hand pumps
KENYA
lbmhlm N. S.&b
- Hand well pump
NEWERLANDS
A.gmr. urlk
Bssk.Heyafm
- Bird Smer: Scouslic

MADAGASCAR
CwlI&ctcnnnalms

de

- ‘Mandrilsa’

iiizkrl
- Bird scarer: *cD”slic
DskkedQlen
FiEc
Gklwl
- Bird Seaear: wo”slic
Gmsnksr
K&l
- wheel driven push weed
sP=Y=
KoslsrfAxd
- Bitd scarer: acoustic
Lsuw
- &cd scarer: visual
- Bird, scarer: acoustic
~sssl
- Whss, drNsn push wsed
sprayer

- Cast iron pump
Yamaklkl Manufacturing
- Cast iron pump
MaNrId Machlmryl
Man” r aUuttn,y Carp.
- deep well hand pump
Atlantk Icdustrld Sales Cer~
- deep well handpump
h4~~al,Mseill~”
6 Equlpnlent
- deep well handpump.
NCThXRLANDS
WAG4 Ekwrl
- “V!AG%’ handpump
SPAIN

=w
wrsumn
- Wheel driven push weed
SRI LANKA
~~tEhmmadans
- Hand pumps

WATER LIFTING
BANGUDESH
Esswitlal Pmdwts Lid
- Barqlaiesh New No.6
Pump
ppW-NlhFDunhV
National Iron Foundry L
WWWd
DOMINICAN REPUBUC
Equ&mTechnkoI&strld
- AIOlsattelle Hand
pump/shallow we,,

‘RANCE
3. Bolmkr
- Bourga VL Iwo
.ssaua.sodk

Moqam W@IlOCQnltructkln
PIOle*
- ‘SWN 60
- ‘SWN’ 81
TUNISIA
Twlsie
- ‘AID’.type pump

HARVESTING AND
THRESHING
EGYPT
txholk blkl ssnice
- Thresherlwinnower mulliClOppl3,
FRANCE
Au@ Eta
- Sickles, grass hooks, rakes
Msmllsr.Lsmalchmld
- Sickles, grass hooks. rakes
3au( du Tam
- Sickles, grass hooks. rakes

of
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Tahnolagy C~ns~ltw~cy Cenlre
(wJt for e&j
- Corn shellers, rice threshers
HUNGARY
uasqrr4mt MeztiQ@ wttalst
- Sheller
INDIA
Agricultural Toots Factory
- Sickles, Corn shellers,
P.&d” threshers
Elsste Industries
-Threshers
Esssnlkl Englnesrlng cu.
- Reaper, thresher, shellers
Globs Educational
- Groundnut decorticator
Metal lndustdes
- Paddy thresher
Shree Ehuvaneshwari Industries
-Threshers
fhe National Engineedng Co.
- Groundnut decorticalor
rractors (I Farm Equipmant
- Reapers (motorized)
voltss
- Groundnul decorticator
INDONESIA
P.T. Days Plonw
- Reapers (motorized)
IAPAN
Mwub4nl Cwporatlon
- Reapers (molorizedl
MALAWI
smrm and Clapperton Group
- Shellers
NEIHERLANDS
Solman
- Reapers (motorized)
ComtwBsukel
- Reapers (motorized)
- posl.harvesl crop processing
FnpOme
- Reapers (motorized)
Heybrwk
- Reapers (molorlzed)
Hock
- Reapers (motorized)
tubberslEn
- Reapers (motorized)
rulniechnink
- Reapers (motorized)
SIERRA.iEONE
Nkonko Ag.cult”ral Ext; Centre
- Rice threshers. winnowers,
HanC maize shellers
THAlLAN9
Zhal Amnat Kern C:ang Factory
- Threshe:
Klet Par&b Industrial
- Threshers
tsrkhai Factmy
- Corn shellers
Nan Ha Faclory
- Corn shellers
Frasnrlpom Factpry
- Corn shellers
Rurmksm!mg Factory
- Threshers
Saetwcal K Fwtury
- sugarcane cutter
Sillp charan Fadwy
- Threshers

--
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hanya Englneerlng Factory
-Thresher
yontkampanlch Factory
- Corn shellers
USA
Sy Hand (I Foot Lid
- Scythe
ZAtRE
Chanimetal
- Herbcutler
IJMAZ
- Machetes

POST-HARVEST
CROP PROCESSING
9USTRALIA
4ust. Machine Group
30TSWANA
Rural Induslri~s Innovation
hntrs
- Sorghum de.huller
Jnlcon ply. Ltd.
- Feed troughs
:HILE
Haestranzs Sulta S.A.
Nttig, Bolllat
- Mills, tanks. fans
:OLOMBIA
Helslrncanl~as ArmJo
- Chaff cutlers (manual)
EGYPT
:alh& Relief Se&e
- Corn husker and sheller
- 1Ohp thresher
FIJI
Nagan En@werlng (FM) Ltd
:‘not for exporlv
- Z/3 bladed chaff Cutler manual/motor driven
FRANCE
2Ltm
- Cleaners and graders
S.A.M.AS.
- Grain mills
GHANA
rechnoloov Consullancy centw
:not for export’)
- Palm kernel cracker; Palm
oil press; Gari plant; Corn
mills
iUNGARY
leszPr6ml Mez6gSp
VBllalal
- Manual/motorized grape
press; “ushers; slernmeru,
grinders; choppers: grain
grinders
NDIA
iwastlk Manufacture Ltd.
- Chat1 cutler
NDONESIA
:.v. Echo
-. Rice polishers. hullers, mill

I
II
-.-

1
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TRANSPORT AND
MATERIALS
HANDLING
BOTSWANA
Unlcon Pty. Ltd.
- Donkey cart
FRANCE
Aglltcm
S&t&L&US
- Animal drawn carts

mALAwt
LttwJweSbaetMetatLtd
- Maize mill cyclane
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
umQeEQdpcmm~tan

SIERUA LEONE
Tlkonko &dcultwal Sat. Cantrs
- saed dresser: prscleaner
casssava grater

GHANA
Technalcgy ccnauttsncy centm
pnct for export7
- q “l,ock carts
tNOlA
The Ctuil43ginearing Co.
-Wheelbarrows
MALAWI
Lllongws Sbwt NIetal Ltd.
- Sack and wheelbarrows
Rrcrm & Clapperton Gmup Ltd.
- oxcarts
chkuptta Tnllars (Ngulc) Ind.
- oxcarts

K6~~~adgazdas~gi
- Poultry a pig equipment
JAPAN
Gcto Hfdcitery
- Poultry equipment
J.P.J. Incubators
- Incubators
USA
Malting
- Mineral feeder
ZAMBIA
Choma Auto EngIneen
- Branding irons; Cattle
crushes

DAIRYING

ZAIRE
Cllantmetsl
- Wheelbarrow
UMAZ
- Wheelbarrows
ZAMBIA
chama Auto L~lnsrm
- Oxdrawn scotch cart9

LIVESTOCK
HUSBANDRY
AND HEALTH
FRANCE
SETA. Elsenhim
HUNGARY
~4bc4n~~tMezsgazdls~gi
WGGSLAVtA
Ml0 standard
-Corn Sheller
ZAIRE
UWAZ
-Storage

bins

- Poultry a pig equipment
Suktsz Budapest KirBllatten
wszl6 Altaacs
- poultry 8 rabbit equipment
Delta Ipad Szttvmkezet
- Rabbit, poultry 8 pig
equipment
Duwws6nyl ‘Fetoli’ MGTSZ
- Rabbit equipment
Kl&iMsi~sfJy~“‘“”
- Rabbit, poultry S pig
equipment

SOIL BLOCK
PRESSES
INDIA
Joshi industries
- Soil block press

HUNGARY
Veszpr(lmi MezSg6p V~llatat
- Milking machines 8 pails
KENYA
Industrial Plants B.A.
- General dairying equipment

HAND TOOLS
MADAGASCAR
S.I.D.E.M.A.

SIERRA LEONE

THAILAND
Rung Ro} Kam Pradlt
- Trolley

NElHERLANDS
GmenlSer
- Post hole augers
Lammerlnk
- Post hole augers
MarcolKtlmaat
- Post hole augers
Pmct
- Post hole augers
mddsr
- Post hole augers
ZV.H.flem
- Post hole augers

LAND CLEARANCE
FRANCE
Andetllex
- Brush c”ttW
Bernard Moteurs
- Brush cutters

W. GERMANY
Schw%blsche Hiittenwerke
- Spades, Shovels

PLOUGHS
KENYA
Klsumu Industrial Estate

Technology COnsuttanCy t%ttre
(not for expcft~
-Cutlasses
INDONESIA
F.T. Daya Plonser
- Brush wtters
JAPAN
c. lmt!
- Brush cutters
Nomura Trading
- Brush cutters
NElHERLANDS
Embden
- Brush cutters
HLlllyer
-Brush c”tter.9
tntwtccl
- Brush c”tterS
Mmkl
- Brush cutters
Reesink
- Brush cutters

WATER LIFTING
SRI LANKA
Ceygma Pumps

CROP PROCESSING
GHANA
Agricultural Engineers Ltd.
- Corn grinders
INDIA
Rallco International Div.
- Si,gar cane crushers
LIBERIA
Agromachinss Ltd.
- Rice hulters

TRANSPORT
SRI LANKA

FENCING AND GATES
BOTSWANA
Unkxn Fly. Ltd.
- Fencing and gates
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B. SuppliersllmporterdDistributors

Bermuda

Kiriba ti

Mali

Zaire

The following
are maior
agricu~turel equipment importerr
fw Bermuda. The information
was supplied by the Dept of Agri.
a Fisheries. Hamilton, Bermuda.

The foliowing list of suppliers for
Kiiibati was provided by D.
Pendle at the Ministry of Natural
Resources Ewelopment. Kiribati.

The following are all importers of
agricultural equipment and the
information was provided by the
United Nations Development
Programme, Bamako: Mali.

AGENT
Chief Supply Ollleer
:J;
Dlvlsion

AFCO
BP 75
gamakc Tel: gamakc 22 39 59
(full range of equipment)

The following organisetion has
supplied information on the
agricultural equipment which
they import
in parte for
manufacture and makeap in
Zaire.

P.O. Box 71
Kldbati

Goshams Ltd
Sl Jctm’s Reed
Pembmke
lvRstms Ltd.
&It’s Head Park
HmniRcn
$,tIOO;

WsQtcn

C Cc. Ltd.

PelTGmke

SUPPLIERS
Muttltiplo F-ty Ltd.
P.O. Sax 314
LIverpool
New South Wales 2179
AUSTRALlA
(Building 8 equipment for
livestock)

P.I.E.M.
BP 2116
Kcmflna
gamako Tel: gamako 22 37 82
~$~ldrewn
multipurpose tool

INZAL
BP 3:2:
Klnshasa
2AIRE Tel: Kinshasa 77343
Telex: INZAL KIN 21406
(Disc ploughs, harrows,
rota”atOrs. rotary cutters,
planters and poet hole augers).

SIMAGA
BP ltw
Eamako Tel: gamako 22 47 69
(moderate range of equipment)
BP 724
Esmako Tel: gsmsko 22 40 OB
Telex: 460
(imports equipment from
SISMAR, Senegal)

3. WRll7EN SOURCES
neacultur=lEuysrs’

Dkectcry,
An annual guide to suppliers
of equipment, materials and
se?dices tor agriculture and
tar the primaw procaseing of
produce. Weal Ahica Farming
6 Focd ploorsrlng, Alain
Charles. Bimonthly magezins
from Alain Charles House. 27
Wilfred Street, London SWIE
6PR.

Agrlcultunl Macfllnery
Msnufr*urws In Pakistan,
National Agricultural
Research Cenfre, P.O.
National Institute of Health
Is&.maead. Pakistan.
DUIMXBUYWSGuide. run a
Badsfreet (Israel) Ltd.. 105
Hahashmonaim Street. Tel
Aviv, Isreel.

kwwme

T=lmJcsY

Dtmctowv ATDA, P.O. Box
311 Gandhi Bhawan,
Lucknow 226 001. U.P.. India.

Australian E@newfn9 Product5
and t3cmlas Ex# Dlreclcly.
National Office, MTIA House,
214 Ncrthbourne Avenue,
Cmbena ACT 2X0,
Australia.

and hpieOmts.
ABIMACISIMESP Associacao
Brasileira de lndustria de
Mdquinas e Equipamentos.
Sindicato da lndustria de
Mdquinas de Eetado de SBo
Paula, Viaduto Dona Pauliila
BOW And& 01595 S&o
PaJlO, Brezil.
Catalcgue
of Improved
I\grlculturel Tools
Implements end Equipment
of media,Central Institute of
Agricultural Engineering,
Nabi Bagh. Berassa Road.
Bhopal 45210, India.
Dairy Indcctrtes International
Mrectay, Redman R. (ed)
United Trade Press, 4843
Gerrard Street, London WI”
7LP, U.K.
Dairy India, Guptd, P.R. (ed)
Rekha Press, 2c/34 New
Rontak Rd. New Delhi 110
005. India.
Dtrectwy of AgrbxMural and
Fa~r(ry EqulpmM
Manufacturenr in Western
EUICP%European
Directories, Volume 1:
Europe. Volume 2: U.K.
European Directors, 23 City
Road, London EClY IAA,
U.K.

Dlrectcny cl tnstltutlcns, snd
lndivldualr cctlve In
envimnmente!ly cccnd end
appmpriate tedlnclcgies,
United National Development
Programme, UNDP Reference
Series Vol.1, Pergamon
Press, Oxford. U.K.

Guide du Hachlnisme Agricde
et Holllcole en gelglque,
lnterfederale du Machinisme
Agricole Avenue Plasky,
30.8181, E-1040 Bruss&,
Belgium.

Equipment lcr Vegelable
Pmductlcn, hlstitute Of
Agricultural Engineering
OMAGh P.O. Box 43,670O AA
Wageningen, The
Netherlands.

Guide to Technclcgy Trancler In
East. Central and South
Africa, A Catalogue of
Aqricultural Equipment
manufactured in the region
with a guide lo its purchase
and use. Commonweelth
Secretariat, Food Production
end Rural Development
Division, Marlborough Howe,
London SWlY 5HX, U.K.

Farm and Garden Equipment
Guide, Agricultural Press
Ltd., Surrey House, 1
Throwley Way, Sutton.
Surrey, SMl 4CQ, U.K.
Farm Machinery Dlreotc~
Orange book, I.S.A.E. Indian
Society of Agricultural
Engineers, National Agro
House, 2 Tensan Marj. 110
001 New Delhi. India.

lnlcmmtlcn Scuces on the
Agrlculturcl Im@emente and
Machinery, United National
Industrial Development
Organisation IMODP Guide to
inform&ion sources No.9
UNIDO. Vienna, Austria.

The Green Book. ‘the authority
0” td0rs. farm a f0fest ‘.
equipment’. Industrial
Newspapers Ltd., Queensway
House. 2 Gwensway, Redhill
RHl 10% U.K.

Lendmaschlnen und
Ackerechlepper. Lyoner
SheBe 18, Postfach 71 01 09,
5@30Frankfurt 71, West
Germanv.
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B point SW Les Eotiines de
Papaoe Oossier No.1. and
Info. letter. GPET. Groupe de
Recherche d’Exchanges
Technologiques, 30 rue de
Chsronne, Paris. France.

New Zealand National
A@ricultuml Fleldays
Cat&qua, N.Z. Naticnal
Fieldays Society, Mystery
Creek, Hamilton, New
Zealand.

Iand of pesticide Apfllrcstic4
Epuipnmni. I.P.P.C.
International Plant Protection
Centre, Corvallis, Oregan
State University OR 97331.
U.S.A.

The Power Guide. A Catalogue
Of Smallscale power
Equipment. Intermediate
Technology Development
Group. Compiled by P.
Fraenkel I.T.O.G. 9 King
Street, London WCZE SHW,
U.K.

lechanisatiqtdc directory of
machinery and Implements,
IMAG P.O. Box 43. G7M) AA
Wageningen. Netherlands.

ttegronal catslagw Of
Agricultural Implements,
Regional Network for
Agricultural Machinery,

R.N.A.M.. do UNDP, P.O. Box
7785 ADC, Pasay City,
Philippines.

Rural Water Supply Handpumps
Pmiectz laboratory testing of
Handpumps for develotMg
Cwntdes, World Bank, report
Nos.1, 2 and 3. The World
Sank. Washington, U.S.A.

Small Scale Farm Machinery
Cstalogue. Institute of
Agricultural Engineering, P.O.
80x BW 30. Sorrowdale,
Harare, Zimbabwe.

Testing and Evaluation and
hfcdifkation Technical
Reports Nw.ll,l2and
13,
R.N.A.M. Philippines.

Tools for Homesteaders,
Gardeners and SmalLscale
Farmers, A Cat&ague of
Hard-to-find Implements and
Equipment. Rodale Press.
Emmaus, U.S.A.
World Water, Monthly magazine
tram Thomas Telford Ltd.,
Telford House, PU Box 101.
26 Old Street, London EC1
U.K.

BELGIUM

BOTSWANA

CHINA

CANADA

BURKINA FASO
CHILE

CAMEROON

Manufacturereindex

IDENMARK

EGYPT
I

FIJI

:I

FINLAND

FRANCE

z&

F

lbfanufhtturers

I

HONDURAS

HUNGARY

iHANA

iREECE

index
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ManufacturersLndex
IRELAND
I

ISRAEL

249

rALv

anm.

KENYA
-

MALI

NEPAL

NETHERLANDS

I

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

PHILIPPINES
NORWAY

PAKISTAN

PHIUPPINES

SMld.

PORTUGAL

POLAND

SENEGAL

SIERRA LEONE

Manufacturem
SPAIN

comd.

SWAZILAND

index

255

TANZANIA

I

SRI LANKA

SWEDEN

THAILAND

SWITZERLAND

1TOGO

1TUNISIA

Manu~cturersindex

257

lbfamufacturers

index

259

Manu~acturersindex
u.s.A. anw.

-

N. GERMANY

261

262

Manufacturersindex

YUGOSLAVIA

TOOLS FOR AGRICULTURE
This new edition of an invaluable and \Nell-8stablished
‘B(iyers’ Guide’_r?t?w ~,~
offers a wider rang8 of tools, mdre-guidance
to the buyer and us&, and
clearer presgntation
of material. An additional
featute is the SeFies~ of
Vtti

to 8achaed

sut48ct

ar8a.

_~.,r..-..~~r--ii--~,irr?--;

Thematerial foFthe,newBdition
corn8sfrom over 1,2QJl m?&@facms
and
suppliers from more than 70 countries. Guidance is given on many hundreds
of products,
soIne 750 of which ar8 illustrated
by linedrawings~
or
photographs.
illustrations, Iext~ and tables stake the reade,fi fhrq,ugh~ hand
tools to animal-powered
and small-engined
equipment.
Within each
Categg@,
the
equipment
typ8S
progress
from
th8
Simple
t0 the :mOre~
-~
sophisticated.
Each subject
area’ Seed-bed preparation,
Water lifting, Animal
husbandry, etc. - is ir&r~d~~ed by a specjalist who sets the range of tools,
implements
and m.achinery available against the background
of good
farming practice, and the factors best considered ,when making a,choice.
The them8 of effective
choice is again emphasized
in the general
introduction
by Ian; Carruthers of Wye College, University of London.
Its w& in %67 that tntermediate
Te$nology
identified a ‘need.-+.
developing countries for a dlr ctory of comyrqially
available’ small farm.
uipment ahd where to get them. ITDG I
implements
and agrlcylturai
prepared Tools for Progressian $ this was ~followed by the first edl!ion of
Tools for Agriculture whiCh proved an immediate sucdss.
Tools for
Agriculture is itself an essential tool for development workers, exteo&n
officers, governmental and aid advisers, as well-as for agricujtu~ral collagas
and students - and practising farmers themselves.

:

,‘)

X:-I-

providing informatioh in
. . . a m,in& $,,@refullq assembled material
Rural Life
handy~ti~alogtie
form’
‘It is a unique catalogue and, should not be overlooked’
~,~
Alternative Sources of Energy
-YY?FIT& m&tent
wtaot,m
d&ve+op+
~~~~
countries . . .’

